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i .  INTRODUCTION 
This volume presents the preliminary development plan for the 
Pioneer Venus program. Since the effort during the study was directed 
more at analyzing various developmental approaches rather than defining 
a given approach, this preliminary plan does not thoroughly t reat  all 
developmental aspects, but only those that would have a significant effect 
on program cost. These significant development areas  were: 
Master program schedule planning 
Test planning - both unit and system testing for orbiter/ 
probe bus 
Ground support equipment 
Performance assurance 
Science integration. 
During the study, the Martin Marietta Corporation evaluated various 
test  planning options and test method techniques in terms of achieving a 
low-cost program without degrading mission performance or system relia- 
bility. Section 3 of this document defines the approaches studied and the 
methodology of the selected approach: 
Mission performance requirements - verification technique 
Test  requirements -Atlas CentaurfThor Delta 
Functional test  methods 
Development testing 
Manufacturing and acceptance testing. 
2. MASTER PROGRAM SCHEDULE PLANNING 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section discusses the tradeoffs made to optimize the use of 
available resources a s  a function of the schedule time available f rom 
Phase I go-ahead to launch. Optimization includes the consideration of 
cost, schedule risk, and compliance with fiscal funding limitations : 
Schedule r i sk  is identified with the t ime available to  recover 
from a design deficiency and/or a test  failure 
Cost factors derive from: 
- Parallel ism of tasks - intensive parallel activities that 
result i n  higher costs due to  decision log ~ a r n s  and the 
ensuing false s ta r t s  (decision reversals)  
- Support engineering - the support required to maintain 
equipment and/or tes t  operations during integration, 
test, and launch 
- Interval sustaining support - the support required to  pro- 
vide continuity during a lull i n  design and development - 
associated with a delayed hardware s ta r t  (end-loaded) 
after Phase I. 
2.2 PROGRAM PLANS 
2.2.1 Program Planning Assumptions 
Our planning is based on the following assumptions : 
Phase I would run from 1 February through 30 September 1974, 
and would culminate in a program system design review that 
would define a l l  program requirements and interfaces 
Phase LI would begin 1 October 1974 and terminate after the 
launch of the probe mission spacecraft in August 1978 
Project management and technical support must be maintained 
a t  an adequate level over the entire 56-month program 
Fiscal funding constraints will result i n  a low, level of available 
funding during F Y  1974 and 1975 periods, and peaking should be 
avoided. 
2.2.2 Program Plans 
Three master  schedules were developed for  analysis. These sched- 
ules a r e  shown in Figures 2- 1, 2-2, and 2-3 for illustrative purposes; the 
bars  on these schedules do not reflect actual manpower loading. 
2.2.2.1 Front-Loaded (Figure 2-12 
This schedule reflects a full startup a t  the end of Phase I. The 
startup would include the buslorbiter and the probes and the approach 
would be go "get on and get off" a s  rapidly a s  possible. 
Figure 2-1. Pioneer Venus Pmject Master Schedule 
Case I :  Fmnt Loaded 
2.2.2.2 Level-Loaded (Figure 2-2) 
This schedule i s  derived from: 
A setback from the launch date to establish hardware need dates 
A "leveling" of the design and development effort in te rms  of per- 
forming: I) the buslorbiter design, development and manufactur- 
ing effort soon after System Design Review No. i, and 2) the 
probe effort later. Thus, the TRW effort builds up moderately 
fast, while the MMC effort proceeds at a low level in  an  interface 
supporting role and in  performing major long lead, design criti- 
cal tasks, and long lead procurement. 
SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION, TEST, AND LAUNCH 
Figure 2-2. Pioneer Venus Pmject Master Schedule 
Case l I :  Level Loaded 
2 .2 .2 .3  End-Loaded (Figure 2- 3)  
This schedule i s  based on performing only major long lead and devel- 
opment critical tasks during the period between the completion of System 
Design Review No. i and the startup of the bus/orbiter/probe design and 
development effort. 
- 
SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION, TEST, AND LAUNCH 
Figure 2-3. Pioneer Venus Pmject Master Schedule 
Case I I I :  End Loaded 
2 . 2 . 3  Comparison of Plans 
Table 2-1  summarizes the evaluation of these plans in terms of cost, 
schedule risk, and fiscal loading constraints. As the chart shows, the 
level-loaded program schedule provides the most satisfactory plans in 
terms of cost, schedule r isk ,  and fiscal loading. A schedule demonstrating 
this approach is  shown in Figure 2-4 .  
This schedule was generated by f i rs t  defining the time required to 
perform the integration and test  activities for the orbiter and probe mission 
spacecraft (Figures 2 - 5  and 2-6). Then, these span times were arranged 
so that only one system test  se t  would be required and that the operations 
at  the launch site would begin on i April 1978. The next step was to define 
the equipment need dates of the spacecraft and to insert  the engineering 
model spacecraft tests,  s tructural  model tes ts ,  and thermal model tests 
into the schedule. Thus, the need dates for these engineering models and 
major development models were set. The time to design, develop, manu- 
facture, and test  the required equipment6 was estimated independently and 
compared to the need dates. Then, adjustments were made to accommodate 
any conflicts between need dates and delivery dates. 
Table 2-1. Evaluation of Master Program Plans 
CRITERIA 
RELATIVE 
COST 
RELATIVE 
SCHEDULE 
RISK 
FISCAL 
FRONT-LOADED 
HIGHER THAN LEVEL LOADED 
BECAUSE EXTREME PARALLEL- 
ISM OF TASKS CAUSES FALSE 
STARTS 
LOWER THAN END LOADED 
BECAUSE SUSTAINING ENGl-  
NEER COSTS ARE LESS THAN 
THOSE REQUIRED I N  THE 
INTERVAL BETWEEN PHASE I 
AND START OF DESIGN AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
LOWEST BECAUSE OF THE 
TIME LEFT TO RECOVER 
POOR-HIGH EXPENDITURE 
RATE IN THE EARLY PART OF 
THE PROGRAM 
LEVEL-LOADED 
LEAST-MORE EFFICIENT FLOW 
OF COMMUNICATION, G O O D  
MORALE, MINIMUM FALSE 
STARTS, AND LESS OVERALL 
SUSTAINING EFFORT AND M I N I -  
MAL INTERVAL SUPPORT REQUIRED 
MORE THAN ADEQUATE-STILL 
SUFFICIENT TIME TO RECOVER 
WITHOUT MAJOR IMPACT 
SATISFACTORY-MODERATE BUILD 
UP I N  FISCAL 1975 AND LEVEL 
THROUGH FY 1976 AND EARLY FY 
1977, DECREASING IN THE LATTER 
HALF OF FY 1977 TO A LOW LEVEL 
I N  FY 1978 
END-LOADED 
HIGHER THAN LEVEL-LOADED 
BECAUSE OF THE ADDITIONAL 
TEST SET AND TEST CREW, 
AND BECAUSE OF THE HIGHER 
LEVEL OF INTERVAL SUPPORT 
PRIOR TO STARTINGS 
HIGHEST SCHEDULE RISK- 
MUST EXPEND OVERTIME 
EFFORT TO RECOVER 
M A Y  PEAK T O O  HIGH IN FY 
1977. 1978 BECAUSE OF START 
UP COSlS 
PROBE MISSION EXPERIMENT DVU DELIVERY 
-
PROBE DTU TO MMC 
POWER AMPLFIER A N D  TRANSPONDER FROM MMC 
'ROBE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT. AND MANUFACTURING 
LARGE PROBE STRUCTURES - FABRlChllON 
- 
rmau PROBE ELE~IR~NIC!PLSIG_N A? EEVELOPMENI 
'ROBE ASSEMBLY A N D  TCST 
L&RGt PROBE 
STRUCTURE TEST 
! 
Figure 2-4  Pioneer Venus Schedule 
Figure 2-5. ProtolFlight Orbiter Mission Test Scheduk 
3. INSTALL PROPULSION A N D  
5. INSTALL. INTEGRATE, AND TESTBUS ENGINEfRINGIUBIY 
16. MASS PROPERTIES TEST LPRELIMINARY) 1 1  1 1  
17. INSTALL SPACECWll iN THERMAL VACUUM-BLR 
L& ON LID BUS FUNCTIONAL 1 L 
19 THERMAL VACUUM TEST (PROBES OFF. THERMAL DESIGN YERIFIC&TION~ I 
., r,",> %.,c,",. , ~ a ,  
!6. LEAK TEST, IMPEDANCE FLOW TEST 
~- 
17. APPENDAGE INIIALLATION CHECKS 
'9. $ N I T A L L  YBRATION/IHOCI( INIIRUMENTATION 
12, PROBE APPENDAGE DEPLOY_MExT-LE 
I~DELIVERY OF FL GHT PROBES 
16. PMS OSS INTERFACE COMPAIIBIIIW 
v. INAGRATE FLIGHT PROBES ONTO 
8. PMS INTEGRATED SYSRMS TEST NO 3 L m  
9 .  !NITALL ACOUSTIC INSTRUMENTATION 
10. ACOUSTICS TEST 
I). PMI INEGFATE! S_YIFMS TEST NO. 4 
12. INSTALL SPACECRAFT IN THERMAL VACUUM CHAMBER 
13. ON L I D  PMS FUNCTIONAL 
M. THERMAL VACUUM ACCEPTANCE TEST 
t i .  PMS INTEGRATEDJYSTE~FS TEST NO 5 
a x i u s i v s r m M  r fs r  a I M i n o i  
7. DEWILED SUBSY_ITEM TEST I I M I l t D l  
U P  
,J. INSTALL FINAL THERMAL INSULAIO 
4 ,  SOLAR ARRAY ILLUMINATION T E S T Y E  
JUL 
Figure 2-6. ProtolFlight Probe Mission Test Schedule - 
3 .  TEST PLANNING 
3 . 1  INTRODUCTION 
This section provides a prel iminary plan for  bus lorb i te r  subsystems,  
probe, and sys t em level testing. Relatively little effort  was expended in  
bus lorb i te r  subsystem/uni t  level t e s t  planning because most  of these sub- 
systems/uni ts  were  derived f rom the Pioneer  10 and 11 program. Con- 
s iderable  effort  was  devoted to  probe t e s t  planning because of the new 
development required.  Severa l  spacecraf t  sys t em t e s t  approaches were  
studied. 
3 . 2  BUSIORBITER SUBSYSTEMIUNIT TEST PLANNING 
To the extent that  P ioneer  10 a n d 1 1  hardware ldes ign  is used, no 
tes t  tradeoffs a r e  available between the ThorIDel ta  and the Atlas/Centaur 
launch vehicles since that equipment has  been qualified to  higher levels 
(Titan 3D). F o r  new design equipment, the weight gained by using the 
AtlasICentaur allowed a more  conservative design. This resul ted in  a 
reduction of the t e s t  models required f o r  the Atlas/Centaur.  
In planning fo r  the AtlasICentaur configurati.on, the following guide- 
lines were  applied: 
Maximize the use  of P ioneer  10 and 11 t e s t  hardware 
Qualify by s imi la r i ty  wherever possible. 
The resu l t  i s  shown in  the equipment l ist ,  Table 3-1, which re f lec ts  a 
minimum cos t  approach to subsystem level testing without any dec rease  
in confidence. 
3 . 3  PROBE TEST PLANNING 
The probes represented  a new design in  that existing equipment has  
not been qualified to  the ex t r eme  environments of Venus atmosphere entry. 
Therefore ,  considerable effort  was devoted to  t e s t  tradeoffs fo r  the probe 
subsystems and probe' systems.  The objective was to  es tabl ish probe tes t  
requirements  and to  minimize tes t  hardware to reduce costs.  The Atlas/  
Centaur and Thor/Del ta  probe t e s t  p rograms established during the study 
fulfill the requirements  to provide design development da ta ,  to  qualify the 
large and s m a l l  probes fo r  the mission environments (including the hostile 
Table 3 - 1 .  Pioneer Venus Equipment List 
I Smj P A G E L  OF& 
I - USE AS IS NOTB; (M) = MASS ORTHEWAL MODEL 
2 - MINOR MODIFICATION (E) = USE PIONEER FIG ENG'G MODEL 
3 - W O R  MODIFKATION (RE-OUL REOUIRED) SUBSYSTEM: ELECTRICAL POWER AND IMMU.T ION 
4 - NEW DESIGN 
EOUIPMENT 
W 
I 
N 
HMNESS - BUS CRU. m? --- D 1 
I/N031 I 
Table 3 - 1 .  Pioneer Venus Equipment List (Continued) 
s-: 6 PAGEL OF- 
I - USE AS IS 
2 - MINOR MODIFICATION N e  
(MI = MASS OI THERML MODEL 
3 - W O R  MODIFKATION (RE-QUAL REQUIRED) SUBSYSTEM ATTITUDE CONTROL 
to = USEPIONEW. FIG ENG'G MODEL 
4 - NEW DESIGN 
(PI - USE PIONEER F/G WOTO. MODEL 
a = USEPIONEER FIG aut  MODEL 
W 
I 
W 
Table 3- 1. Pioneer Venus Equipment List (Continued) 
6 
S=M: PAGe 3 OF - 
- ~ 
I - USE A! IS N 2  (M) = M S S  OR THERWL MODEL 
2 - MINOR MODIFICAlION (9 = USEPIONEER FIG ENG'G MODEL 
3 - MAJOR MODIFICATION (RE-CIUAL REQUIRED) szFE SUBSYSTEM: COMMUNIC4TIONS. DATA AND COMM4NDS PAGE 1 OF21 (P) = USE PIONEER F/G PROTO. MODEL 
4 - N W  DESIGN (Q) = USEPIONEER F/G QML. MODEL 
MIE 19 IUNE I P ~  5) = USE PIONEER F/G SPARE 
NO SUFFIX INDICATES N W  BUILD1 
I I 
Table 3 - 1 .  Pioneer Venus Equipment List (Continued) 
6 PAGEL OF- 
Table 3-  1. Pioneer Venus Equipment Lis t  (Continued) 
6 . S ~ Y :  PAGEL OF- 
Table 3-1. Pioneer Venus Equipment List (Continued) 
Venus entry and descent  environments)  and to verify the flight worthiness 
of the flight probes. These t e s t  p rograms meet  these requirements  with a 
minimum of t e s t s  and tes t  hardware.  
The tes t  p rograms were  developed in  a logical p rocess  commencing 
with the mission,  design, and interface requirements .  The requirements  
were  studied to  determine which had t o  be verified by tes t ,  then t e s t  con- 
cepts and schedules were  developed and hardware  quantities and utilization 
and the tradeoff studies for unit and probe level testing and GSE w e r e  
established. 
The Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur  tes t  p rograms a r e  s imi l a r  i n  
many respects:  
The Thor/Del ta  program requi res  th ree  basic  t e s t  models: 
development, qualification, and flight. It provides a flight 
backup spa re  and el iminates  the need fo r  environmental  t e s t s  
on the flight probes. 
The Atlas/Centaur program fulfills the same  objectives with 
less  t e s t s  and t e s t  hardware by combining development and 
qualification tes t s .  One s t ructural /qual i f icat ion t e s t  model  
i s  required for  the large probe and one for the s m a l l  probel. 
Thus, only two t e s t  models a r e  required for Atlas/  Centaur,  
result ing in major  cos t  savings. 
The Thor/Del ta  t e s t  p rogram is based on a 1977 launch and the 
Version I1 science payload. The AtlasICentaur  tes t  p rogram has been 
updated for the 1978 launch and the Version IV science payload. 
3 . 3 .  1 Performance Requirements  versus  Verification 
Per formance  requirements  may be verified by t e s t  or analysis.  The 
requirements  a s  established by sys t em design, mission modes,  and sys tem 
induced environments were  analyzed for miss ion  crit icali ty.  Thus, mos t  
severe  environment levels were  determined. 
The resul ts  of the tradeoff study of the method for  verifying the 
performance requirements  a r e  summar ized  in  Table 3 - 2 .  The following 
sections provide additional tradeoff data  on those requirements  requiring 
verification by test .  
Versus Analysis 
KATiONALYREMARKS 
REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED BY UNIT. 
PROBE. AND SPACECRAFT TEST LEVELS 
PROBES ARE IN DORMANT NONOPERATING 
STATE IN  MILD ENVIRONMENT DURING 
INTERPLANETARY CRUISE WHICH DOES 
NOT EXCEED SHELF LIFE b i  MOST PARTS 
AND MATERIALS 
TRANSWRTATION AND STORAGE CON- 
DlTiONS CAN 8E CONTROLLED TO PRO- 
TECT THE PROBE HARDWARE FROM 
EXPOSURE TO THESE ENVIRONMENTS IN  
EXCESS OF TOLERABLE LIMITS 
SINEVIBRATION TEST REQUIRED FOR 
LAUNCH MOOE ENTRY DYNAMICS ARE 
MAINLY RAND& AND ACOUSTIC 
SEVERE ENTRY KOUSTICS REQUIRES 
TEST5 ON PROBES HAVING LARGE FLAT 
sunvnczs. THE THOWDELTA SMALL 
PROBECA~ sr VERIFIED BY ANALYSIS 
LAUNCH ACCELERATION IS LESS THAN 5% 
OF ENTRY DECELERATION PCRMITTING 
THE STRUCTURE TO BE VERIFIED BY ANALY- 
S i S  FOR ACCELERATION; CERTAIN UNITS 
MAY REQUIRE ACCELERATION TEST; 
DECELERATION TESTS ARE REQUIRED FOR 
PROBES AND UNITS 
THERMALCONTROL DESIGN MARGINS FOR 
nrLas/cwTaun LARGE PROBE PERMIT 
VERIVICAT1ON BY SIMILARITY FOR POST- 
SEPARATION CRUISE; THERMAL VACUUM 
TFST SPKECRAFT VERIFIES PRESEPARATION 
CRUISE 
PREVIOUS PROGRAMS HAVE REVEUED 
THAT THESE ENVIRONMENTS CAN BE VERI- 
F1ED BY ANALYSI$ COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
EXIST TO SHOW PROBABILITY OF METEOR- 
OID IMPINGEMENT; SHIELDING FROM 
RADIATION CAN BE ANALYZED FOR 
ADEQUACY 
TESTS ARE REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE 
CAPABILITY OF PRESSURE VESSELS TO 
WITHSTAND HlGH PRESSURE WlTH DESIGN 
MARGIN 
TESTS &RE REOUIKED TO DEMONSTRATE 
REQUIREMENT EXCEPT ATLAS/CENlAUR 
LAQGE PROBE. WHICH CAN BE VERIFIED 
BY ANALYSIS AND A HiGH AND LOW TEM- 
PERATURE TEST WiTH PROBE OPERATING AT 
LEVELS OF TEMPERATURE EXPECTED IN- 
TERNAL TO PRESSURE VESSEL 
THE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE UNDER 
COMBINED PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE 
DEKENT PROFILE DEMONSTRATES IN SlTU 
PERFORMANCE- THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL 
DESIGN MARG~NS PERMIT THIS REQUIREMENT 
10 BE VERIFIED BY SIMILARITY FOR ATLAY 
CENTAUR LARGE PROBE 
SMALL PROBE5 DO NOT HAVE WRO DEVICES 
BUT ENCOUNTER PYRO SHOCK AT IEPARA- 
TlON FROM THE BUS. THISREQUIREMENT 
CAN BE VERIFIED BY'UNIT SHOCK TE5TS AND 
VERIFIED DURING SPACECRAFT SEPARATION 
TESTS 
FiELD TESTS ARE REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE 
DECELERATOR PERFORMANCE AND STAGING 
SEQUENCE FOR LARGE PROBE (NOT APPLI- 
CABLE FOR SMALL PROBE) 
TESTS REQUIRED AT PROBE LEVEL 
TESTS AT PROBE LEVEL ARE INEXPENSIVE AND 
DO NOT WARRANT RlSK TO VERIFY PER- 
FORMANCE BY A N A L Y S I :  VLNTiNG FOR 
v r N u r  NOT APPLICABLF FOR A ~ L A ~ /  
CENTAUR DUE TO DESIGN MAKGIN 
Table 3-2 .  Verification 
YERIFICAllON RIOUIREMENTS 
VERIFY: 
i ,  PROBE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCi 
AND INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY WlTH 
YIENCE EXPERIMENTS. SPACECRAFT 
AND DSN 
2 .  MISSION LIFE 
3.  IRANIPORTATION AND STORAGE 
ENVIRONMENTS: HUMIDITY, SALT, 
FOG, DUST FUNGUS. RAIN, A N D  
TEMPERATURE-ALTITUDE 
4 .  VIBRATION ENCOUNTERED DURING 
LAUNCH WllH PROBE ATTACHED TO 
BUS AND VENUS ENTRY - PROBE 
ONLY 
5, ACOUSTICS ENCOUNTERED DURING 
LAUNCH WlTH PROBE ATTACHED TO 
BUS A N D  VENUS ENTRY -PROBE 
ONLY 
6. ACCELERATION ENCOUNTERED DUR- 
ING LAUNCH AND DICELERATON 
ENCOUNTERED DURING VENUS 
eNTRY 
7. SOLAR VACUUM ENCOUNTERED DUR- 
ING CRUISE wl ln  PROBES ATTACHED 
TO BUS [EARTH TO VENUS) AND 
PROBE ONLY (NEAR VENUS) 
8. METEOROID IMPINGEMENT AND PAR- 
T1CLE RADIATION ENCOUNTEREO 
DURING PRESEPARATION AND POST- 
SEPARATION CRUISE 
P. HIGH PRESSURES ENCOUNTERED DUR- 
ING VENUS DEYENT 
10. HIGH TEMPERATURES ENCOUNTERED 
DURING VENUSDEYENT 
11. PROBE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
DURING TEMPERATME-PRESSURE PRO- 
FILE ENCOUNTER WllH VENUS 
DEYENT 
$ 2 .  PYRO SHOCK ENCOUNTERED DURING 
PROBE DEPLOYMENT. LARGE PROBE 
STAGING, AND YIENCE EXPERIMENT 
ACTIVATION 
13. LARGE PROBE DECELERATOR AND 
STAGING SEQUENCE 
( 4 .  DEPLOYMENT OF PROBE YIENCE 
EXPERIMENTS 
IS .  CAPABILITY OF AEROSHELL TO VENT 
DURlNG EAQTH LAUNCH AND VENUS 
ENTRY 
MISSION MOOE 
[ A P ~ L I C A ~ L E  
OR WOKS1 CASE) . 
ALL 
CRUISE 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND STORAGE 
LAUNCH 
ENTRY 
ENTRY 
POSTSEP~ATON 
AND CRUISE 
CRUISE 
DESCENT 
DESCENT 
DESCENT 
DESCENT 
DESCENT 
DEICfNT 
LAUNCH 
ENTRY 
1. VERIFY BY TEST; 
NA - NOT APPLICABLE 
Methods: Probe  Test  
ATLAS/CENTAUR 
LARGE 
PROBE 
T 
A 
A 
i 
1 
T 
A 
A 
T 
A 
A 
1 
T 
1 
1 
A - VERIFY 
~ O ~ / D E L T A  
LARGE 
PROBE 
i 
A 
A 
T 
T 
T 
T 
A 
1 
T 
1 
T 
T 
T 
1 
ANALYSIS; 
VERIFICATION 
SMALL 
PROBE 
T 
A 
A 
T 
T 
T 
T 
A 
T 
1 
T 
A 
NA 
T 
i 
BY 
SMALL 
WOBE 
T 
A 
T 
A 
i 
1 
A 
T 
T 
T 
A 
NLI 
1 
1 
3 . 3 . 2  Tes t  Requirements 
The t e s t  requi rements  for the ThorfDel ta  and AtlasICentaur  pro-  
g r a m s  a r e  summar ized  i n  Table 3 - 3 .  This table shows the tes t s  r e -  
quired on each t e s t  model, the quantities of each ,  and the multiple usage 
The a r rows  in  the quantity blocks show the use of the qualilication t c s t  
model  (QTM) a s  flight backup models.  
The AtlasfCcntaur  p rog ram uses  the QTM s t ruc tu re  initially for  
probe and spacecraf t  s t r u c t u r a l  s ta t ic  t es t s .  These t e s t s  a r e  s imi l a r  to  
those required for  the ThorfDel ta  configuration. The increased  s t ruc tu ra l  
and thermal  design marg ins  a r e  la rge  enough t o  prevent o v e r s t r e s s  a t  the 
t e s t  levels ,  which a r e  above anticipated flight levels,  and s t i l l  permi t  the 
r euse  of the s t ruc ture  a s  a flight backup probe.  This  concept was not 
acceptable for  the Thor/Del ta  approach because the t e s t  requi rements  
a r e  too close to  the ult imate design allowable. 
Probe  level qualification i s  achieved by verifying the requi rement  by 
t e s t  and /o r  analysis. The t e s t  models used for  verification a r e  shown in 
Table 3 - 3 .  A review of the QTM columns show those t e s t  requirements  
that  a r e  verified on the QTM's. If the requirement  i s  a l ready shown as  
being verified, it will  have been accomplished on the DTM o r  STM. F o r  
example,  the "parachute r e l ea se  and aft body separation" t e s t  requi re -  
ment  i s  verified during the t e s t  on the Thor/Del ta  STM. Therefore ,  i t  
i s  shown a s  verified under the Thor/Delta QTM column. This t e s t  r e -  
quirement  i s  shown a s  Mnot applicable" on the DTM s ince  the STM t e s t  
verified the requirement.  This allows the DTM descent  capsule to be r c -  
covered in  reusable condition. Severa l  t e s t s  were  eliminated for  the 
Atlas /Centaur  concept by combining the STM and QTM requirements .  This 
i s  shown i n  the table by the symbol  denoting t e s t  eliminated. The tes t  r e -  
quirement  i s  fulfilled by one t e s t  on e i t he r  the STM o r  QTM. 
The rationale f o r  the probe- tes t -analysis  t radeoffs  a r e  d i scussed  in 
subsequentparagraphs .  
3 . 3 . 3  Cri t ical  Environmental  Tes t  Trades  
This section d i scusses  the rationale for selecting the t e s t s  and t e s t  
models shown in Table 3 - 3  for verification of the s t ruc tura l ,  thermal ,  
and mechanical  subsystems,  and the qualification of these subsystems and 
Table 3-3. Probe Test Requirements Summary 
TEST 
NO. TEST RATION~LI* 
2 PRESSURE LEAL (REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.11 
3 PRESSURE (STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY1 
(REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.1) 
4 AEROSHELL V C N ~  AND BASECOVER PRESSURE 
(REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.2) 
5 MASS PROPERTIES BEFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.8) 
6 STATIC (STRUCTURE) ENTRY LOADS 
(REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.21 
7 STATIC PTRUCTURE) LAUNCH AND SEPARATION 
LOADS (REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.21 
8 STATIC (STRUCTURE) PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT 
LOAD (REFERENCE SECTION 3 3 3 . 2 )  
9 DECELERATION (REFERENCE SECTION3.3.3.3) 
10 FORWARD AEROSHELL RELEASE/PYRO SHOCK 
(REFERENCE SECTIONS 3.3.3.4 AND 3.3.3.61 
I1 PARACHUTE MORTAR PYRO SHOCK 
REFERENCE SECTIONS 3.3.3.4 AND 3.3.3.6) 
12 PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT BRIDLE STRIPOUT AND 
BASE COVER nEuAsE (REFERENCE SECTIONS 
3.3.3.4 AND 3.3.3.61 
13 PARACHUTE PERFORMANCE AND PROBE STAGIN( 
SEQUENCE (REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.4) 
I4  PARACHUTE RELEASE, AFT BODY SEPARATION. 
AND PYRO SHOCK REFERENCE SECTIONS 
3.3.3.6AND 3.3.3.6) 
15 ACOUSTICS (REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.51 
PROBE. 
OUANTIN: 
o ~ ~ r c r ~ v r / n t o u ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~  MODEL: 
VERIFY THAICRUISE (OVTWPRO) LEAK RATE l i  WITHIN IOLtRANCL FOR 
THE PRESSURE VESSEL SEALS AND SCIENCE AND PENETRATION 
INTERFACES 
VERIFY THAT DESCENT (INWARD) LEAK RATE IS WITHIN TOLERANCE FOR 
THE PRESSURE VESSEL SEALS AND XlENCL AND PENETRATION 
INTERFACES 
VERIFY STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AND DESIGN MARGIN OF PRESSURE 
VESSEL TO WITHSTAND HlGH PRESSURES ENCOUNTERED DURING 
DESCENT 
YERlFY VENTING OF AEROSHELL FOR EARTH LAUNCH AND VENUS 
DESCENTMODES A N D  BASECOVER ITRUCTUKAL INTEGRITY 
VLRlFY WEIGHT, CENTER OF GRAVITY. AND AL!GNMENTFOR DES- 
CENT ANDCRUISE MODES 
VERIFY STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY AND DESIGN MPRGN OF THE 
STRUCTURE TO WITHSTAND VENUS ENTRY G'S 
VERIFY STRUCTURAI INTEGRITY AND DESIGN M M G I N  OF THE 
STRUCTURE TO WITHSTAND LhUNCH A N 0  SEPARATION G 5  
VERIFY STRUCTURAL lNTEGRllY AND DESIGN MAIGIN OF THi  
STRUCTURE TO WITHSTAND PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT 
VERIFYCLEAN RELEASE OF FORWARD AEROSHELL AND ABlLTY OF 
PROBE AND INTERNAL EQUIPMENT TO WITHSTAND PYRO SHOCK 
(AND ESTABLISH SHOCK LEVELS STM) 
VERIFY THE ABl i lT l  OF PROBE STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL EOUIPMENT 
TO WITHSTAND MORTPR PYRO SHOCK AND ESTABLISH SHOCK LEVELS 
YERlFY LARGE PROBE DECELERATOR PERFOMANCE AND STAGING 
SEQUENCE UNDER FREE-FAiiCONDlTlONS (AIRCRAFT DROP) 
VERIFY STRUCTURAL lNTiGRlTY AND DESIGN MARGlN OF LARGE PROBE 
STRUCTURE TO WITHSTAND LAUNCH AND ENTRY ACOU5TlCS 
DTM- DECELERATOR T E S T  MODEL 
QTM - QUALIFICATION TEST MODEL 
STM - STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL 
ETM - ELECTRICALTEST MODEL 
TTM - THERMAL TEST MODEL 
FLT - FLIGHT UNIT 
SMALL 
Table 3 - 3 .  Probe Test  Requirements Summary (Continued) 
T E i T  PROGRAM: 
QUANTITY: 
TEST 
I7 PYRO SHOCK -MASS SPECIXOMETER VERIFY ABILITY OF PROBE INTERNAL EQUIPMENT 10 WITHSTAND 
(REFERENCE SKTION 31 .361  WRO SHOCK FROM MASS SPECTROMETER VALVING 
I8 'iiNDOW COYER RtLEkSt (REFERENCE VERIFY WINDOW COVER RELEASE FOR SMALL PROBE NEPHELOMETER 
SECTION 3.3.3.61 AND NET FLUX RADIOMETER 
19 TEMPERATURE PROBE RELEASE (REFERENCE VERIFY TEMPERATURE PROBE DEPLOYMENT FOR SMALL PROBE 
SECTION 3.3.3.6) TEMPERATURE PROBE 
FLIGHT PROBES, SEE BELOW) 
22 THERNIAWSOLAR VACUUM (REFERENCE VERlFY PROBE PERFORMANCE FOR POSTSEPARATION THERMAV 
SECTION 3.3.3.7) SOLAR VACUUM CRUISE MODE 
23 DESCENT PROFILE IIMULAIION VERiFY PROBE PiRiOWilANCi UNDER 4 SlMULATiD PROFILE OF HIGH 
(REFERENCE SECTCON 3.3.3.71 PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE DURING VENUS DEICENT 
VERgFY OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS FOR INTERNAL 
PROBE ELECTRONICS 
21 MAGNETIC THERMAL - THOR/DELTA DETERMINE MAGNETIC PROPERTY CHANGES WlTH INCREASES I N  
(REFERENCE SECTION 3 . 3 3 9 1  TEMPERATURE ENCOUNTERED DURING VENUS DESCENT (SMALL 
PROBE SCIENCE REOUIREMENTl 
26 MAGNETIC CLEANLINESS DETERMINE MAGNETIC REMANENT FltLD AND VERIFY COMPLIANCE 
(REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.Pi WITH SPECIFICATIONS 
27 FUNCTIONAL TEST TYPE III (REFERENCE VERIFY FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBES i N  
SECTION 3.3.4.3) OPEN VESSEL STATE 
28 FUNCTIONAL TEST TYPE I1 (REFERENCE VERIFY FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROBES 1N 
SECTION 3.3.4.41 THE CLOSED VESSEL STATE 
29 SPACECRAFT STRKTURAVTHERMAL VERIFY STRUCTURAL AND THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF PROBES IN 
(REFERENCE SECTION 3.3.3.5) LAUNCH ANDCRUISE MODE WHEN INTEGRATED i N  STM/TTM SPACE- 
CRAFT AT TRW 
30 SPACECRAFT INTEGRATION (REFERENCE VERIFY FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF PROBES IN  LAUNCH AND 
SECTION 3.3.4.5) CRUISE MODE WHEN INTEGRATED IN ENGINEERING MODEL OR 
PROTOTYPE SPACECRAFT AT TRW 
31 SPACECRAFTFLIGHT (REFERENCE VERIFY FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE AND FL iGHT WORTHINESSOF 
SECTION 3.3.4.5) PROBES IN  LAUNCH AND CRUISE MODE WHEN INTEGRATED IN 
FLiGHT SPACECRAFT AT TRW 
"SEE SECTION REFERENCED IN  PARENTHESES UNDER EACH DTM - DECELERATOR TEST MODEL A - TEST TEST TITLE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RATIONALE QTM - QUALIFICATION TEST MODEL B - REQUIREMENT VERIFIED BY TEST ON OTHER MODELS OF ENTRIES SHOWN 1N MATRIX FiELO ITM -STRUCTURAL TEST MODEL C -TEST ELIMINATED DUE TO REDUNDANCY 
ETM - ELECTRICAL TEST MODEL 0 - TESTREQUIREMENT FULFILLED BY ANALYSIS 
TTM - THERMAL TEST MODEL E -REQUIREMENT NOT APPLICABLE 
F i i  - FllGHT UNIT 
the e l ec t r i ca l  subsystem to withstand the miss ion  environments.  Several  
of the t e s t s  a r e  grouped to  avoid redundancy where the s ame  rationale i s  
applicable. The t e s t  numbers  referenced i n  Table 3 - 3  a r e  shown in  
parentheses.  
3 . 3 . 3 . 1  P r e s s u r e  Vesse l  Leak and S t ruc tu ra l  Integrity (1, 2 ,  3 )  
Tes ts  a r e  required on a l l  probes to verify that  the probe p re s su re  
vesse l s  a r e  capable of maintaining an adequate vacuum sea l .  Flight probes 
mus t  a l so  be tes ted to  verify an  adequate s e a l  for vacuum leaks af ter  they 
havc been opened and resea led  pr ior  t o  launch. P r e s s u r e  s t r u c t u r a l  inte- 
gr i ty  and p re s su re  leak t e s t s  a r e  not requi red  on flight probes. The 
p re s su re  vesse l s  and s e a l s  a r e  qualified for  this  environment on the Thorf  
Delta STM p r ~ b e s  and Atlas/Centaur QTM probes .  The design safety fac-  
t o r  for  the Thor/Del ta  probes  a r e  not as l a r g e  a s  those for  AtlasfCentaur .  
Thus, qualification t e s t  fo r  the Thor/Delta probes must  be conducted a s  
the final  t e s t  on the STM at  a t e s t  level of 9 3  atmospheres .  The Thor /  
Delta QTM's a r e  tested a t  74 a tmospheres .  The higher design factor  of 
safety for  AtlasfCentaur  permits  the QTM presu re  vesse l s  to  be tes ted 
a t  93 a tmospheres  and s t i l l  be acceptable a s  a backup flight probe. The 
s t ruc tu ra l  integrity of the pressure  vesse l s  to  withstand the high en t ry  
g ' s  a r e  discussed in  Section 3 . 3 . 3 . 2 .  
3 . 3 . 3 . 2  Aeroshell  Venting and S t ruc tura l  Integrity (4,  6, 7, 8)  
The aeroshe l l  vent and s ta t ic  t e s t s  a r e  conducted on the Atlas /  
Centaur QTM's to verify the s t ruc tu ra l  integrity of the aeroshe l l  and 
auxil l iary s t ruc tures  and the launch vent design. The STM's a r e  used 
for  ThorfDel ta  instead of the QTM because the t e s t  levels a t  ult imate 
design loads prohibit the reuse of the s t ruc tu re  for  a flight backup probe. 
The most  c r i t i ca l  and severe .  t e s t  i s  the s t a t i c  t e s t  fo r  en t ry  loads. E m -  
phasis i s  placed on a s ta t ic  t e s t  of the ae roshe l l  that  properly dis t r ibutes  
a fo rce  to  simulate the loads with a 25-percent margin.  To s imulate  
the entry g ' s  no centrifuge facil i t ies can  adequately house the aeroshel ls  
except for  the Thor/Delta smal l  probes ( s e e  Section 3 . 3 . 3 . 3  below). 
The s ta t ic  t e s t  for  launch and separat ion loads, t e s t  number 7, can be 
eliminated for  AtlasfCentaur  probes and ver i f ied by analysis because the 
s t ruc ture  has a higher fac tor  of safety, and a very  s m a l l  amount of 
s t ruc ture  (local interface a r e a )  is c r i t i ca l  f o r  this condition. 
3 . 3 . 3 . 3  Deceleration ( 9 )  
The probe mus t  surv ive  the en t ry  g ' s  t o  achicve any of thc i r  objec- 
t ives.  Electronic  packaging can be verified a t  the unit level, but probe 
level  t e s t s  a r e  required to  ver i fy  cahlc harness  integrity and installation 
p roces ses .  Also, the a s sembly  of s t ruc tura l  e lements  and thermal  insu-  
lation mus t  be evaluated f o r  c r e e p  a s  well a s  s t ruc tu ra l  integrity at the 
probe level. 
Thc method used for  accelerat ion tcsting at  the probe level i s  with 
the satell i te centrifuge a t  the  MMC, Orlando division. This machine can  
adequately house the probe de.scent capsules,  cablc ha rnes ses ,  and aux- 
i l iary s t ruc ture ,  l e s s  the forward aeroshcll .  (The acroshe l l  i s  tested 
statically a s  discussed previously. ) For  the Thor/Delta probes,  two de-  
sign verification tes t s  a r e  required fo r  each s i ze  probe: 
The STM with m a s s  s imula tors ,  but with flight type cablc 
ha rnes ses  installed,  would be tested at 125 percent of 
anticipated en t ry  g ' s  
The qualification units would be tested at  125 percent to  
demonstrate  the marg in  required.  
The Thor/Delta QTM would be subjected to flight level (100 percent)  
with the probes in an operating mode to verify probe performance under  
s imulated en t ry  g 's .  The decelerat ion t e s t  on the Atlas /Centaur  QTM's i s  
the s ame  as  the Thor/Del ta  QTM's but a t  125-percent levels. The in- 
c r e a s e d  factor  of safety  wi l l  permi t  the QTM's to  be flightworthy a f te r  the 
tes t .  
3 . 3 . 3 . 4  Large Probe  Parachute  Deployment and Staging (10, 11, 12, 13, 
and 14 )  
Field  t e s t s  a r e  requi red  on the large probe to  demonstrate  the para-  
chute deployment and sequence of events associated with the t ransi t ion f rom 
the en t ry  configuration t o  the descent  configuration. P r i o r  to  this tes t ,  the 
dece le ra tor  subsys tem and staging mechanism wi l l  have been qualified. 
A dece le ra tor  t e s t  model  consist ing of a flight-type l a rge  probe fore  and 
a f t  body aeroshel l ,  auxi l iary s t ruc ture ,  separat ion hardware and decel-  
e r a t o r ,  and a simulated descent  capsule will be dropped f rom an  a i r c r a f t  
a t  an  altitude that will  s imula te  the dynamic p r e s s u r e  anticipated a t  de-  
ployment i n  the Venus a tmosphere .  A sequencer and pyro power supply 
source will be required to initiate the pyrotechnic devices.  It i s  the pur- 
pose of this t e s t  to verify the dece le ra tor  performance and staging under 
f ree- fa l l  conditions. P r i o r  to this field demonstrat ion t e s t ,  a s e r i e s  of 
t e s t s  will be requirca  on the AtlasICentaur QTM to verify the performance 
of the pyrotechnic devices  deployment m o r t a r  and separat ion mechanisms 
under simulated load conditions. These s e r i e s  of t e s t s  wil l  be acomplished 
with the flight-type probc e lec t r ica l  units. The Thor/Delta program r e -  
quired tes t s  on both the STM and QTM. The t e s t s  on the STM provided pyro 
shock data f o r  development and qualification requirements .  A shock t e s t  
bed i s  used on Atlas jCentaur  to obtain this  da ta  ( s ee  Section 3 .3 .3 .6 ) .  
3 . 3 . 3 . 5  Acoustic and Vibration Tests  (15, 16 and 29)  
Differences in the Atlas/Centaur and Thor/Delta launch vehicle 
dynamics ar.d the la rger ,  heavier Atlas /Centaur  probe configurations 
have resulted in major changcs i n  the dynamic t e s t  requirements .  The 
Thor/Del ta  configuration requires  both s ine and random vibration tes t s  
conducted a t  unit and l a rge / sma l l  probe leve l  for  the STM and QTM probes. 
This i s  due to the lightweight s t ructure .  Acoustic t e s t s  a r e  required on 
the ThorjDel ta  large probe due to the large,  thin afterbody s t ructure .  
The only major  s t ruc tu ra l  dynamic t e s t  required for  the Atlas/  
Centaur large probe a t  MMC i s  an  acoustic t e s t  on the QTM. Acoustic 
testing i s  p re fe r r ed  to random vibration testing for  the large probe for  
two reasons:  1 )  because the probe sur face  a r e a  is  l a rge ,  acoustic wil l  
input a significant energy level to  the s t ruc tu re  and internal  components 
a s  compared to random vibration and 2 )  the s i z e  andweight of the large 
probe a r e  such that  a random vibration t e s t  would be excessively diffi- 
cul t  and expensive. The combined spacecraf t -probe sine vibration tes t  a t  
TRW will  verify the integrity of the large and s m a l l  probes in  that en-  
vironment a t  applicable fre quency ranges. 
The major  dynamic tes t s  required for  the  At las fcen taur  s m a l l  
probe a t  MMC a r e  random vibration and acoustic t es t s .  Because of the 
s i z e  and interface complexities of the s m a l l  probe, random environments 
wil l  have a more  pronounced effect on the s t ruc tu re  and components than 
acoustic.  An exception is the base cover,  which i s  a relatively large 
a reaf low m a s s  s t ructure .  An element acoust ic  t e s t  of that s t ruc tu ra l  
component is required t o  verify i t s  s t ruc tu ra l  integrity. 
3 .3 .3 .6  Pyrotechnic Shock and Mechanical Devices (10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 
18, and 19) 
In addition t o  the large probe staging pyrotechnic shock t e s t s ,  d i s -  
cussed in  Section 3.3.3.4, t e s t s  a r e  required to  demonstrate  that  science 
r e l ease  mechanisms operate satisfactorily when integrated into the probes. 
Also, the impact of shock environment on the s t ruc ture  and electronic sub- 
sys tems must  be evaluated. The shock level data is necessary  to verify 
design limit levels determine analytically. F o r  AtlasICentaur ,  this initial 
data  i s  obtained f rom a shock t e s t  bed. Fo r  Thor/Delta,  it i s  obtained 
on the STM. Tes ts  conducted on the QTM's qualify the probes for both 
pyrotechnic shock and mechanism performance. Margin i s  achieved 
by conducting three  successive pyro firings for the most  severe  pyro- 
technic device determined during the development t e s t s  on the Atlas/  
Centaur shock t e s t  bed o r  ThorIDel ta  STM. 
3.3.3.7 Tempera ture  and P r e s s u r e  (22, 23, and 24)  
Combined temperature  and pressure  environments associated with 
c ru i se  and descent a r e  to  be tes ted a t  the probe level. Qualification t e s t s  
for  combined environments a r e  planned for the AtlasICentaur  sma l l  probe. 
The qualification of the AtlasICentaur large probe is achieved by separa te  
p re s su re  t e s t  (Nos. 1, 2, and 3 )  and temperature  t e s t s  (No. 24)  and 
analysis  by s imi la r i ty  to the s m a l l  probe. The relaxation of weight con- 
s t ra in ts  for the Atlas/Centaur mission relative t o  Thor/Delta mission 
allows a n  increase  in  the AtlasICentaur  design margins.  This,  i n  turn,  
allows a reduction in the testing required for the s t ruc tu ra l  and the rma l  
control  subsystems to ensure  a successfu l  mission. Faci l i t ies  current ly  
available for the AtlasICentaur  s m a l l  probe c ru ise  and descent  tes t s  a r e  
capable of providing combined environments that  s imulate  flight conditions 
quite closely. Thermal  data  f r o m  the s m a l l  probe t e s t  wil l  be correlated 
with a detailed analytical t h e r m a l  model. This correlation, together with 
the large thermal  design margins  and a detailed large probe analytical 
model, ensu res  a low-risk approach. Fur ther ,  fo r  both missions,  flight 
acceptance the rma l  testing wil l  be performed on the bus/probe level. 
These acceptance tes t s  will  verify the workmanship of the probe the rma l  
control  subsystem. Also, fo r  the At las fcentaur .  these t e s t s  provide a 
solar /vacuum te s t  for the la rge  probe. 
For the Thor/Delta mission, qualification tests  are  required fo r  
the cruise and descent modes f o r  both the large and smal l  probes. A 
development tes t  is required for  the smal l  probe cruise mode. The 
thermal control subsystem is evaluated on the smal l  probe thermal test  
model (TTM). The TTM is of the same configuration as  the structural  
test model (STM) except for  the addition of thermal simulation of unit 
heating. This test  is only required on the smal l  probe to obtain design 
data for validating the thermal analytical model. Since the large probe 
is similar in construction, the large probe thermal analytical model i s  
validated by similarity. Several development tests  have been conducted 
on the thermal control subsystem, making possible this reduction in 
thermal testing. Qualification of the thermal control system i s  achieved 
on the qualification tes t  models (QTM's). Existing solar vacuum facili- 
ties provide a solar  beam with excellent simulation for the small  probe 
in a two-sun solar vacuum cruise environment. Data from this test  vali- 
dates the small  probe design and thermal control subsystem analytical 
model. Since the large probe thermal analytical model used similar  tech- 
niques and computations, the large probe i s  tested and qualified under 
thermal vacuum conditions. Infrared heaters  will similate the solar input 
for the large probe cruise tests.  
The hostile high pressure and temperature environments during 
descent a r e  simulated in our hyperthermobaric chamber. This unique 
facility will qualify both the probes in their descent configuration under 
anticipated pressure and temperature profiles. For  ThorIDelta only, 
s tructural  integrity tes ts  a r e  required in this facility on the large and 
smal l  STM's to demonstrate s tructural  design margin a t  elevated tempera- 
tures and to qualify the pressure vessel  structure. Thermal control tests 
a r e  not required on the TTM since adequate design data has been obtained 
from recent research and development tests. Descent profile simulation 
tests  a r e  required on both the large and smal l  QTM probes to qualify the 
thermal control subsystem design with a functional probe operating under 
typical descent mode. The high and low temperature tes t  (No. 24)  for the 
AtlasICentaur large probe i s  required to verify performance of the elec- 
tronic subsystem within the temperature limits provided by the thermal 
control subsystem. This test i s  not required for  the Atlas/Centaur small  
probe o r  the Thor/Delta large and s m a l l  probes since they a r e  exposed 
to the more  expensive the rma l / so la r  vacuum and descent  profile s imula-  
tion tests .  
3 . 3 . 3 . 8  Mass Determination (5 and 20)  
Mass properties and sp in  balance t e s t s  a r e  required for  each Atlas/  
Centaur and Thor/Delta probe. Since weight i s  a major constraint for  
ThorJDelta probes, more  t e s t s  and controls a t  the subprobe level a r e  
required to a s s u r e  the del ivered hardware actual weight data a r e  i n  
accordance with allocations. Also, the ThorIDelta launch and mission 
operations requirements a r e  more  restr ic t ive with respect  to principal 
axis and center  of gravity requirements.  These requirements  would 
resu l t  in more  engineering and testing effort  than i s  currently planned for  
the AtlaslCentaur probe system. 
3 . 3 . 3 . 9  Magnetic Cleanliness (25 and 2 6 )  
The magnetic cleanliness requirements a r e  applicable for the Thor/  
Delta mission in  accordance with the science payload defined f o r  that 
mission. Both unit and probe level t e s t s  a r e  required to  determine that 
the remanent field charac ter i s t ics  a r e  in  accordance with design specifica- 
tions. Several  controls a r e  necessary  during the fabrication to alleviate 
the possibility of embedding mater ia l s  with magnetic propert ies  into the 
probe hardware.  The magnetic the rma l  t e s t  is applicable for  the s m a l l  
probe only because i t  has  a magnetometer. 
3 . 3 . 4  Functional and Interface 
3 . 3 . 4 .  1 Functional Tes t  Methods donsidered 
Severa l  approaches were  considered for  the probe sys tems tes t  
techniques. The significant methods considered were: 
Self- Test and Go/No-Go Techniques 
These methods were  discarded ear ly  in  the study due to the 
severe  weight limitation for the Thor/Delta probe configuration, 
and the cost  of additional onboard t e s t  hardware requirements  
did not warrant  their  use on the Atlas/Centaur probes. 
Automated Computer Checkout 
A method was considered where a l l  commands and events would 
be addressed in  a programmed sequence to the probes. This 
approach required that a l l  functions or measurements had to be 
satisfied within the tolerance parameter limits before pro- 
ceeding to the next function. This method was also discarded 
because of the simplicity and low number of probe mission 
commands, and the relatively low quantity of probe data 
measurements and data rate. Also, additional test  measurement 
sensors or  parameter limit circuits would be required to be 
built into the probe for  data feedback to the computer, whicn 
would impose an  additional cost and weight penalty. 
Probe Sequenced Command 
This system with recorded data evaluation appeared most 
promising because it simulates normal mission activation of the 
probe. The probe 2-hour t imer  would take over and provide the 
same activation of subsystems and formatted data readouts as 
obtained during normal mission flight checkout. A provision for 
accelerating the 2-hour time into approximately 20 minutes, or 
until each format of data i s  exercised three times, appeared 
advantageous. This approach not only provided preseparation 
flight checkout but also appears to be the most effective way of 
performing ground checkouts during the numerous environmental 
exposure verifications and the buslprobe interface functional tests .  
From the number of probe commands and measurements selected 
for  the mission requirements, i t  was determined that the same measure- 
ments could provide adequate evaluation of test  results. A l l  essential  in- 
formation required for  the mission such as temperatures, voltages, t rans-  
mitter output, receiver AGC, interior pressure,  etc. ,  plus science data 
a r e  essentially the same measurements required for  the tes t  evaluation 
during the many performance tes ts  that a r e  repeated on the completed 
probes. 
3 . 3 . 4 . 2  Description of Selected Method 
After careful assessment of the mission requirements and the probe 
design, this probe sequenced command functional test approach was 
selected. These tes ts  adequately verify system performance and demon- 
strate repeatability of that performance. The probe level electrical func- 
tional test requirements a r e  divided into three categories: 
T~~~ 111 - Probe subsystem tests  - same as  Type I1 plus standard 
equipment with special cables and calibration equip- 
ment (open probe pressure  vessel) for subsystem 
tests  
Type I1 - Probe  t e s t s  using bus lprobe  interface s imulator  
(BPIS) and the R F  probe t e s t  s e t  to the sys tem tes t  
s e t  o r  MMC data processing s ta t ion (closed probe 
p r e s s u r e  vessel)  
Type I - Spacecraft/probe t e s t s  via the R F  link to thc DSN 
o r  via the R F  probe tes t  s e t  to the spacecraf t  sys tems 
t e s t  s e t  (S'TS) data 
3.3.4.3 Type 111 Tes t  ( reference 21 and 27)  
The Type I11 functional ( s ee  F igure  3-1) tes t s  provide adequate and 
thorough tes t s  of each  probe subsystem in  a progressive sequence until 
a l l  equipment has been activated and exerc ised  in  accordance with the 
performance design requirements.  Design pa rame te r s  and tolerance 
l imits a r e  verified, and a l l  science and engineering measurements  a r e  
calibrated.  Calibrations a r e  obtained on d i r ec t  read  instruments  using 
built-in t e s t  points o r  spec ia l  t e s t  cables for  access  to probe signals. 
These measurements  a r e  used for  I )  establishing accuracy of data  ob- 
tained a t  the te lemetry da ta  processing stations and 2 )  a s  the baseline 
re ference  data  f o r  a l l  future  Type I1 and Type I t e s t  data. 
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Figure 3-1. Type 111 - Pmbe Open Vessel Functianal Tert 
3.3.4.4 Type I1 (28) 
Type I1 tes t s  (see F igure  3-2) verify the sys t em performance of the 
probes independent of the spacecraft .  The t e s t s  a r e  performed after a l l  
open p r e s s u r e  vesse l  Type 111 tes t s  a r e  completely satisfied.  The tes t s  
a r e  performed on completely assembled and sealed probes i n  their  p re s -  
s u r e  ves se l  o r  ae roshe l l  configuration. This becomes a standard tes t  that  
exe rc i se s  a l l  probe subsys tems and science instruments  to the maximum 
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Figure 3-2. Type I I - Probe Sealed Vessel lwith and without Aeroshelll 
Functional Tesl 
extent pract ical  with s ignal  access  available through the probe connector 
and R F  link. A bus probe interface s imulator  (BPIS) provides the same  
command capabilities for  addressing and controlling the probe a s  the bus. 
All modes, such a s  r e a l  t ime t ransmission,  mixed t ransmiss ion  (inter-  
leaved real- t ime and s tored  data), and s torage  operations, a r e  exercised.  
3.3.4.5 Type I (30, 31, and 32)  
The Type I tes t s  a r e  the top level probe and spacecraf t  functional 
performance tes t s  that verify the design adequacy of the probe. Type I 
tes t s  ( see  Figure 3 - 3 )  a r e  a t  the spacecraf t  level with the probes installed 
in  the bus and tested during a complete spacecraf t  integrated sys tems 
t e s t  (IST) operation. The probes a r e  activated in  sequence via the space- 
c ra f t  sys tems tes t  s e t  (STS). Bus commands and performance data i s  
obtained via the STS o r  the DSN station. 
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Figure 3-3. T y p  I - Pmbes via Spacecraft Functional Test 
3 . 3 . 5  Major Development Testing 
3 . 3 . 5 . 1  Heatsh ie ld  
The heat  shield is designated a s  a cr i t ica l  i tem. Three s e r i e s  of 
t e s t s  on the AtlasfCentaor probe configuration include exploratory t e s t s  
on 234 ma te r i a l  coupon samples ,  ma te r i a l  verification on 30  coupon 
samples ,  and verification on 119 coupon samples  and real is t ic  sample 
models of heat shield components and protrusions. The Thor/Delta con- 
figuration increases  the number of exploratory t e s t s  t o  determine ma 
t e r i a l  propert ies  and to verify design adequacy because the heat  shield 
m a t e r i a l  thickness is constrained by the probe weight limitation. 
3 . 3 . 5 . 2  Thermal  Control 
Component level development t e s t s  a r e  required on three  the rma l  
control  components: phase change devices,  joints, and coatings. F o r  
the phase change devices, flight-type components will  be fabr icated to  
meet  a r e a  and volume constraints  imposed by probe packaging. These 
devices will be tested to verify the i r  design at  the power dissipation levels 
consis tent  with the mission. Joint conductance prediction i s  quite diffi- 
cult  and often predictions a r e  highly inaccurate. Therefore ,  thermally 
c r i t i ca l  joints f o r  both the large and s m a l l  probes wil l  be fabricated and 
tes ted to  provide experimental  conductance values. The coatings provide 
the t h e r m a l  control  during c ru ise ,  and the payload tempera ture  i s  quite 
sensit ive to the solar  absorptivity and IR emissivity of the coatings. Tes t s  
a r e  required in  this a r e a  to  es tabl ish basic  sur face  propert ies  with the 
Pioneer  Venus heat shield ma te r i a l  a s  the subs t ra te  and to  es tabl ish coating 
degradation data. 
3 . 3 . 5 . 3  Wind Tunnel 
At las fcentaur  probe subscale model t e s t s  a r e  required t o  verify 
and optimize the large and s m a l l  probe entry vehicle and large probe 
descent  capsule aerodynamic character is t ics .  Equivalent verification 
and optimization data i s  required for  the Thor/Delta probe configurations. 
3 . 3 . 5 . 4  Elec t r ica l  Unit Development 
Purchased and MMC-developed units require  t e s t s  to sat isfy their  
adequacy to  meet  the design requirements.  A design verification unit 
(DVU) i n  a final packaged flight configuration (operational prototype) o r  a 
qualified unit i s  required from each suppl ier  to be used in  the sys tem in- 
tegrated t e s t s  to evaluate probe e lec t r ica l  compatibility and performance 
a s  ear ly  a s  possible. Unit qualification t e s t s  a re  descr ibed in  Section 
3 . 3 . 7 .  
Procurement  and tes t  requirement specifications, which a r e  used 
to initiate the procurement of off-the-shelf buy i tems and/or  buy i tems to 
be built to pr ior  proven technology, wil l  be released f o r  procurement 
af ter  program go-ahead. The items to be purchased include silver-zinc 
battery cel ls ,  diplexer,  R F  power amplifiers,  transponder,  decelerator ,  
separat ion devices, and initiators. Design modifications and the initiation 
of environment ex t remes  beyond the vendor-specified design limit require 
verification t e s t s  t o  the new extremes. 
Test requirements for developing la rge  and s m a l l  probe equipment 
by MMC include the battery,  power cont ro l  unit (PCU), antenna, R F  cabling, 
cabling of engineering and science equipment, and control of separation 
devices. Breadboard t e s t s  a re  required initially to verify circui t  design 
feasibility; they begin with standard piece par t s  and special  par ts  a r e  
substituted when available. 
3 . 3 . 6  Qualification Tes ts  
3 . 3 . 6 .  1 Unit Tests  
Qualification t e s t s  a r e  required on probe units built to flight- 
released drawings and specifications for  the purpose of qualifying the de- 
sign. The environmental exposures a r e  at levels and durations that ex- 
ceed the mission requirements to demonstrate  a degree  of design safety 
margin. The same  functional performance t e s t s  conducted on flight 
units will  be conducted on the qualification units. The qualification levels 
a r e  verified to l imits established during development unit tes ts .  
Unit environment t e s t  requirements a r e  summarized in  Table 3 - 4  
fo r  Thor/Delta and Atlas/Centaur. The commonality of units between the 
large and s m a l l  probe for  the Atlas/Centaur configuration permits a r e -  
duction in  five qualification tests.  F o r  common units, only one qualifica- 
tion t e s t  is required a t  levels and durations that a r e  the most  severe  fo r  
e i ther  the large o r  s m a l l  probe. 
3 . 3 . 6 . 2  AtlasICentaur Probe-Level  Tests 
One large and one s m a l l  probe a r e  fabricated using flight probe 
engineering and manufacturing processes .  The probes a r e  subjected to 
probe-level environmental t e s t s  to qualify the design and manufacturing 
processes  for mission environments. Also, functional t e s t s  a r e  con- 
ducted to validate t e s t  procedures  and the probe t e s t  support equipment 
f o r  flight acceptance tests.  The science experiments a r e  integrated into the 
the probes and form,  fit, and function a r e  verifield. The science experi-  
ments  a r e  also tested a s  an integral  par t  of the probe during probe-level 
environmental tes ts .  
Table 3-4 .  Probe Units -Environments Qualified by Test  
ATLAS/CENTAUR 
LARGE AND SMALL PROBE 
SUBSYSTEMS/UNlTS 
LARGE PROBE 
BATTERY (2) 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 
CUTTER (CABLEI 
SEPARATION NUT (EXPLOSIVE) 
' DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT 
TRANSPONDER 
s-BAND POWER AMPLIFIER (2) 
DIPLEXER 
" ANTENNA 
DECELERATOR 
INITIATORS 
SMALL PROBE 
PIN PULLER NONEXPLOSIVE 
STABLE OICILLATOR 
LEGEND: ' - C O M M O N  FOR LARGE 
T - TEST 
THOR/DELTA 
LARGE A N D  SMALL PROBE 
SUBSYSlEMS/UNITS 
LARGE PROBE 
BATTERY 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 
CUTTER (CABLE) 
SEPARATION NUT (EXPLOSIVE) 
PIN PULLER 
DATA HANDLING ANDCOMMAND 
* TRANSMITTER DRIVER 
S-BAND POWER AMPLIFIER 
DIPLEXER 
RECEIVER 
' ANTENNA 
DECELERATOR 
INITIATORS 
SMALL PROBE 
BATTERY 
PIN PULLER NONEXPLOSIVE ITEM 
STABLE OSCILLATOR 
S-BAND POWER AMPLIFIER 
DATA HANDLING ANDCOMMANO 
POWER CONTROL UNIT 
AND SMALL PROBES. QUALIFICATION TESTS 
OUALIFCATlON TESTS 
2 
1 1  
T l  
1 1  
1 1  
1 
1 
T 
T T  
1 1  
T T  
T T  
T T  
1 1  
T l  
T T  
T T  
T 
T T  
ARE PERFORMED O N  ONE UNlT ONLY 
T 
1 
1 
T 
T T  
T i  
T T  
T T  
T T  
T 
T T  
T T  
T T  
1 1  
1 1  
T T  
T T  
T T  
T T  
T T  
T 
T T  
T 
1 
1 
T 
T 
1 
T 
T 
1 
T 
1 
T 
T 
T 
T 
1 
T T  
1 1  
1 
T T  
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
3.3.6.3 Environmental  Tes t s  
The Atlas /Centaur  large and s m a l l  probe t e s t  flows, F igure  3-4 
and 3-5, shows the sequence f r o m  the probe assembly  to integration tes t s  
with the spacecraf t  a t  TRW. The s e r i e s  of probe- level  environmental  
t e s t s  a r e  conducted i n  the sequence of environments the flight probes 
encounter a f te r  postseparation c ru ise ,  which te rmina tes  with descent  
profile simulation. Existing MMC s o l a r  vacuum facil i t ies provide a n  ade-  
quate s o l a r  beam with excellent simulation for  the s m a l l  probe i n  a two- 
sun  so l a r  vacuum c ru i se  environment. Probe- leve l  accelerat ion t e s t s  
verify that  the design and manufacturing p roces ses  produce hardware that 
wi l l  withstand the high deceleration/acceleration environments. These 
t e s t s  a r e  conducted using the large sate l l i te  centrifuge facility a t  the MMC 
Orlando Division. T h i s  centrifuge adequately houses and t e s t s  the probes 
i n  the descent  capsule configuration. The ae roshe l l  and auxil lary s t ruc tu re  
a r e  adequately tes ted during s t a t i c  tes ts .  The hosti le high p re s su re  and 
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temperatule environments during descent a r e  simulated in  the hyperther-  
mobaric chamber,  a unique MMC facility. Both large and sma l l  probes 
a r e  tes ted in  the i r  descent configuration a t  anticipated p res su re  and tem-  
perature profiles. 
3 . 3 . 7  Acceptance Tes t s  
3 . 3 . 7 .  1 Unit Tests  
Functional and environmental t e s t s  a r e  required a s  indicated i n  
Table 3 - 5 .  The flight acceptance t e s t  includes temperature cycling and 
vibration tests.  These t e s t s  a r e  standard MMC production environmental 
t e s t s  for ferret ing out manufacturing defects. The temperature cycling 
requires  exposure to at least  cycles of high and low tempera tures  under 
ope rating conditions. 
The magnetic properties t e s t s  a r e  required for  ThorIDelta only and 
a r e  conducted to  verify the remanent fields a r e  within tolerance before 
the next assembly. 
Table 3-5. Probe Unit - Acceptance Tests  
LEGEND; 'COMMON FOR LARGE AND SMALL PROBES 
1 - TEST 
S - TEST REQUIRED ON SAMPLE LOT 
3 . 3 . 7 . 2  AtlasJCentaur Probe  Acceptance Tes ts  
The acceptance t e s t s  for  the large and s m a l l  probes a r e  shown in 
F igures  3-6 and 3 - 7 .  The s a m e  tes ts  a r e  a l so  applicable lo r  the flight 
backup models (refurbished qualification tes t  models).  The Type I1 and 
111 functional tes t s  will adequately verify sys tem per formance  requi re -  
ments and demonstrate repeatability of performance, pr ior  to shipping 
the probes to T R W  for  spacecraf t  integration tes ts .  The leak tes t  will  
verify s e a l  integrity of the p re s su re  ves se l  during the c ru i se  phase 
(vacuum). During the m a s s  properties tes t ,  which includes weight and 
center  of gravity in  the launch, postseparation c ru ise ,  and descent  con- 
figurations, the separat ion between the Min-K the rma l  control insulation 
i s  packed withF.  A. f iberg lass  insulation. This i s  the final operation 
during probe assembly. 
3 . 4  SYSTEMS TEST AND LAUNCH 
3 . 4 .  i Introduction 
This  section descr ibes  the integration, tes t ,  and launch planning 
for the probe mission and or ib te r  miss ion  spacecraf t s .  Alternate plans 
and schedules a r e  presented and evaluated. 
3 . 4 . 2  Objectives 
The major  t e s t  objectives fo r  the integration, t e s t  and launch phase 
a r e  to: 
Demonstrate ground support  and launch support  sys t ems  interface 
compatibility with the spacecraf t  bus and probe subsystems and 
scientific instruments  
Demonstrate combined buskprobe and orb i te r  spacecraf t  in te r -  
unit subsystem and scientific instrument  interface compatibility 
Demonstrate probe and orb i te r  mission spacecraf t  subsystems 
and sys tem ove ra l l  performance under a l l  applicable mission 
conditions through: 
- launch ascent  
- deployment 
- c ru i se  
- probe r e l ease  
- buslprobe encounter - orbi te r  injection 
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Figure 3-7. AtlaslCentaur Small Flight Pmbe Test 
P r e p a r e  buslprobe and orb i te r  spacecraf t  for  launch readiness  
Evaluate a l ternate  lower cos t  plans for  achieving these objectives. 
The evaluation would be in  t e r m s  of cos t  versus  risk. 
3.4.3 Systems Tes t  Tradeoff 
3 . 4 . 3 .  1 Evolution of Pioneer Venus T e s t  P lan  Philosophy/Requirements 
The Pioneers  10  and 11 integration and t e s t  plan philosophy was 
based on the Pioneer 11 spacecraf t  being virtually a repeat  of the 10  space- 
c raf t .  This simplified the Pioneer i t  integration and tes t  plan to a repeat  
flight spacecraf t  (see Figure 3 - 8 ) .  
THERMAL 
MOOEL 
#NSTRUMNTS 
INSTRUMENTS 
MOML SPACECUFT 
FLIGHT 
INSTRUMNTS 
FLIGHT 
SPARE 
PIONEER LO 
............................................................... 
PIONEER 11 
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT 
ENVIRONMtNTAL 
Figure 3-8. Pioneer 10and 11 Integration Test and Launch Philosophy 
The Pioneer  Venus probe and orb i te r  mission spacecraf t  differ in 
many respects  f rom one another, result ing in  different integration and 
tes t  requirements  compared to Pioneers  10 and 11. 
To devise an efficient low-cost integration, test ,  and launch plan 
for  Pioneer  Venus, the following planning objectives were  considered: 
Take maximum advantage of TRW's previous tes t  experience 
with P ioneer  ha rdware  and t e s t  equipment in meeting a l l  tes t  
objecives. 
Reduce integration,  test, and launch schedule span t imes  by 
reducing redundant testing without taking excessive r i sks  
P lan  to  minimize r i s k s  late in  the program 
Plan  to reduce hardware  costs  and minimize "dead-ending" of 
ha rdware .  
Three  integration,  tes t ,  and launch plans (A, B, and C)  wcre  
developed. Each  of these plans is discussed below, together with accom- 
panying flow char t s .  Detailed t e s t  activit ies a r e  provided for  the pre-  
fe r red  plan C. Plans  A and B would be s imi la r .  
3 . 4 . 3 . 2  Discussion on Alternative Integration, Test ,  and Launch Plans  
P lan  A 
This  plan involves the s a m e  t e s t  flow a s  P ioneers  10 and 11 in  that 
i t  includes the following spacecraf t  models for  the o rb i t e r  and probe 
missions (see F igure  3-9). A m a j o r  milestone development schedule is 
.. "
shown i n  F igure  3-10. 
Probe miss ion  
- Struc tura l / thermal  
- Engineering model  
- Prototype 
- Flight 
Orb i te r  miss ion  
- Struc tura l / thermal  
- Prototype 
- Flight. 
:;< 
This schedule ref lects  the u s e  of only one sys t em t e s t  set .  The probe 
miss ion  spacecraf t  i s  s t a r t ed  f i r s t ,  then the orb i te r  miss ion  spacecraf t .  
This sequence could be r eve r sed .  
ENGINEERING 
MODEL SPACECMFT 
s,ucnrsay ENGINEERING1 
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~ ~ , " s w P E  FLIGHT PROCS 
FLIGHT 
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PROBE MISSION 
............................................................................................................................ 
ORBITER MISSION 
INSTRUMENTS INSTRUMENTS 
Figure 3-9. Plan A - Pioneer Venus Inlegration Test and Launch Flow Diagrams 
Figure 3-10. P lan  A - Pmbe and Omiter Mission In tegra t ion  and  Test Schedule 
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- 
I t s  key f ea tu re s  a re :  
Longest overa l l  t e s t  schedule and highest  cos t  plan to support  
Does not take maximum advantage of TRW's previous experience 
i n  the use of P ioneer  10  and 11 hardware  GSE and procedures  
( repea ts  spacecraf t  engitleering model  tes t ing on many fami l ia r  
un i t s )  
1975 
-- 
- 
Lowest average  program r i sk  for  recovery  i n  case  of technical  
problems,  par t icular ly  ear ly  i n  the schedule 
1977 
- 
- 
- 
-. 
1976 
- 
- 
- 
-- 
- 
Single sys t em t e s t  se t .  
1978 
- 
A 
i 
Plan  B 
The scheduling for  plan B allows the engineering model  spacecraf t  
t e s t  objectives t o  be sat isf ied by the prototype spacecraf t .  The plan in- 
cludes the following spacecraf t  models,  and a t e s t  flow d iagram and 
major  milestone schedule as  shown i n  F igu res  3-11 and 3-12 .  
a Probe  mission 
- St ruc tu ra l / t he rma l  
- Prototype 
- Flight 
3-34  
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Figure 3-11. P lan  B - Pioneer Venus In tegra t ion  Test and  Launch Flow Diagrams 
Orbiter  mission 
- Struc tura l / thermal  
- Prototype 
- Flight. 
I ts  key features  a r e :  
Higher schedule r i sk  i n  case  of technical  problems 
Reduced integration and t e s t  schedule span  t ime for probe mission,  
result ing in  lower program cos ts  than plan A. 
Takes advantage of TRW's previous t e s t  experience in use of 
Pioneer  hardware,  t e s t  equipment, and procedures  (engineering 
and prototype spacecraf t  tes t ing combined) 
Single sys t em t e s t  set .  
Figure 3-12. Plan B - Pmbe and Orni ter  Mission lntegntion and Test Schedule 
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Plan C 
The schedule f o r  plan C allows the flight spacecraf t  (named proto- 
fl ight)  to meet  the t e s t  objectives of the prototype spacecraft .  The plan 
includes the following spacecraf t  models for  the orb i te r  and probe mission 
( see  F igure  3 - 1 3 )  and a m a j o r  milestone development schedule i s  shown 
a s  F igure  3-14. 
~ n s  
Probe  mission 
- Struc tura l / thermal  
- Engineering model  
- Prototype/flight 
1976 
d 
-- 
- 
- 
- 
-. 
Orbiter  mission 
- Struc tura l / thermal  
- Engineering model  
- Prototype /flight. 
1 9 n  
- 
- 
- 
Its  key features  a re :  
1978 ' 
-- 
- 
A 
- 
A 
Potential  for  performing l e s s  environmental  t es t  activities by 
using the protoflight concept; the overa l l  schedule span  t ime r e -  
mains  the same  a s  plan B 
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Figure 3-13. Plan C - Pioneer Venus l neg rd tmn  Test and Launch Flow Diagrams 
Figure 3-14. Plan C - P m k  and Orniter Missmn Ineg ra t i on  and Test Schedule 
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I775 
- 
- 
- 
- 
1976 
- 
- 
I977 
- 
1978 
! 
- 
Schedule provides f o r  potentially less  r i sk  than plans A o r  B 
late in  the schedule 
Takes maximum advantage of TRW's previous t e s t  experience i n  
the use of Pioneer  hardware,  t e s t  equipment, and procedures.  
F igures  3-15 and 3-16 show the sequence of events for each model. See 
F igures  2-5 and 2-6 for  proto/flight schedules. 
ORBITER MI5SION STRUCTURAL MODEL 
Figure 3-15. Orbiter Mission. Strudural. Thermal, andEngineerinq Model Schedule 
Fi ure 3-16. Probe Mission. Structural. Thermal, and fnglneering Model Schedule i 
3.4.4 Qualitative Plan Comparisons 
3.4.4. 1 Tes t  Philosophy Comparison of Plans 
The advantages in progressing f rom plan A through plans B to C 
a r e  c lear ly  the reductions in redundant test  activit ies;  this factor  i s  i l lus- 
t ra ted by the  combined t e s t  objective table and spacecraf t  model  cha r t  for 
each  plan (see Tablc 4-6).  
Plan B, which combines engineering and prototype tes t  objectives by 
expanded prototype testing, shows some improvement over the basic t e s t  
program. Plan C retains the engineering model for  e lec t r ica l  sys tem 
functional re la ted interface checks and software development and combines 
the prototype and flight acceptance objectives in the proto/flight space-  
craft .  The fur ther  reduction in tes t  redundancy is evident. 
Al l  the candidate plans retain the s t ruc tu ra l  and the rma l  tes t  model 
a s  the p r imary  source of both the mechanical dynamic response and thermal  
induced environmental  data, and verification of the s t ruc ture  mechanical 
adequacy and analytic t he rma l  computer model. 
3.4.5 Quantitative Plan Comparisons 
The reduction in tes t  overlap f rom the tradit ional plan (plan A )  to 
the m o r e  efficient proto flight program (plan C )  resu l t s  in significant 
cos t  savings. The cos t  savings a r i s e  f rom a number of a r eas :  
Hardware utilization 
Orbi te r  s t ruc ture  design and tes t  efficiency 
Integration and t e s t  planning and implementation. 
3.4.5. 1 Hardware Utilization 
Table 3-7 shows hardware utilization and identifiable cost  savings 
foreach  plan. The significant differences show in the use of s t ruc tures ,  
electronic boxes, thermal  control, and cable harnesses .  In plans A and 
B, a single s t ruc ture  i s  used for the s t ruc tu ra l / t he rma l  model and proto- 
type testing (probe mission);  the s t ructure  is then reconfigured and r e -  
furbished for the orb i te r  configuration and LE ed for  s t ruc tu ra l / t he rma l  
model  and prototype testing (orbiter mission).  New s t ruc tures  a r e  man- 
ufactured for  both the probe and orbiter flight spacecraf t ,  making a total  
of th ree  s t ruc tu res  plus one major  reconfiguration. 
Table 3 - 6 .  Utilization of Spacecraft Models for Each Plan to Meet Test Objectives 
W 
TEST OBJECTIVES 
DESIGN AND FIT 
NVIRONMENTS FOR ALL SUBSYSTEMS UNDER ALL MISSION CONDITIONS 
. - - -- - 
RE) OPERATION VERIFICATION 
. .. - . . . . . . . . - -. ~. . . . . . . . 
E VERIFICATION 
Table 3-7. Hardware Utilization Comparisons 
for Alternative Plans 
STRUCTURE RECONFIGURATION FROM PROBE TO ORBITER MISSION 
w w 
PLAN C USES O N E  STRUCTURE FOR EACH MISSION TEST PROGRAM. THIS ALLOWS 
EARLY DESIGN AND TEST OF THE ORBITER STRUCTURE IN PARALLEL WITH PROBE BUS 
TEST PLAN AND RESULTS IN EFFICIENCY COST SAVINGS I N  STRUCTURE DESIGN 
AND TEST. 
PLAN C 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
5 
4 
5970 000 
60 000 
$1 030 000 
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
STRUCTURES 
ELECTRONIC BOXES (SETS) 
SOLAR ARRAY SETS 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
PROPULSION SUBSYSTEMS 
THERMAL CONTROL 
CABLE HARNESSES 
cosr REDUCTIONS (COMPARED TO PLAN A) 
HARDWARE 
DESIGN COST (STRUCTURE)" 
TOTAL 
In plan C, a total of two structures are  manufactured; one for each 
mission (probe and orbiter). Each structure is  used for the structural/ 
thermal testing and then refurbished for use as the flight structure. 
The manufacturing cost for each structure i s  estimated at $190, 000. 
The reconfiguration cost between the probe and orbiter configuration i s  
estimated at  $i 00, 000. 
PLAN A 
3- 
4 
2 
3 
3 
7 
5 
Because the plan A start-up is earlier (compared to plans B and 
C a set of electronic boxes will be required early to support the plan A 
engineering model spacecraft. These electronic boxes will probably be 
too early i n  the program to include flight approval and thus have no multi- 
ple use. The additional cost of providing the engineering model boxes i s  
estimated at  $400, 000. The f i rs t  spacecraft integrated in  plans B or C 
will use prototype or qualification model electronics, which may be re -  
furbished later a s  flight spares. The differences i n  quantities of thermal 
control subsystems and cable harnesses required for the various plans 
result directly from the number of spacecraft models used and, in the 
case of thermal control, the flight spares requirements. 
PLAN B 
3' 
3 
2 
2 
3 
7 
4 
5480 000 
- 
1480 000 
The thermal control subsystem i s  estimated at $100, 000 per copy 
and the cable harness i s  estimated at $40, 000 per copy. 
3 . 4 . 5 . 2  Integration and Test Planning and Implementation 
Plans B and C a re  4 and 6 months shorter than plan A. This 
results in reductions of management and crew levels of effort estimated 
at approximately $200, 000 total (see Table 3 - 8 ) .  
Table 3-8 .  C ~ s t  and Schedule Comparisons 
for Alternative Plans 
The protolflight testing concept. in plan C leads to further cost 
savings i n  the reduction of environmental testing by combining elements 
of prototype qualification and flight acceptance testing instead of sepa- 
rate test  models for  qualification and acceptance tests. 
By combining elements of the qualification and acceptance testing, 
it i s  estimated that cost savings of $45, 000 in test facility support 
(operating thermal vacuum chambers, lamps, and vibrators) will  result 
from both probe and orbiter mission test programs. 
PLAN C 
17 
15 
-
32 
9270 OW 
SCHEDULE (MONTHS) 
PROBE MISSION 
ORBITER MISSION 
COST REDUCTIONS (COMPARED TO PLAN A) 
TEST PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 
COST SAVINGS GENERIC TO ALL PLANS, $000 
PROCEDURES 
,60 
SOFTWARE 250 
PREFLIGHT CALIBRATIONS ' 110 
INTERFACE TESTING 20 
-
440 
3 . 4 . 5 . 3  Prototype/Fli.ght - The Preferred Plan 
The proto/flight concept exposes the spacecraft system to accep- 
tance-level vibration, shocks, and acoustics rather than qualification 
levels. The supporting rationale is: 
PLAN A 
19 
17 
-
36 
- 
PLAN B 
17 
15 
-
32 
$180 000 
All buslorbiter subsystems and probes designs will have been 
qualified at the unit level 
All bus/orbiter subsystem and probe units have been acceptance 
tested 
The only remaining unit not tested to qualification levels is  the 
harness and the thermal blankets. 
Therefore, acceptance level mechanical environments are  sufficient 
to verify the integrity of the harness and insulation installation. 
The proto/flight concept does provide for two thermal vacuum tests.  
The f irst  test  uses the updated thermal design (based on results of the 
thermal model test)  and flight hardware. This test provides a final evalu- 
ation of the thermal design and also provides an opportunity to evaluate 
the performance of the other subsystems and science. The second 
thermal vacuum test verifies the final thermal design and the spacecraft/ 
science systems. 
TRW believes that this test concept provides adequate confidence 
in the performance of the spacecraft systems at  the lowest cost. It is  
the preferred plan. 
3 . 4 . 6  Stacked versus Series Schedule Tradeoffs (Plan C Only) 
TRW has evaluated two alternate system integration and test 
approaches for the orbiter and probe mission spacecraft, based on plan 
i )  Series Schedule is  based on the orbiter mission structural/ 
thermal model, engineering model, and the initial ser ies  of 
electrical integration and systems test  activities of the proto/ 
flight spacecraft to be performed prior to the start  of the 
probe mission systems test activities. Figure 3-17 shows 
the major milestone tasks on this ser ies  test schedule. 
2 )  Stacked Schedule is based upon parallel testing of the orbiter 
mission engineering model, and protolflight spacecraft in a 
more condensed schedule time than the ser ies  schedule pre- 
viously mentioned. Figure 3-18  shows the major milestone 
tasks on this stacked test schedule. 
3 . 4 . 6 . i  Series Schedule 
The ser ies  schedule has the following advantages and disadvantages. 
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Figure 3-17. Orbiter Mission Development Series Schedule 
Figure 3-18. Orbiter Mission Development Stacked Schedule 
Advantages 
Early start  nonparallel testing assures  maximum recovery time 
in the event of problems, i. e., minimum s c h e d ~ l e / ~ r o g r a m  risk 
compared to stacked schedule. 
m Requires the use  of only one EGSE/system test station. Any 
parallel orbiter mission and probe mission test activities 
required due to hardware or  test induced schedule problems 
could be worked on a second shift basis. Requires procurement 
of only one set of ADPE for the EGSEISTS. 
e Allows time for periodic electrical spot checks on orbiter mission 
proto/flight spacecraft during storage, while the probe mission 
proto/flight spacecraft i s  undergoing mechanical system-level 
tests. 
Disadvantages 
e Early startup requires test personnel on program earl ier  than 
on stacked schedule. 
Allows less time for correction of black-box problems observed 
during fabrication, acceptance development program, i. e., 
orbiter black boxes are  required earl ier  in the program than 
on the stacked schedule. However, workarounds, using engi- 
neering model units, are  available to maintain schedule. 
3.4.6.2 Stacked Schedule 
The stacked schedule has the following advantages and disadvantages: 
Advantages 
e Late startup time allows maximum time for resolution of black 
box or probe development problems observed during fabrication 
qualification/acceptance operations. 
Less total manmonths of test personnel support a r e  involved with 
parallellstacked schedule operations. A full -two test crews would 
not be required to support the systems test activities on the two 
spacecrafts. 
Disadvantages 
Maximum schedulelprogram risk due to  limited recovery time to 
resolve problems encountered during systems level tests. 
Requires procurement, and subsequent maintenance of second 
ADPE for EGSE/system test station. 
Requires refurbishment of entire second EGSE test  station used 
on Pioneers 10 and 1 1. This includes fabrication of two of each 
drawer or  peripheral EGSE equipment being developed for the 
Pioneer Venus program. 
Requires phasing of test  operations to allow for thermal vacuum 
testing on the two spacecraft to be performed in series.  Addi- 
tional fixturing and tes t  personnel support would be required to 
support parallel thermal vacuum tests. This would put exces- 
sive strain on human and physical resources available to the 
program. 
3.4.7 S S  
3.4.7.1 Background 
Stray fields and static permldeperm magnetic tests were performed 
on the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft at the TRW Malibu Test Site to prove 
the component of magnetic field in the spin-axis direction at the deployed 
magnetometer sensor that was induced by the spacecraft (less science 
packages) did not exceed 0. 03 gamma stray fields, and 0.04 gamma 
remanence after demagnetization. 
The Version IV science payload redirection indicates the equiva- 
lent stray field and remanence depermed fields for the Venus orbiter 
spacecraft design will be approximately 0. 5 gamma. This comparable 
higher allowable magnetic field will allow a reduction in the complexity 
(and associated costs) of the test  setup and test implementation of the 
systems level magnetic tests  on the orbiter mission. 
3.4.7.2 Test Description 
A final spacecraft test  i s  required because of the deletion of many 
lower level tests a s  compared to the Pioneer 10 and 11 programs. It 
also gives a better measure of the predicted spacecraft field after 
launch since it i s  left i n  a known demagnetized state. 
An integrated spacecraft test will be performed in a magnetically 
clean area  where most extraneous activity is  controllable and during 
times when uncontrollable activity i s  at a minimum. Techniques 
developed for the Pioneer Jupiter spacecraft program will be used. 
Higher level signals a r e  measured at various closer-in distances, a s  
well a s  at the actual magnetometer sensor position, to circumvent 
ambient noise level limitations. 
Our prior experience in testing Pioneers 10 and 1 i has shown 
that a coil system nulling the geomagyetic field i s  essential in elimina- 
ting induced moments in the spacecraft remanent field test. We have 
determined that nulling to 10 percent over the spacecraft volume would 
be adequate for the Pioneer Venus orbiter and a single tilted, 7 . 3 -  
meter (24-foot) square coil will be used, a s  opposed to the more com- 
plex and costly three-axis coil system used on the Pioneer 10 and l i  
test program. The proposed tilted configuration (shown in Figure 3-19) 
permits a ground level translation of the spacecraft without burying a 
part of the coil. 
Figure 3- IV .  Proposed Tilted Square Coil toBuck Out Geomagnetic Field 
3 . 4 . 7 . 3  Magnetic Control-System Level 
Monitoring the spacecraft magnetic environment after the last 
demagnetization and avoiding the use of magnetic tools during all space- 
craft test periods/exposures prior to launch is essential for magnetic 
integrity. GFE flux monitors, a s  used on Pioneers 1 0  and i i ,  will be 
mounted on the spacecraft at the appropriate time and be checked 
periodically prior to launch. Plans will be made for recalibration, 
demagnetization, or recompensation up to the latest possible time on 
the schedule in the event of accidental exposure to high-intensity mag- 
netic environment. 
3.5 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
This study effort  was performed to identify differences in  scheduling/ 
planning, facility support requirements ,  and personnel support requi re-  
ments for  orbi ter  mission and probe mission operations at CKAFS (dual 
1978) launch in  the Thor/Delta and the AtlaslCentaur launch vehicle 
configurations. 
3.5. 1 Test  Facili t ies 
Initial prelaunch checkout of the orbiter and the probe missions would 
be performed in  the s a m e  hangar checkout facility regardless  of the launch 
vehicle being employed. Hangar A 0  was used on Pioneers  10 and 11 and 
incorporates  extensive modifications to  facility power, STS t e s t  a rea ,  e t c . ,  
that would not require  fur ther  modifications for Pioneer  Venus usage. 
Prelaunch checkout operations could be  performed in Hangars AE and AO, 
assuming facility power, air-conditioning, and a r e a  requirements could 
be satisfied. The following facil i t ies would be involved in prelaunch tes t  
operations on the  two launch vehicles. 
ThorIDelta  
Hangar (AO) 
Solid propellant s to rage  a r e a  (orbiter mission only) 
Delta spin tes t  facil i ty 
Launch complex 17 
Atlas/Centaur 
Hangar (AO) 
Solid propellant s torage  a r e a  (orbiter mission only) 
Explosive safe  a r e a  (PLB, and S A buildings) 
Launch complex 36 
In general ,  major facil i ty requirements in a l l  these a r e a s  can be 
broken down as  follows 
Environmental control: 25 f 1 . 5 O ~  (75 rt 5 ' ~ )  
Relative humidity: 50 percent 
Crane: 9.07-ton (10-ton) maximum 
Hook height above floor level 9. 14-meter (30-foot) minimum 
Vernier lift control 
Spacecraft work area:  139. 15 sq meter (1500 sq ft) minimum 
(except on stand) 
3.5.2 Test Planning/ Schedules 
Figures 3-20 and 3 -2 1 show a preliminary sequence/schedule for the 
orbiter and probe mission prelaunch test activities with the Thor/Delta 
launch vehicle. Figures 3-22 and 3-23 show the sequence/schedule for 
the orbiter and probe mission prelaunch test activities with the Atlas/ 
Centaur .launch vehicle. 
No significant advantages or disadvantages were identified in per- 
forming prelaunch test operations in either the Thor / Celta or Atlas/ 
Centaur launch vehicle configurations. Prelaunch test operations per-  
formed on Pad 17 (ThorlDelta) a r e  somewhat easier to accomplish during 
the initial on-stand activities because the fairing is  not installed until 
1 to  2 days prior to launch. However, payload air-contiditioning/cleanli- 
ness is  more difficult to maintain in the fairing-off configuration. 
For the ThorIDelta launcli vehicle, spacecraft test operations in 
the Delta spin test  facility are  limited to  hydrazine loading, TCA hot 
firing, and spacecraft weighing (plus orbiter mission SRM mating). The 
spacecraft is  shipped to complex 17 and mated to the Delta interstage 
adapter previously erected. 
For the AtlasICentaur launch vehicle, spacecraft test operations in 
the ESA complex include hydrazine loading, TCA hot firing, weighing 
(orbiter mission SRM mating), mating to  Centaur interstage adapter, 
fairing encapsulation. The mated, encapsulated spacecraft is then shipped 
to complex 36 for mating to the AtlaslCentaur launch vehicle. 
A review of the schedules and the level of orbiter and probe mission 
test personnel support required indicates there are  no significant tech- 
nical or cost advantages in either the Atlasfcentaur o r  the ThorIDelta 
configuration, as  far  as TRW launch support activities a r e  concerned. 
The ThorIDelta simulated flight test is  normally performed approxi- 
mately 10 working days prior to launch before the payload is  mated. The 
ThorIDel ta  countdown i s  now a 4-day exe rc i se .  The AtlasICentaur  F E D  
and CERT t e s t s  a r e  per formed af ter  payload mating. The AtlasICentaur  
countdown i s  usually 2 days.  
The EGSEISTS ground control  console would be located on the space-  
c r a f t  checkout level of t he  mi s s i l e  s e rv i ce  tower on both pads 17 and 36. 
No interface problems w e r e  identified i n  the u se  of this equipment a1 this 
location. 
Figure 3-20. ThortDelta Launch Vehicle PmtolFlight Olbiter 
Mission Operations lCKAFS! 
Figure 3-21. ~hor i~e~ta  launch Vehicle PmtolFlipht Pmbe 
Mission O p n t ' o n s  (CKAFSI 
I 
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f igure 3-Z. Atlastcentaur Launch Vehicle PmtotFlight Orbiter Mission Operations ICKAFSI 
Flgure 3-23. AtlaslCentaur Launch Vehicle PmtolFlight Probe Mission Operations ICKAFSI 
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4. SYSTEM TEST ELECTRICAL GROUND 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
An analysis  of the factory through launch operations has been 
performed to  identify the e lec t r ica l  ground support equipment (EGSE) 
required t o  support the manufacturing, integration, tes t ,  and launch of 
the orbi ter  mission and probe mission spacecraft .  The study has in- 
cluded al l  levels of hardware f r o m  the probe sys tem level through the 
fully integrated flight spacecraft  in the launch configuration. Tes t  loca- 
tions considered included Martin Marietta Denver, Martin Marietta 
Orlando, TRW, and the launch site.  
Emphasis  was given to the  use  of Pioneer  10  and 11 ,EGSE and to  the 
commonality between Pioneers  10  and 1 1 and Pioneer  Venus. Another 
major  consideration was the EGSE for  the probes since they constitute a 
very  important portion of the Pioneer  Venus program and represent  the 
most  significant change f rom the Pioneer  10  and 11 program. A major  
portion of the study was devoted to  a computer tradeoff study to  determine 
the automatic data processing equipment (ADPE) configuration s ince i t  
constitutes a significant par t  of the s y s t e m  t e s t  se t  (STS). 
4 .1  STUDY RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND 
REG OMMENDATIONS 
Economic factors  were  emphasized i n  this  study. The four most  
promising methods f o r  reducing the STS p rogram costs  were  determined 
to  be: 
Use of existing equipment 
Joint  use of EGSE hardware and software fo r  probe and space- 
c ra f t  testing 
Use of existing software 
Multiple usage of probe t e s t  equipment for  testing subsystem and 
system. 
F igure  4-1 i s  included t o  give a g r o s s  indication of the P ioneers  10  
and 11, TRW and Martin Marietta capi tal  equipment that is available fo r  
use on the Pioneer  Venus program. The sources  of the Pioneer Venus 
EGSE (excluding the ADPE) will be a s  follows: 
Figure 4-1. EGSE Summary Status 
45 percent f r o m  Pioneers  10 and 11 
30 percent f r o m  TRW and Martin Marietta capital 
a 25 percent Pioneer  Venus. 
These  percentages would be fur ther  enhanced by the use of a Sigma 5 
ADPE GFE. 
The Char t  in F igure  4-2 indicates the percentage of EGSE hardware 
and software that can be shared  for  probe testing and spacecraft  testing, 
a s  est imated by the experienced Pioneer 10 and 11 personnel. The la rge  
ra t io  of shared  hardware and software r e su l t  f rom: 
Design of probe t e s t  equipment t o  interface with both the Martin 
Marietta ADPE and the TRW STS ADPE 
Commonality in probe and spacecraf t  te lemetry  formats  
Design software using F o r t r a n  t o  enable use i n  ei ther  Martin 
Marietta o r  TRW ADPE. 
LEGEND 
SHARED 0 
SPACECRAFT ONLY 
PTL PROBE TEST EQUIPMENT 
*OPE AUTOMATlC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
TR TAPE RECORDER CONSOLE 
GC GROUND CONTROL CONSOLE 
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Figure 4-2. Joint U s e  ol EGSE and Software for Probe and SDacecraft Test at TRW and CKAFS 
The advantages of Martin Marietta/  TRW shared  hardware and soft- 
ware  for  probe testing include cost  savings in  both hardware and software 
and food correlat ion of t e s t  d a t a a t  a l l  t e s t  configurations. 
The Pioneer  10 and 11 Sigma 5 i s  recommended a s  the configuration 
fo r  the STS ADPE. The char t  in Figure 4-3 i l lus t ra tes  the software 
savings by using the Sigma 5; the rationale f o r  the indicated percentages 
i s  given in Section 4. 4. Approximately 30 percent of the STS operational 
software can be used f rom Pioneers  
10  and 11. INTERNAL 
DIRECTOR 
SOFWARE The use of the Pioneer 10 SPACECBAFT jz  1/2 PERCENT 
ENGINEERING 
and 11 EGSE is  a sound technical (NEW) 
7 1/2 PERCENT 
approach a s  well a s  an  economi- SPACECRAFT 
SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENT cal  cost  approach s ince this SOFWARE 
50 PERCENT 
equipment has  demonstrated a 
high degree of reliability. The 
- - 
PIONEER 10 AND 11 SOFTWARE new i tems of EGSE for Pioneer 
[7 NEW SOFlWARE 
Venus will be based  on existing 
technalogy. Figure 4-3. spacecraft Soffware Sigma s Conf igu rn t ion  
4.2  PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
The genera l  p rog ram requirements  that  have a s t rong influence on 
the EGSE include t e s t  configurations, t e s t  locations, and t e s t  schedules. 
4.2. 1 T e s t  Confi,guration 
The  t e s t  configurations w e r e  established during the preparat ion of 
the  t e s t  plan a s  the integration flows w e r e  optimized. The sys t em t e s t  
configurations for  the  two miss ions  a r e :  
Spacecraft  
Probe  Orbi te r  
Small  probe X 
La rge  probe X 
Experiments  X X 
Bus X 
Spacecraft  X X 
The s m a l l  probe and l a rge  probe t e s t s  will  include both open and  
sea led  tes ts .  The open t e s t s  wil l  consis t  of functional t e s t s  performed as 
the  components and subassemblies  of the  probes  a r e  integrated into a 
fully operating probe system.  The sealed t e s t s  will  include functional 
performance and environmental  t e s t s  of the  probes p r io r  to  the i r  being 
integrated onto the bus. 
The experiment  t e s t s  will  include the functional bench t e s t s  pe r -  
f o r m e d  on the experiments  a s  they a r e  received f r o m  the var ious  principal 
invest igators  and p r i o r  t o  t he i r  being integrated onto the bus. S imi la r  
t e s t s  w e r e  per formed on the  P ionee i  10 and 11 experiments.  
The spacecraf t  t e s t s  wil l  initially include the functional t e s t s  p e r -  
fo rmed  on e i ther  the probe bus o r  the  orb i te r  during the i r  integration 
cycle  p r io r  t o  integration of exper iments  o r  probes. 
The bus and spacecraf t  tes t ing a t  TRW and the  launch s i t e  will  in-  
clude much commonality of functional tes ts .  The s a m e  s y s t e m  t e s t  s e t  
will  be used t o  support  the  tes t ing at  t he se  two locations. 
4.2. L Test  Schedules and EGSE Loading 
The tes t  schedules have a direct  bearing on the amount of EGSE 
required on the program especially since various i tems of EGSE a r e  
candidates f o r  multiple usage. The t e s t  schedule in Figure 4-4 shows the 
t ime phasing of the various t e s t  levels a t  each of the t e s t  locations and the 
loading diagram for  the EGSE required to  support this schedule. 
Spacecraft  t e s t s  showing integration of the probes and experiments 
will include the tes t s  performed on either the probe o r  the orbi ter  space- 
craft. These t e s t s  will include functional performance and environmental 
tests.  
Figure 4-4 Integration and Test. EGSE Loading Schecule 
4. 2. 3 Test  Locations Table 4-1. Test  Locations 
Table 4- 1 l i s t s  the tes t  
locations for the various sys -  
tem tes t  configurations. 
The sma l l  probe and 
la rge  probe testing a t  Mart in  
Mariet ta  Denver,  Martin 
Mariet ta  Orlando, and TRW 
will include functional tes t s  (1) IF REQUIRED 
I 
TEST LOCATIONS 
TEST LEVEL MMC LAUNCH 
DENVER ORLANDO TRW SITE 
S M L L  PROBE (ALONG) X X X X ( 1 )  
LARGE PROBE (ALONG) X X x x (1) 
EXPERIMENTS x x (1 )  
BUS X 
PROBE SPACECRAFT X X 
ORBITER SPACECRAFT x x 
L 
with much commonality. The 
probe sys tem te s t  s e t  will be designed so  that a sma l l  portion of i t  can be 
shipped f rom Martin Marietta Denver to each of the other locations to sup- 
port  testing a t  that si te.  The multiple use of this equipment is shown 
graphically in Figure 4-5. This approach has severa l  attractive technical 
and cost advantages, i. e.  : 
Common t e s t  procedures  
Good corre la t ion  of t e s t  data 
Minimum amount of t e s t  equipment 
Minimum shipping and handling fo r  support equipment. 
4 . 3  EGSE DESCRIPTION 
The EGSE required fo r  sys tem testing and launch of the probe and 
orb i te r  mission spacecraf t  i s  divided into groups according to  use  a s  
follows: 
System te s t  s e t  - supports the integration, tes t ,  and launch of the 
probes and spacecraf t  
Probe EGSE - supports the integration and t e s t  of the probes 
p r io r  to  integration on the  probe spacecraft  (note some of the 
probe EGSE i s  a l so  used i n  conjunction with the sys t em te s t  se t  
t o  support probe testing af te r  the i r  integration onto the probe 
spacecraf t )  
Spacecraft  interface simulator - supports experiment receiving 
t e s t s  a t  TRW. 
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Figure 4-5. Multiple Use of EGSE 
A summary of the EGSE that has been identified during the Pioneer 
Venus study is  listed in Section 4.6. A description of the EGSE require- 
ments and equipment implementation is described in the following sections. 
4. 3. 1 System Test Set 
The STS provides the necessary equipment support for spacecraft 
system testing during the integration and test  program and the launch 
operations of the Pioneer Venus spacecraft. The objective of the STS is 
to  support the integration and test of the experiments, probes, and elec- 
tronic subsystems of the spacecraft and perform spacecraft integrated 
systems, testing to the depth necessary to  develop the required prelaunch 
performance confidence. The same set  i s  t o  be used in-plant and at  the 
launch site, using procedures common throughout the integration and test 
cycle. Baseline performance data will therefore be developed for con- 
tinuous systems evaluation. 
The STS performance requi rements  a r e :  
Supply e lec t r ica l  power to  the spacecraf t  e i ther  in  the external  
o r  s o l a r  a r r a y  s imulated modes  
ka rd l ine  monitor c r i t i ca l  power subsystem pa rame te r s  
Decommutate r e a l  t ime  te lemet ry  data f r o m  bus f o r  entry  t o  the  
ADPE 
Continuously process ,  monitor,  and l imit  check the rea l - t ime  
t e l eme t ry  
Demodulate probe te lemet ry  data and fo rma t  for  entry  into ADPE 
Provide  two-way te lemet ry  and command R F  link with orbi ter  
and probe miss ion  spacecraf t  
F o r m a t  uplink baseband with command tones 
F o r m a t  digital command data and generate  command sequences 
Monitor ordnance f i r ing c i rcu i t s  t o  a s s u r e  a l l - f i re  cu r r en t  values 
during ordnance f i r ing and l e s s  than no-fire cu r r en t  values a t  a l l  
o ther  t imes  
Provide for  installat ion t e s t s  of a l l  ordnance devices and verify 
absence of s t r a y  voltages 
Simulate and s t imulate  att i tude control  subsys tem s e n s o r s  and 
monitor  cont ro l  subsys t em responses  
Record and play back a l l  t e l eme t ry  data f o r  off-line evaluation 
Provide bat tery charging and safe and a r m  monitoring during 
countdown 
Provide f o r  radiated communications link between launch 
complex and hangar 
Provide for .  STS validation and fault  isolation. 
The P ioneer  Venus spacecraf t  STS consis ts  of the consoles and 
a s sembl i e s  l is ted below: 
R F  console 
Recorder  console 
Ground cont ro l  console 
Te lemet ry  data console and data format  generator  
Tes t  conductor ' s  console  
EGSE per iphera l  equipment 
ADPE 
Launch s i te  data communications equipment 
P robe  R F  t e s t  set. 
The block d iagram in F igure  4-6  shows the  interrela t ionships  of the  
ma jo r  i tems.  Descriptions of the  console and assembl ies ,  except for  the  
R F  probe t e s t  se t ,  a r e  provided in  the following paragraphs.  The probe 
console i s  a l s o  used a t  Mart in  Marietta and i s  descr ibed in  Section 4. 3 . 2 ,  
Probe  EGSE. 
T E S T  CONDUCTOR'S CONSOLE TLLIMEIRY RECEIVER BIPHASE 
IlME CODE BCO 
FSK DATA 
RAPID COMMANDS 
IXECUTI INVRRUPT RF CONSOLE 
f SPACICRAF7 ITATUS DISPLAY 7 
MODULATED SUBCARR8ER 
ANALOG DATA 
COMMAND ENCODER F I K  
COMMAND ENCODER FSK 
WPID COMMnNDS 
rxrcurr PULSES 
POWER MONITORING DATA HARDLINE 01\74 
HARDLINE DATA 
ORDNANCE SIMULATION 
acs s twra r lo !  
SIMULATED POWER NOTES: 
FSK - FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING 
VISIBLE LIGHT PCM - PULSE CODE MODULATION OTU - DIGITAL TELEMETRY UNIT 
4CS - ATTITUDE CONTROL SIMULATION 
SUN SENSOR CRT - CAMODE RAY TUBE. 
STIMULATOR 
Figure 4-6. EGSE System Test Set Block Diagram 
EQUIPMENT 
IPRIM4RY POWER A N D  
4. 3. 1. 1 RF Console 
The RF console provides the primary STS interface with the space- 
craft. It transmits commands over an R F  link to  the spacecraft bus and 
receives and demodulates the downlink telemetry subcarrier  for  further 
processing and data extraction a t  the telemetry console. The functional 
requirements are :  
Receive downlink signals from the spacecraft bus 
Generate uplink signals to  the spacecraft bus 
Generate command codes to  modulate uplink transmitter 
Measure RF power, uplink, and downlink modulation index, RF 
frequency, and frequency stability 
Provide R F  bypass link for injection of commands into the CDU 
and DDU 
Display time of day. 
The R F  console shown in Figure 4-7 
contains the command transmitter,  
command encoder, telemetry recei- 
ver ,  encoder selector, ramp gene- 
rator,  command transmitter power 
supply, console power control, 
blowers, and frequency counter. 
Since the Pioneer Venus space- 
craft may be amsigned different car-  
r i e r  frequency channels, it may be 
necessary to modify the command 
transmitter and telemetry receiver 
accordingly. 
4. 3. 1 . 2  Recorder Console 
The console will provide the 
means for direct-write analog 
recording, magnetic tape recording Figure 4-7. RF Consale 
and magnetic tape playback. The 
functional requirements are  to 
provide: 
An 8-channel analog direct- 
write s t r ip  chart recording 
capability 
a A 7-channel analog o r  digi- 
tal recqrding capability in 
the form of an A m ~ e x  1260 
magnetic tape recorder I 
o Patching facilities enabling 
STS or spacecraft data to be I 
patched to either recorder 
o r  other STS consoles. I 
The recorder console shown in Fig- 
ure 4-8 contains a Sanborn 358-i00A 
s t r ip  chart recorder,  an Ampex 1260 
magnetic tape recorder, an instru- 
mentation patch panel, intercom, I 
and power control assemblies. 
Figure 4-8. Recorder Conrolf 
Only the instrument patch panel 
will require modification due to different parameters being monitored and 
recorded for the Pioneer Venus program. 
4. 3. 1.3 Ground Control Console 
The ground control console is  the primary electrical hardline inter- 
face unit for  test and checkout of the spacecraft. It i s  capable of support- 
ing three spacecraft subsystems: power, ordnance, and ACS. In addition, 
the unit serves a s  a monitoring, buffering, and distribution point for 
miscellaneous tes t  signals. The functional requirements a r e  listed in 
Table 4-2. 
The ground control console shown in Figure 4-9 contains the follow- 
ing items: 
a Test signal interface unit 
ACS simulation and control 
Table 4-2. Ground Contrgl Cqnsole Funct ional  Requirements 
. 
FUNCTION REQUIREMENT 
POWER PROVIDE POWER TO ENERGIZE AND CONTROL THE SPACECRAFT POWER 
SUBSYSTEM BUS I N  SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATION MODE, OR I N  AN 
UNCONDITIONED MODE WHERE LONG CABLE RUNS ARE UNVALUED 
(I ..., TA). 
MONITOR PERTINENT POWER SUBSYSTEM PARAMETERS AND CONTROL 
SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATORS. 
ORDNANCE SIMULATE THE SPACECMFT ORDNANCE LOAD (SQUIBS) AND MONITOR THE 
RESPONSE OF THE ORDNANCE CIRCUITS 
CONTINUOUSLY MONITOR AND DISPLAY THE STATUS OF ALL 
SPACECRAFT ORDNANCE CIRCUITS FOR VERIFICATION DURING TEST 
ORFATIONS 
PROVIDE MONITORING AND CONTROL FOR SIMULATION OF SPACECRAFT/ 
INTERSTAGE SEPARATION. 
ATTITUDE CONTROL PROVIDE SIGNAL TO SIMULATE THE OUTPUTS OF THE SPACECRAFT SUN 
SENSOR ASSEMBLY AND THE CONXAN 
SIMULATE THRUSTER VALVE DRIVER LOAD AND MONITOR RESPONSE OF 
THRUSTER CIRCUITS 
SUN SENSOR STIMULATOR WILL BE PROVIDED AS A SELF-CONTAINED UNIT, 
BUT DRIVEN FROM THE SIMULATION SOLNCE. 
MISCELLANEOUS SIGNAL PaWlDE M E  NECESSARY BUFFERING AMPLIFIERS AND TEST CONNECTORS 
DISTRIBUTION FOR INTERFACING WITH SELECTED SPACECRAFT HARDLINES AND D 
DISTFIBUTING HARDLINES TO OTHER STS CONSOLES. 
TIME DISPLAY TIME OF DAY. 
. 
Power monitor 
Digital volt m e t e r  (voltage) 
DVM (current) 
Ordnance control and monitor 
Console power supply 
Ordnance power supply 
Primary power control  
T i m e  display 
Oscil loscope 
Solar array s imulator  
Solar array simulator power 
supply 
Spacecraft external power 
supply. Figure 4.9. Ground Cmtml Console 
I The following i t e m s  a r e  not shown i n  the figure because they will  be 
external t o  the rack :  
Ordnance load s imula tor  
Thrus t e r  s imula tor  
Sun senso r  stimulus. 
Table 4-3 l i s t s  the  modifications required to  the above equipment. 
4. 3.1.4 Te lemet ry  Data Console and Data F o r m a t  
Genera tor  
The te lemet ry  data console (TDC) will  consolidate the  control  and 
monitoring of digital  and d isc re te  data that  h a s  been received f r o m  the 
spacecraf t  via t he  te lemet ry  data t r ansmis s ion  equipment. The functional 
requirements  a r e :  
0 Demodulate downlink s u b c a r r i e r  into s e r i a l  (PCM) data 
Condition data, es tabl ish clock, bit ,  word, f r ame ,  and f o r m a t  
sync 
Load PCM data (in blocks of 24  pa ra l l e l  b i ts)  into the ADPE 
di rec t  .input/output channel together with data r a t e  clock 
Spacecraf t  s ta tus  display 
Bit r a t e  
F o r m a t  
Mode 
Two digiswitch-c ontrolled displays capable of selecting two 
6-bit words in  any te lemet ry  fo rma t  (nonsystematic 
convolutional) 
Generate  o r  t r ans l a t e  and display t i m e  code information. 
The data f o r m a t  genera tor  (DFG) provides s imulated t e l eme t ry  
data f o r  sel f - tes t  coded (nonsystematic convolutional coding) o r  
uncoded, and with biphase P C M  o r  N R Z - L  data. 
The  TDC and  DFG shown in  F igure  4-10 contain the following i t ems :  
Te lemet ry  Data Console 
Time code t r a n s l a t e r l g e n e r a t o r  
Table 4 - 3 .  Ground Contrql  Console Equipment  Modification 
EQUIPMENT MODIFICATION 
- 
THE TEST SIGNAL INTERFACE WILL PROBABLY REQUIRE MODIFICATION TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
UNIT HARDLINE MONITOR POINTS SELECTED FOR TESTING O N  THE ORBITER 
A N D  PMS. 
ACS SIMULATION A N D  MODIFY TO SIMULATE PIONEER VENUS SUN SENSOR OUTPUT. 
CONTROL PROVIDE TWO PULSES PER SUN CROSSING WITH MANUAL CONTROL 
OF TIME BETWEEN THE TWO PULSES TO SIMULATE DIFFERENT SUN 
ASPECT ANGLES. ELIMINATE THE STELLAR SENSOR SIMULATION A N D  
STIMULUS CONTROL. ADD SIMULATION OF DMA INDEX A N D  RATE 
PULSES. INCREASE THE THRUSTER MONITOR CAPABILITY FROM SIX 
TO EIGHT THRUSTERS (EACH THRUSTFR HAS REDUNDANT SOLENOIDS). 
POWER MONITOR ELIMINATE RTG MONITOR POINTS. ADD POINTS FOR MONITORING 
PROBE EXTERNAL VOLTAGE A N D  CURRENT AS SUPPLIED BY THE BUS. 
ELIMINATE TWTA POWER MONITOR POINTS. ADD POINTS FOR 
MONITORING THE SPACECRAFT BUS VOLTAGE A N D  CURRENT A N D  
BATTERY TEMPERATURE. 
ORDNANCE COPITROL AhID THE EXISTING UNIT THAT HAS THE CAPABILITY TO CONTROL A N D  
MONITOR MONITOR 14 SOUlB CIRCUITS) WILL BE REPLACED WITH A LARGER 
ONE WlTH THE CAPAEILITY TO CONTROL A N D  MONITOR UP TO 
28 SQUIBCIRCUITS FOR THE PROBE BUS. 
@lCDI.IA!.ICE POI:/ER SUPPLY WILL BE REPLACED WITH A HIGHER CURRENT SUPPLY TO BE COMPATIBLE 
WITH THE INCREASED MONITORING REQUIREMENTS. 
SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATOR THIS WILL BE A TRW CAPITAL UNIT TO REPLACE THE RTG SIMULATORS. 
THE SAS SHOULD SIMULATE THE KNEE OF ARRAY TRANSITION FROM 
CONSTANT CURRENT TO CONSTANT VOLTAGE. THE SAS SHOULD 
GENERATE A MAXIMUM OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE OF 55 VOLTS A N D  A 
MAXIMUM SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT OF 12 AMPS. THE SAS OPEN 
CIRCUIT VOLTAGE A N D  SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT SHOULD BE ADJUSTABLE 
TO SIMULATE THE ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS AT THE NEAR-EARTH AND 
NEAR-VENUS LOCATIONS. 
SOLAR ARltAY SIMULATOR THIS WILL BE A TRW CAPITAL UNIT TO PROVIDE THE DC POWER TO THE 
POWER SIJPPLY SOLAR ARRAY SIMULATOR WHERE IT IS CONDITIONED FOR SIMIJLATING 
TIiE SPACECRAFT SOLAR ARRAY. 
SPACECRAFT EXTERNAL THIS V/ILL BE A NEW ITEM USED TO SUPPLY POWER TO THE BUS I N  A 
POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE-REGULATED MODE SUCH THAT THE BUS VOLTAGE MAY BE 
ADJUSTED OVER SPECIFIED LIMITS. IT WILL ALSO FEATURE CURRENT 
LIMITING FOR PROTECTION OF THE SPACECRAFT CIRCUITS AS WELL AS 
SELF-PROTECTION OF THE POWER SUPPLY. 
SPACECRAFT POWER CONTROL THlS NEW UNlT WlLL CONTROL THE SELECTION OF EITHER THE SOLAR 
ARRAY SIMULATION MODE OR THE UNCONDITIONED POWER MODE. 
IT WlLL ALSO CONTAIN  CIRCUITRY TO ENSURE A SLOW RAMP FUNC- 
T I O N  POWER TURN-ON OF GREATER THAN 100 MILLISECONDS. 
ORDNANCE LOAD THIS ITEM WILL BE MODIFIED TO INCREASE THE QUANTITY OF 
SIMULATOR SIMULATED SQUIBS FROM 14 TO 28 FOR THE PROBE BUS. 
THRUSTEP SIMULATOR THIS ITEM WILL BE MODIFIED TO INCREASE THE QUANTITY OF SIMU- 
LATED THRUSTERS FROM SIX TO EIGHT. THE MODIFICATION WILL 
CONSIST OF CHANGING THE CABLING THAT CONNECTS THE 
THRUSTER SIMULATORS TO THE SPACECRAFT I N  PLACE OF THE ACTUAL 
THRUSTERS. FOUR OF THE PIONEER 10 A N D  I 1  DUAL THRUSTER 
SIMULATOR UNITS WlLL BE REQUIRED FOR PIONEER VENUS. 
SUN SENSOR STIMULUS THIS ITEM WILL BE MODIFIED TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE INTELSAT 
I l l  SUN SENSOR. 
Fixed ward display 
PSK demodulator EMR 2726 
Decoder/lsuffer 
PCM bit sync EMR 2720 
Spacecraft status display 
Console power control 
PCM decommutator EMR 27 
Decimal display EMR 2756 
Power supply t 2 8  VDC 
Power supply -15 VDC 
Power supply *15 volts 
Intercom 
Monitor assembly, power 
SUPP~Y. 
Data Format Generator 
Minic omputer 
PSK data modulator 
Primary power control. 
Modifications to these items wi l l  be 
as  follows: 
Fixed word display. The 
Tixed word display will s t r ip  
out and display the fixed 
words in the telemetry data. 
These words are: bit rate,  
mode, and format identifi- 
cation (ID), and a r e  always 
located in the same position 
in the telemetry data stream. 
This item will be modifie 
to be compatible with the 
Pioneer vknus telemetry 
format. Figure 4-10. Telemelry Data Con5ole and Data format reneratar 
Spacecraft  s ta tus  display. The spacecraf t  s ta tus  display receives 
spacecraf t  s ta tus  data in paral le l  words f r o m  the ADPE. These 
words a r e  decoded and displayed on indicators,  each identifying 
a d iscre te  bit of information regarding the spacecraf t ' s  opera- 
tion. This i tem will requi re  modification to  display the  des i red  
Pioneer  Venus spacecraf t  s ta tus  data. 
Data format  generator.  Software will be modified to  accommodate 
changes in the  te lemetry  format. 
4. 3. 1. 5 Tes t  Conductor's Console 
The t e s t  conductor 's  console (TCC) will  consolidate the  control  and 
monitoring of c r i t ica l  spacecraf t  functions to  a single convenient location. 
It will  permi t  the t e s t  conductor to  control commands sent  t o  the  space- 
craf t ,  t o  review selected te lemetry  data, and t o  communicate with the 
r e s t  of the t e s t  crew during ma jo r  sys tem t e s t s  such a s  integrated sys t em 
te s t s  (IST), thermal-vacuum, countdown, etc. The TCC performs these 
functions in  conjunction with the R F  console, the automatic data process-  
ing equipment (ADPE), the te lemetry data console (TDC), and the ground 
control  console (GCC). The functional requirements  a r e :  
CRT display for  displaying selected spacecraf t  te lemetry  data 
including fixed displays of bit ra te ,  format ,  and mode 
Command encoder to enable generating command codes t o  
modulate the uplink t ransmi t te r  housed in the R F  console 
Monitors selected STS input/output signals 
Two digiswitch-controlled te lemetry displays capable of selecting 
any two 6-bit words in any te lemetry format  
House the intercommunications sys t em 
Display t ime of day. 
The TCC shown in F igure  4-11 contains the following i tems:  
Oscilloscope 
Signal monitor 
r Intercommunication 
Remote t ime display 
TV display select  
T V  display 
Flgure 4-11 Test Conductor's Cansole 
Decimal display EMR 2756 
Command encoder 
Receiver signal strength 
Primary power control. 
No modifications a r e  required for this equipment. 
- -- -- 
4. 3. 1.6 EGSE Peripheral Equipment 
The peripheral equipment performs spacecraft tests  a s  well a s  
.J = 
tests  the STS. The functional requirements are :  
r - Provide breakout test points in the spacecraft cabling 
. 8  - .  
.A 
I - '. 
Provide fuses to  protect the spacecraft units and cabling during 
initial integration; including capability to  short out the fuses . 0.- 
Measure the R F  leakage from the spacecraft bus and probes 
communication subsystems 
. .. ': . 
Measure the STS hardline S-band command car r ie r  power le 
at  the point of interface with the spacecraft 
b Interconnect the STS consoles 
. . 
. J* . . - , - . -  
. ,,r ;.>, - ., . L '- 
. : - r.b #!~.- *. Connect the STS t o  the spacecraft 3"$.k:;f!r,ii; >; 1 - f: -= .\.:J 
I n  - - I . A ' r , ' - ~ .  - - , ,  , = 
Simulate spacecraft bus and probe power subsystem signals 
during validation of the STS power monitor 
Simulate spacecraf t  PCU during validation of the STS so la r  a r r a y  
s irnulator 
Simulate spacecraf t  power bus load during validation of the STS 
spacecraf t  external  power supply. 
In addition, a s  pa r t  of the peripheral,  a blockhouse unit will be used 
a t  the  launch s i te  during the countdown when standby power must  be sup- 
plied through the  launch vehicle umbilical cable. I t  will  control  and 
monitor the SRM and ordnance s a f e l a r m  device on the orb i te r  and PMS. 
Functional requirements  a re :  
Provide standby power to  spacecraf t  via the  launch vehicle 
umbilical 
0 Monitor voltage and cur rent  supplied to  spacecraf t  
Provide SRM ignitor safe indicator (orbi ter  mission)  
Provide SRM ignitor a r m  indicator (orbi ter  mission)  
Provide voice communications t o  other launch s i te  locations. 
The EGSE per iphera l  equipment includes the following i tems:  
Inline s e r i e s  fuse box 
STS power validator 
STS signal validator 
Cable s e t  
Spacecraft  ordnance checkout unit 
Blockhouse unit. 
Modifications to this equipment will be a s  follows: 
STS power validator. This will be a new i t em which will be used 
in  conjunction with external,  general-purpose capi tal  t e s t  equip- 
ment  t o  validate the power monitor, solar  a r r a y  s imulator ,  
spacecraf t  ex terna l  power supply, and in-flight jumper simulator 
of the STS. It will s imulate  the spacecraf t  bus and probe power 
subsystems signals that a r e  monitored by the power monitor, 
including power bus voltages and cur rents  a s  well a s  battery 
tempera tures .  The STS power validator wil l  include t e s t  points 
f o r  checking the operation of the power monitor control  circuits.  
Adjustable res i s t ive  loads will be included to  validate the so la r  
a r r a y  s imulator  and spacecraf t  external  power supply. 
STS signal  validator. This  i t em will  be  modified to  permit  
validation of the modified ACS simulation and control  d rawer  
and the new ordnance control  and monitor drawer .  Modifica- 
t ions will  include elimination of signals associated with the 
s t e l l a r  re fe rence  assembly  and RTG's. Ci rcu i t s  will  be added 
t o  enable validation of the  simulated DMA index and ra te  pulses,  
the  increased  t h r u s t e r  monitor capability, and the increased  
ordnance monitor capability. 
Cable set .  The cab les  that  interconnect the STS consoles will  be 
modified t o  be compatible with the STS and spacecraf t  changes. 
New cables  will  be required t o  interconnect the  STS t o  the 
spacecraf t .  
The blockhouse unit will be pr imar i ly  T R W  capi ta l  equipment except 
for  the  in te rcom and the SRM s a f e f a r m  monitor  and control. The in te rcom 
will  be supplied G F E  by ETR. The SRM, ordnance,  s a f e f a r m  monitor,  
and control  wi l l  be a new i t e m  developed for  the Pioneer  Venus program. 
4. 3. 1. 7 ADPE 
The ADPE configuration i s  shown i n  F igu re  4-12. It has the  
P ioneer  10 and 11 Sigma 5 configuration. A computer  tradeoff study 
determined that  th is  approach was the mos t  cos t  effective. Section 4. 4 
details  the ADPE tradeoff study. 
4. 3. 1. 8 Launch Site Data Communications Equipment 
During launch operations,  s e v e r a l  consoles of the  STS will remain  
in  the  hangar while the  spacecraf t  i s  on the launch pad. This will  requi re  
the  u se  of some  launch s i te  communications equipment t o  provide reliable 
data t r ansmis s ion  between the spacecraf t  and the consoles in  the  hangar 
in  both the R F  radiated and hardl ine modes of operation a s  was done on 
P ionee r s  10 and 11. This  equipment will  be provided a s  GFE by ETR and 
cons is t s  of the  following: 
S-band antennas a t  launch pad 
S-band high-gain antenna a t  the  hangar 
Low l o s s  coax  cab les  f o r  S-band 
. Video l ine d r ive r  a t  the hangar  with 10-channel wideband VCO/ 
demodulator 
Video l ine d r ive r  a t  launch pad 
Low los s  video cables  between hangar  and launch pad. 
AUTOMTIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT IADPEI 
DENEPAL RIUWSECOMPbT€R ENOWEPINO AND SClEMKK M T A  
COMROUID AOM PRIMOUI AN0 AUDIBLE NOTIFICATION 
CAED READR. M OUT OF LIMBS M I A  
TELETYPE AUTOUATK CONTROL AND RIMOUT OF COMWNDS 
MSC FILE DISUY/~~IMOUT TM OF DATA EMRY 
UAGNEllC TAFf DISPLAYS 
M W P O I N T  IWBCHES LINE AlMER 
TO PERFORM CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY 
TELEMETRY SYNCH ANDOECWINQ 
DfTERMINATION OF F W T / 8 K  RAIUMODE 
EmRACl AND DIIPUY/IUMOUT 
Figure 4-12 ADPE 
The antennas will provide the R F  link between the hangar and the 
launch pad. A coax cable will connect the hangar high-gain antenna to 
the R F  console in the hangar. A second coax cable will connect the launch 
pad high-gain antenna to  the medium-gain antenna. 
The video line drivers and video cables will enable the hardline 
transmission of commands and telemetry between the hangar and the 
launch pad. 
4.3 .2  Probe  EGSE 
The study requirements  f o r  the  probes EGSE were  t o  analyze ground 
support  operations,  identify the  m a j o r  EGSE components, and es tabl ish a 
cost-effective design concept. Specifically, the EGSE i s  required t o  sup- 
port  probe subsys tem level  t es t s ,  sy s t ems  integration and checkout, sys -  
t e m s  environmental  t es t s ,  sy s t ems  acceptance tes t ,  and spacecraf t  inte- 
grat ion and prelaunch t e s t s .  
4. 3 . 2 .  1 Des ignconcept  
The basic design approach was t o  es tab l i sh  support  equipment a t  the  
subsys tem level. A t e s t  s e t  f o r  independent support  of probe subsystems 
f o r m s  the basis of providing a probe s y s t e m  t e s t  se t .  
The subsys tem t e s t  equipment provides a checkout capability t o  the 
component (black box) interface level. This provides simulation and 
response measurement  functions for  power, command,  and data signals 
(with attendant fault  isolation a t  the  component level. 
Upon integration of t he  flight subsys tem hardware  into a probe 
sys tem,  t e s t s  a r e  per formed using a bus/probe in te r face  s imulator  (BPIS) 
t o  operate  and control  the  probe. Necessary  subsys tem t e s t  equipment 
augments  the  BPIS t o  provide power, pyrotechnic simulation and monitor  
functions, battery charging, and RFIhard l ine  data receiving, demodula- 
tion, and formatting for  data processing.  
An essen t ia l  par t  of a cost-effective design approach was t o  use  
common equipment and design f o r  the  l a rge  and s m a l l  probes. Also, t he  
shar ing  of common EGSE between the probes  and bus was a design objec- 
t ive t o  minimize the delivered EGSE. The basic  design concept i s  shown 
in  F igu re  4- 13. 
The science inst ruments  and assoc ia ted  EGSE a r e  government- 
furnished equipment for  the p r o g r a m  and a r e  not shown. This G F E  will 
be used f o r  science integration t e s t s  and f o r  sc ience  calibration/ s t imulus  
during probe sys tems  t e s t s ,  with the exception of EGSE t o  t e s t  the  m a s s  
spec t rome te r  pyrotechnics. 
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Figure 4-13. Pmber EGSE Design Concept 
4. 3 .2 .  2 Design/Cost Tradeoffs 
Two a r e a s  w e r e  evaluated a s  des ign icos t  tradeoffs,  a manual 
v e r s u s  automated EGSE system,  and the var iance  in design for  the  Thor /  
Delta v e r s u s  AtlasICentaur  probe configurations. The use of existing 
cap i ta l  equipment o r  GFE was a l s o  considered.  
Initially, an  automated sys t em was  proposed using a general-purpose 
computer  f o r  both t e s t  sequencing and control ,  and data processing.  Cost  
compar i sons  indicated a reduction in  implementing the design with a 
manual  control  capability and computer  data processing using capital  
equipment. The savings w e r e  pr imar i ly  i n  deleting the computer and 
inst rumentat ion t e s t  s e t  design and hardware ,  and software design cos t s  
f o r  computer  t e s t  sequence control. Since a computer  data processing 
technique i s  used in both the TRW Pioneer 1 0  and 11 automatic data pro- 
cessing equipment and a t  the J P L  Deep Space Network (DSN), this method 
was chosen for  the probes EGSE. This provides continuity in  the pro- 
cessing of probe data f r o m  in-plant tes t ,  through spacecraft  integration 
test ,  and the mission operations phases. Other considerations also favor 
the automatic (computer) data processing method; i. e. , the probe data 
system consists of seve ra l  formats that a r e  automatically sequenced dur- 
ing tes t s ;  decoding of the convolutional coded data i s  readily performed by 
the computer;  use of existing data processing iacil i t ies in-plant eliminates 
hardware decoder/decommutator costs ;  and software design fo r  probe 
data processing can  be developed ear ly for subsequent use  a t  TRWIDSN. 
The design was evaluated for  both the  Thor/Delta and AtlaslCentaur.  
Some additional t e s t  point access  may be available in the At las fcentaur  
configuration a t  the subsystem te s t  level;  but the conclusion was that the 
launch vehicle has no significant impact on the EGSE since the busfprobe 
interface and probe subsystem functions, which affect design, a r e  essen-  
tially the same in each case.  
The optimal design concept requires  a minimum of equipment 
design, uses  existing capital  equipment fo r  in-plant t e s t  support and data 
processing, and uses  the existing TRW ADPE f o r  data processing subse- 
quent to  probe delivery. This design employs the desirable features  of 
both manual t e s t  equipment operation and control, and of automatic data 
processing techniques. 
4. 3 .2 .  3 ECSE Functional Items 
The probes ECSE functional i t ems  a r e  l isted in Table 4-4. The 
functional schematic i s  shown in Figure 4-14. The table shows the equip- 
ment  usage, equipment source, and required quantities of each item. 
These i tems provide the general tes t  functions a s  noted below. 
R F  Tes t  Set 
The function of the R F  t e s t  s e t  is to  receive, demodulate, and condi- 
tion the probe digital data s t r eam via the S-band c a r r i e r  o r  hardline link. 
The demodulated signal i s  bit synchronized and a ser ial- to-paral le l  buffer/  
regis ter  provides the interface for  the computer data processing equip- 
ment. An analog-to-digital converter i s  included in the bit synchronizer 
Table 4-4. Probes EGSE Functional Items 
DELIVERED WITH PROBES 
+. 
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Figure 4-14 LGSE Funclional Schematic 
t o  provide signal quantitizing for  soft  decision (low signal-to-noise) decod- 
ing. This tes t  s e t  will support a l l  t e s t  types (I, 11, and LU). 
BusIProbe Interface Simulator (BPIS) 
The BPIS provides all bus power, command, and data interface 
functions during probe systems tests .  This unit has  the necessary  equip- 
ment  and circui t ry to  provide the power, command, and data functions 
shown in Figure 4- 14. The BPIS i s  used fo r  all assembled probe stand- 
along Type 11 tests .  
Pyrotechnic Simulator 
The pyro simulator provides external  simulation of pyro devices in 
the probe. In addition to  simulation of the pyro devices, this unit monitors  
s a f e / a r m  commands and the condition of the circuitry,  and a lso  provides 
a measurzment  source  fo r  firing signals t o  an  external recorder .  This 
unit is used in  Type I and 11 tests .  
Pyrotechnic Tes te r  
The pyro tes te r  verifies the condition of live pyrotechnic init iators.  
This unit is used for  Type I and 11 support. 
Data Processing Station 
The data processing station provides decoding, decommutation, 
quantitizing, and display of probe sys t em data via the R F  t e s t  set. The 
basic equipment i s  in existing laborator ies  and consists of a general-  
purpose computer and peripherals,  a wideband analog tape recorder ,  D/A 
converters ,  and d i rec t  write oscillographs. Mart in  Mariet ta  capital equip- 
ment  will be used fo r  all in-plant Type 11 and IU t e s t  support; the TRW 
Pioneer ADPE will be used for data processing subsequent to  probe deliv- 
ery,  Type I and 11 tests .  
General Electronic Tes t  Equipment 
In addition to the i tems described above, general-purpose electronic 
t e s t  equipment f rom existing capital equipment inventory will be used to  
support Type LI and LU in-plant probe tes t s .  
4. 3 . 2 .  4 Schedule and Utilization 
The utilization of the probes EGSE is shown in Table 4-4. The 
schedule is shown in  Figure 4-4 (Section 4. 2). In developing the probe 
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program plan, the quantities of EGSE a r e  a n  important factor in  the deci- 
s ion process  of establishing a low-cost program. The quantities of an  
individual end i tem of equipment along with the necessary  t e s t  c r e w ( s )  
became a function of sequential or  concurrent fabrication and tes t  of the 
l a rge  and sma l l  probes. The indicated schedule minimizes costs  since it 
i s  accommodated by one se t  of EGSE. 
4. 3. 2. 5 Software Requirements 
The bas ic  probe s e r i a l  digital data s t r e a m  is processed at Martin 
Marietta,  TRW, and the launch site. Therefore, variations in the com- 
puter software,  which per forms the data decoding-decommutation, mus t  
be provided. 
Generally, two different computers may  be used fo r  probe data pro-  
cessing a t  the t e s t  s i tes  s ta ted above. In addition, the probe data will be 
interleaved with bus data in  the spacecraft  configuration t e s t s  a t  TRW and 
CKAFS. Therefore,  some five data processing routines for the probe 
system may  be involved. 
To minimize software design and provide a universal data process  - 
ing base  fo r  the probes,  the decode-decommutation tables will be written 
in  F o r t r a n  language. 
Mart in  Mariet ta  will adapt these tables fo r  the computer sys tem 
used f o r  data processing p r io r  to  probe delivery. 
These data will be supplied to TRW f o r  adaption to  the computers 
used f o r  probe test ,  post-delivery, and fo r  spacecraf t  testing a t  TRW and 
CKAFS. 
Since the probe software interfaces with bus software, the probe 
software design will  u se  existing TRW Pioneer routines where possible. 
Software design integration will be effected between Mart in  Mariet ta /  
TRW to  a s s u r e  that common design efforts a r e  not duplicated, and that 
software requirements  a r e  provided efficiently. 
4. 3. 3 Spacecraft  Interface Simulator 
The Pioneer spacecraf t  simulator provides the means  fo r  exercising 
all of the scientific experiments and printing out the resultant data. TO 
a s s u r e  compatibility between the experiments and the s'pacecraft, the 
simulator duplicates the spacecraft/experiment interface. It provides 
power, timing signals, bilevel signals, roll rate signals and command 
signals. It accepts digital, analog, and bilevel data and translates the 
data into numerical values and formats for printout. 
The spacecraft simulator has capability for self-test and software 
checkout. The functional requirements are:  
Provide power to the experiments 
Provide experiment power on/off commands 
Provide discrete commands to the experiments 
Provide roll  reference pulse to experiments 
Provide simulated DTU signals to the experiment 
Receive telemetry data from the experiment, format, and 
printout 
0 Generate self-test signals. 
The spacecraft simulator shown in Figure 4-15 contains the following 
items : 
Power supply drawer 
r Power simulator 
Computer 
Buffer unit 
Primary power control 
Test signal generator 
Roll reference generator 
Roll reference/conlrnand simulator 
DTU simulator 
DTU simulator power supply 
Line printer 
Teletype 
,--------.. .--- --- -------------------------------------q 
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Figure 4-15. Spacacrsft Interface Simulator 
a Paper tape reader 
a Cable set. 
The spacecraft simulator will require the following modifications: 
a Power supply. Modify to provide proper output power for the 
Pioneer Venus experiment 
a Cable set. New cables will be required to simulate the Pioneer 
Venus spacecraft cables 
a Power simulator. Modify to provide the proper output impedance 
DTU simulator. Modify to allow changes of the telemetry format 
and bit rate 
Buffer unit. Modify to provide for DSU simulation changes 
a Software. Modify for telemetry format changes. 
4.4 ADPE TRADEOFF STUDY 
This section delineates the results of a study to determine an ADPE 
configuration which is  most cost effective and best meets the Pioneer 
Venus test requirements. Two general approaches of hardware implemen- 
tation with their associated software were examined and compared. The 
f irst  i s  the centralized processor approach (separate midicomputer, i.e., 
Sigma 5), which was used on Pioneers 10 and i i and i s  representative of 
most current ADPE configurations for spacecraft testing. The second i s  
the distributed processor approach, which utilizes recent technological 
achievements in minicomputers. 
4.4. 1 ADPE Test Requirements 
4. 4. 1. 1 General System Requirements 
The ADPE must be capable of supporting the engineering and scien- 
tific instrument data processing requirements for both the orbiter and 
probe mission spacecraft. This tradeoff study assumes the orbiter mis-  
sion and probe mission systems test  programs will be performed serially. 
The ADPE will not be required to  perform in parallel the real  time data 
readout processing functions on al l  scientific instruments, o r  either the 
orbiter, the probe bus, or the individual probes. The capabilities for 
paral le l  r e a l  t ime data readout (line pr inter  speed limitations) wi l l  be 
established af te r  the rece ip t  of instrument programming and sys tem tes t  
requirements .  
The ADPE m u s t  a l so  be  able to process  probe te lemetry engineering 
and instrument  data when the probes a r e  undergoing unit level tes t  at TRW 
o r  a t  the  launch site. 
4. 4. 1. 2 System Functional Requirements 
The ADPE must ,  a s  par t  of the STS (Figure  4-1 6), continuously moni- 
to r  te lemetry data, and functionally provide the followipg capabilities: 
Verify te lemetry  word and f r a m e  synchronization 
Determine the format  of the te lemetry 
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Figure 4-16. EGSE System Test Set Block Diagram 
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Determine the bit r a t e  of the te lemetry  
Determine if the te lemetry  i s  coded 
Str ip  and derive decoded f r o m  coded te lemetry  data 
Assess  the quality of coded telemetry data being processed 
Determine the operating mode of the spacecraf t  
Determine the spacecraf t  configuration 
Extract  engineering and scientific instrument  words 
Convert binary data words to  binary o r  binary coded decimal and 
octal formats  suitable fo r  display and recording 
Determine the value of l imit-checked words and provide notifica- 
tion of out-of-limit conditions 
Evaluate t ime  data entry and provide notification of improper  
entry 
P rocess  and pr int  out data received f r o m  t h e  ca rd  s t ack  reader  
P rocess  and per form instructions f r o m  the input/output type- 
wr i te r  and the sense  switches 
Pr in t  out engineering and scientific instruments  data i n  suitable 
decimal and octal  equivalents 
Provide alarm indication of abnormal  conditions 
Automatically t r ansmi t  commands by computer control 
Record h is tor ica l  data on magnetic tape. 
4. 4. 2 Technical Requirements 
4. 4.2.  1 Hardware Requirements 
A basic definition of the minimal  ADPE hardware requirements  can 
be established, although the implementation m a y  va ry  between various 
proposed configurations. An overal l  block d iagram of the ADPE compo- 
nents is shown in  F igure  4-17. The hardware requirements  fo r  the ADPE 
m a y  be divided into th ree  general  categories,  central  processor ,  periph- 
e ra l ,  and EGSE interfaces.  
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Figure 4-17. AJFE Interlace Block Diagram 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
The CPU may be considered one main central processor (i. e.. 
Sigma 5 ) ,  or, in the case of a distributed minicomputer system, a s  a 
group of processors. The system CPU should minimally contain, in addi- 
tion to  its f u l l  complement of operating instructions, the following 
characteristics : 
Core memory capacity: 128 K bytes (8 bitsfbyte) expandable to 
256 K bytes 
Memory cycle time: i .  0 microsecond o r  l ess  
Hardware multiply - divide 
Priority interrupt system with an interrupt acknowledge of less  
than 50 microseconds 
At least  one direct  memory access (DMA) input/output channel 
Real time clock 
Console panel for  register display, register load, step execution, 
and power onfoff control. 
Peripherals 
The following peripherals a r e  required to meet  the functional 
requirements. 
Typewriter. A typewriter is required for communication between 
the operating personnel and the computer. The typewriter must be capa- 
ble of entering data into the CPU and of typing data received from the CPU 
at a rate of ten o r  more characters per second. 
Magnetic Tape Recorder. Two magnetic tape units a r e  required. 
The tape units must be 9-track industry compatible units on which the 
data is read and written at  800 bitslinch. A f u l l  complement of read 
orders, space order, rewind order, e rase  orders, and sense orders must 
be available in the tape unit. 
The magnetic tape units will be used for permanent storage of al l  
programs in case of a catastrophic failure that al ters  disc or  core memory. 
Fo r  software development, all  source and object programs will be stored 
on tapes. The tape units will record telemetry test  data for  permanent 
file and off-line processing. 
Line Printer.  There must be at least  one high speed line printer. 
capable of printing 132 character lines at  1000 lineslminute o r  greater.  
The printer must perform the following tasks: 
Print out processed (formatted and converted into meaningful 
units) spacecraft subsystem data derived from telemetry inputs 
Print out processed experiment data 
Periodically print out al l  commands sent to the spacecraft in the 
order sent 
Print out program assembly listings 
Off-line print out test procedures on reproducible masters  
Print  out memory dumps and other diagnostic printouts. 
Card Reader. A card reader is required to read standard IBM com- 
patible prepunched cards. The card reader speed shall be at  least 200 
cards per minute. The card reader may be used for software development, 
test  parameter modifications, calibration factor specification, test mode 
identification, and input of automatic sequential commands. 
CRT Alphanumeric Display. At least  one alphanumeric display is 
required, with provisions for at  least  two additional slave monitors. The 
CRT should make available 20 lines of 40 characters.  The CRT is 
required to  display computer-processed (formatted and converted into 
meaningful units) spacecraf t  subsystem data derived f r o m  telemetry.  It 
c a n  display processed experiment data, input command sequence data, 
c r i t ica l  bus voltage via telemetry,  and abnormal conditions. 
Disc Memory. A d isc  memory  with a memory  capacity of a t  leas t  
0.7 mega  bytes (8 bits lbyte)  i s  required. The average data access  t ime 
should be l e s s  than 40 milliseconds. The disc  will s to re  operational pro-  
g rams ,  offline programs,  and assembly  programs off line. All opera- 
t ional programs mus t  be s tored on the disc in  such a way that they can be 
quickly read  into core  memory. 
ECSE Interfaces 
- 
The ADPE is required to interface with the existing Pioneers  10 and 
11 ECSE. It is desirable  to  keep any EGSE modifications t o  a minimum to 
accomplish this task. The EGSE interfaces may  be divided into digital 
input/output, pr ior i ty  interrupts ,  and analog. 
D i ~ i t a l  Input/Output. The signal levels of the EGSE digital input/ 
output i s  essentially T T L  compatible, with dr ive capabilities for  
15.24 m e t e r s  (50 feet). The data format  presented to the Sigma 5 is 
shown in  Figure 4-18. The following table identifies the digital input/ 
output quantity requirements.  
Signal Name Source/Destination No. of Bits  
Digital inputs 
Telemetry data 
Time code data 
Command modi- 
fication 
Breakpoint 
switchrs 
CRT display 
switches 
Probe telemetry 
data 
Digital outputs 
Spacecraft status 
display/sync mode 
Command encoder 
(Auto made)  
Probe command 
Telemetry data 
console 
Telemetry data 
console  
Command encoder 
Breakpoint switch 
unit 
CRT switch panel 
(TCC) 
Probc test  se t  
Telemetry data 
console 
Command encoder 
Probe test  se t  
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Priority Interrupts. The priority interrupt signals a r e  nominally 
4.0-microsecond, positive-going, TTL-compatible pulses. The nine 
required external interrupt signals a r e  identified in the following signal 
BREAKPOINT SWITCHES NO. 47-64 
assignment table: 
NOT USED 
BREAKPOINT SWITCHES NO. I - l b  
n/ r r u i r  
Signal N-c Source 
IWITCHES 
Manual end of message  
Automatic end of message 
Execute pulse 
Telemetry data transfer pulse 
Frame identification pulse 
Subframe identification pulse 
Time code generator 
Probe data ready 
Probe command ready 
BEAKPOINT SWITCHES NO. 25-30 
NOT USED 
0 SEE IAOLF SIX FOR FORM41 
Command encoder 
Command encoder 
Command encoder 
Telemetry data console 
Telemetry data console 
Telemetry data console 
Telemetry data console 
Probe test s e t  
Probe test  s e t  
NOT USLO 
IPACECR,;fT STATUS 
DISPLAY 
Digital-to-Analog (D/A) Converters. The ADPE i s  required to  pro- 
vide 16 D/A channels to permit telemetry data to be recorded on strip- 
charts. The D/A converters should have at least  8-bit resolution. 
3 
r cODEo/urrCODED 811 (ON if CODED! iTATU5 
* *  EXECUTE STATUS (OFF IF  NOTSIMULATEO) ION IF SIMULATED! 
r * * 81, MODI/Y(ORD M O M  ION IF BIT MODE! STARIS 
L A M P  NO. 1-12 
* 
NOT USED 
4. 4.2.2 Software Requirements 
In addition to the TRW-generated operational software, a set of com- 
puter vendor deliverable programs will minimally contain the following 
programs: 
Operating systems 
System generation routines 
Utilities 
*Assembler/concordance 
Linkage editor 
Conversion routines 
Input loutput subroutines 
System diagnostics 
::Machine diagnostics 
*Debug aids 
;:Any necessary loaders/dump routines 
::Media conversion routines (cardlprint, cardtmagnetic tape, 
etc. 
Trace routines 
:$Source editor 
Fortran. 
4. 4. 3 Candidate Machine Evaluation 
This section presents a system description of both the centralized 
processor approach and the distributed processing approach. For each 
approach, hardware and cost data have been accumulated from a repre- 
sentative computer manufacturer. No attempt has been made to survey 
the many computer manufacturers since the two selected manufacturers 
a r e  typical of the industry. 
- 
Those marked ;% should be available i n  system and "stand-alone" versions. 
4. 4. 3. 1 Centralized Processor 
The centralized processor approach utilizes one medium-sized com- 
puter to accomplish spacecraft testing. Processing is  controlled by a sin- 
gle executive operating system that serializes operations according to 
priority. 
The Pioneers 10 and 11 ADPE, which i s  representative of the cen- 
tralized processor approach and meets Pioneer Venus requirements, is  
shown in Figure 4-19. It is characterized by a medium-sized CPU (Sigma 
5), direct input/output (DIO) to EGSE, priority interrupts to  EGSE, and an  
input /output processor (IOP) with the associated peripheral. 
A l ist  of the current XDS Sigma 5 equipment necessary to implement 
this configuration and associated prices a r e  shown in Table 4-5. 
4. 4. 3. 2 Distributed Processing Approach 
The distributed processing approach i s  characterized by the utiliza- 
tion of a multi-minicomputer configuration. These minicomputers a r e  
dedicated to  specific tasks. 
A distributed processing system configuration applicable to the 
Pioneer Venus ADPE i s  illustrated in Figure 4-19. It i s  comprised of: 
three independent process controllers, core memory of 64 K words 
(16 bitslword), and required peripheral and EGSE interfaces. The three 
processors a r e  functionally divided a s  follows : 
The system controller primarily is  devoted to  those tasks 
related to  interfacing with the test operator, input/output control, 
and system control analogous to the operating system of the cen- 
tralized processor. Functionally, the system controller per-  
forms the following tasks: 
Operator interface 
Peripheral input/output control 
System priority 
Conversion of telemetry to formats suitable for printouts and 
displays 
Spacecraft command sequence control 
Historical data processing and recording 
Data time tagging facilities. 
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Figure 4-19. Pioneer ADPE Block Diagram 
Table 4-5 .  Sigma 5 Equipment List 
. 
FUNCTION 
COMPUTER 
KEYBOARD CONTROLLER 
CARD READER 
LINE PRINTER 
MAGNETIC TAPE SUBSYSTEM 
DISC SUBSYSTEM 
ANALOG OUTPUT SUBSYSTEM 
DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM 
DIGITAL I/O SUBSYSTEM 
SUBTOTALS 
ANALOG OUTPUT SUBSYSTEM 
INTERFACING 6 PACWGING 
TOTALS (1) 
MODEL 
8 x 1  
8267 
B n 0  
8221 
8222 
7012 
7122 
7441 
-
7315 
7316 
-
N O  
7251 
7910 
DA40 
OP20 
-
W 3 D  
BOlM 
BV133 
7930 
7931 
m 0  
7951 
n 1 9  
0 ~ 2 6  
O P ~  
E l  10-15 
ET 13 
DESCRIPTION 
SIGMA5 CPU WITH INTEGRAL IOP 
MEMORY BANK, 32K WORDS 132 BITS1 
EXTERNAL INTERFACE FEATURE 
INTERRUPT CONTROL CHASSIS 
PRIORITY INTERRUPT, TWO LEVELS 
KEYBOARD/PRINlER AND CONTROLLER IKSR-351 
CARD READER, 403 CHARACTERS PER MINUTE 
BUFFERED LINE PRINTER, 1100 LINES PER MINUTE 
MAGNETIC TAPE CONTROLLER AND ONE DRIVE 
ADD-ON TAPE DRIVE 
CARTRIDGE DISC CONTROL 
CARTRIDGE DISC R.3 MBI 
ANALOG OUTPUT CONTROLLER 
D/A CHANNEL CONTROLLER 
D/A CONVERTER 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER, LOCAL, B0100/2W COMPATIBLE 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER AND KEYBOMD 24 r 40BlACK AND WHITE 
50.42 CM (23-INCH) BLACK AND WHITE STUDIO MONITOR 
DIGITAL I/O ADAPTER 
DIGITAL I/O EXPANDER 
STORED OUTPUT MODULE (8 BITS) 
DIGITAL INWT MODULE (16 BITS) 
SYSTEMS CABINET, 48.26-CM (19-INCH) RAILS 
CONTROVINDICATOR DOOR 
SIU INTERFACE 
DAC -SlU CABLES 
CONTROL CABLES 
EXTENDED PRICES 
LIST 10MS OEM MAINTENANCE FIXED TERMS 
PURCHASE QUANTITY P U ~ ~ ~ ~ E  DISCOUNT CONTRACT LEASE RATES 
PRICE PRICE RATE I YEAR 4 YEARS 
7 0  000 1 70 OW 49 140 464 1 750 1 645 
85 MO I 85 OW 59 670 474 3 650 3 432 
2 WO I 2 OW 1 4 M  10 50 47 
2 2W I 2 200 1 544 30 55 52 
350 8 2 8 0  I 964 N/C 72 72 
6 OW 1 6 W O  4 637 40 150 141 
12 OW 1 12 WO 10 080 127 4 W  376 
46 OW 1 45WO 36 389 2 4  1 150 1 081 
16 OW 1 16 WO 13 440 2W tCil 550 
12 OW 1 12 000 10 080 lE3 450 420 
8 OW I 8000 6 182 35 200 188 
5 500 1 5 500 4 250 SO 140 125 
4 500 I 4 500 3 478 23 113 107 
1 MO 1 1 OW MO 20 110 50 
150 16 2 400 2 0 1 6  . N/C 217 112 
6 wo 1 6 0 W  6 W O  30 195 163 
900 I 9W 900 12 51 33 
3 ~ m  I 3 WO 3 000 20 115 100 
3 WO 1 3 OW 2 318 15 75 70 
? O W  1 2 OW 1 545 10 
1W 14 1 403 1 081 N/c 336 336 
85 13 935 7 M  N/C 352 352 
- - -- 
211 6W 2 040 11 156 10 329 
1 100 1 1 2W 940 N/C 33 32 
310 I m 252 N/C n B 
9 0  1 320 269 N/C 29 . 0 
70 2 140 114 N/C 13 5 
20 4 80 64 N/C 7 3 
- - - -- 
294 375 213 327 2 MO 11265 10385 
The telemetry processor interfaces with the telemetry data con- 
sole and performs preprocessing and data compression of the 
telemetry data. The telemetry processor tasks may be func- 
tionally divided a s  follows: 
Verification of telemetry word and frame synchronization 
Management of the data base 
Decommutation of engineering and scientific instrument 
words 
Determination of limit-checked words and notification of 
out-of-limit of improper engineering data. 
The science processor is  functionally devoted to processing 
required fo r  the scientific instruments. 
The 64K words of core memory illustrated in  Figure 4-20 i s  divided 
a s  follows: 
Telemetry and system controller shared memory, i6K words 
Science and system controller shared memory, i6K words 
Telemetry processor private memory, i 6 K  words 
Science processor private memory, 16K words. 
The shared memory allows each processor on the memory bus to 
access the memory a s  if i t  were its own. This capability enhances the 
multiprocessing capabilities among the three processors. 
n 
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Figure 4-m. Pioneer Venus ADPE Distributed System Configuration 
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The peripheral and the ECSE input/output for the distributed system 
a r e  sized to meet the requirements detailed in Section 2 of this study. 
A distributed system was configured using the Varian 73 processor 
a s  a representative system. Table 4-6 l i s ts  the equipment and associated 
prices. The main features of this system a r e  detailed below: 
CPU (each processor)  
Core memory capacity: 64K bytes expandable to 512K bytes 
Memory cycle time: 660 nanoseconds 
Hardware multiply divide 
Priority interrupts: up to  64 levels of priority interrupt 
Direct memory access input/output bus 
Power failure / res tar t  
Dual memory bus 
Peripheral 
Typewriter - TI 733 console, 30 characters/second input/ 
output rate 
Magnetic tape (2) - 9-track, 800 bitsls ,  25 in. Is, industry 
compatible 
Line printer - I200 lines per  minute, 132 columns 
Card reader - 200 cards per minute 
C R T  display - 20/40 characters  with associated keyboard 
Disc memory - 2.34 16-bit words, 20 m / s  average access 
time, 92K word per second transfer rate 
EGSE interface 
Digital input/output, priority interrupts - each processor is 
tailored to contain the required (see Section 4.4. 2. 1,  EGSE 
Interfaces) input/output; interfaces a re  TTL compatible 
Analog - 16 channel, 10 bits, 10 volt. 
4. 4. 4 Tradeoff Evaluation 
A tradeoff evaluation for implementing the Pioneer Venus ADPE 
with a Sigma 5 (Pioneers 10 and 11) configuration versus a distributed 
Table 4-6. Pioneer Venus ADPE Parts List
and Prices for Three-CPU
Distributed System
MODEL ITEM QTY PRICENUMBER
SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSOR
I. 7001 PROCESSOR (1) S 11 000
2. 7024 MEMORY (4) 20 000
3. 7962 EXPERIMENT CHASSIS (1) 250
4. 7966 BACKPLANE WIRING, RIGHT HAND (1) 500
5. 7967 BACKPLANE WIRING, LEFT HAND (1) 500
6. 7160 PRIORITY INTERRUPT MODULE (PIM) (4) 2000
7. 7910 DUAL CONTROLLER ADAPTER (1) 300
8. 7920 INPUT/OUTPUT CABLE (1) 200
9. 7955 POWER SUPPLY (1) 1 000
10. 620-88 ANALOG POWER SUPPLY (1) 495
II. 620-830A DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULE (2) 1 400
12. 620-831A DIGITAL INPUT MODULE (1) 1 000
13. 620-831B DIGITAL INPUT EXPANSION MODULE (2) 1 400
14. 620-32 MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT AND CONTROLLER (1) 9000
15. 620-32A MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT SLAVE (1) 7000
16. E-2119B DATA PRODUCTS LINE PRINTER AND CONT. (1) 28 200
17. 620-25 CARD READER AND CONTROLLER (I) 4 000
18. E-2250E CATHODE RAY TUBE DISPLAY (I) 5400
19. E-3002 TI 733 CONSOLE (1) 5400
20. 620-20 BUFFER INTERLACE CONTROLLER (BIC) (2) 1 000
21. 620-870 DIGITAL/ANALOG CONTROLLER (2) 1 590
22. 620-8708 TWO, 10-BIT DIGITAL/ANALOG (7) 4765
S106 400
TELEMETRY PROCESSOR
I . 7001 PROCESSOR (1) $ 11 000
2. 7024 MEMORY (2) 10000
3. 7962 EXPANSION CHASSIS (1) 250
4. 7966 BACKPLANE WIRING, RIGHT HAND (1) 500
5. 7960 MEMORY EXPANSION CHASSIS (1) 1 000
6. 7921 MEMORY EXPANSION CABLE (1) 200
7. 7160 PRIORITY INTERRUPT MODULE (PIM) (2) 1 000
B. 7910 DUAL CONTROLLER ADAPTER (1) 300
9. 7920 INPUT/OUTPUT CABLE (1) 200
10. 7955 POWER SUPPLY (1) 1 000
11. 7950 POWER SUPPLY (I) 2000
12. 620-830A DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULE (1) 700
13. 720-20 BUFFER INTERLACE CONTROLLER (BIC) (2) 1 000
14. 620-36D DISC MEMORY AND CONTROLLER (1) 12 500
$41 650
SCIENCE PROCESSOR
I . 7000 PROCESSOR (1) $10 000
2. 7024 MEMORY (2) 20000
3. 7960 MEMORY EXPANSION CHASSIS (1) 1 000
4. 7921 MEMORY EXPANSION CABLE (1) 200
5. 7160 PRIORITY INTERRUPT MODULE (PIM) (2) 1 000
6. 7910 DUAL CONTROLLER ADAPTER (1) 300
7. 7911 SYSTEM CONTROLLER ADAPTER (SCA) (1) 150
8. 620-830A DIGITAL OUTPUT MODULE (1) 700
$33 350
SYSTEM INTEGRATION S 5000
SYSTEM CONTROL PROCESSOR 106 400
TELEMETRY PROCESSOR 41 650
SCIENCE PROCESSOR 33 350
CABINETS (2) 2200
GRAND TOTAL S188 600
APPROXIMATELY 10 PERCENT DISCOUNT AVAILABLE)
MAINTENANCE S I 035/
MONTH
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minicomputer system will be presented. The broader question of evaluat- 
ing the tradeoff of the centralized approach versus the distributed approach 
will not be detailed, since there a r e  obvious savings of specifying the 
Sigma 5 a s  the processor for  the centralized configuration. These savings 
ar ise  in the software and EGSE hardware commonality that may be derived 
by using the Pioneers 10 and i i  ADPE configuration. 
4.4.4. 1 System Analysis 
A list of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the two concepts 
is  presented below: 
Sigma 5 System 
Advantages: 
Proven data handling and performance for Pioneers 10 and 11 
Proven highly reliable 
Excellent field services for equipment maintenance 
All peripheral supported by one company service organization 
Wide variety of hardware and vendor provided software 
Superior operating system 
Operational software from Pioneers 10 and 11 applicable to 
Pioneer Venus 
Interface compatible with proposed EGSE 
TRW and NASAIARC experience in Sigma 5 processing 
Possible government use of equipment after completion of 
spacecraft launch operations. 
Disadvantages : 
Higher purchase cost 
Higher maintenance cost 
Greater facility requirements 
More difficult to modify or  expand 
Computer life probably less  than the more contemporary 
minicomputer. 
Distributed Processor 
Advantages : 
r Represents approach using the latest technology 
r Lower purchase cost 
r Lower maintenance service cost 
r Minimum facility requirements 
r Highly flexible and easily accommodates changes and expand- 
ing requirements 
r Provides extremely high rates and parallel multiprocessing. 
Disadvantages: 
r Requires entirely new set  of operational software 
r Requires some modification to EGSE 
Requires additional software to provide internal director tasks 
Performance and software have not been proven a s  applied to 
real  time spacecraft testing 
r Maintenance services questionable among various manufacturers. 
4. 4. 4.2 Cost Analysis 
Those areas  that have a cost impact between the two approaches may 
be divided into the following categories: systems engineering, software 
development, and purchase and maintenance. These items, along with a 
cost summary, wi l l  be presented in the following paragraphs. 
System Engineering 
The Sigma 5 configuration would require a minimal amount of sys-  
tem engineering since the system is  already designed. The distributed 
system, however, requires such items a s  a selection study, new specifi- 
cations, new test procedures, and manufacturing. The estimated addi- 
tional cost increase of the distributed system over the Sigma 5 Pioneer 
configuration due to system engineering i s  shown below: 
Task Cost Estimate ($K) 
Selection study 
New computer specification 
EGSE validation software 
Procurement liaison 
EGSE interface design 
EGSE interface manufacturing 
The $41. OK would not be a recurring cost if a second ADPE were 
required. 
Software 
Comparison may be made between the Sigma 5 and the distributed 
system on the basis of total programming costs, assuming the Sigma 5 
program has no carryover from past efforts. 
Program Segment Program Cost 
Sigma 5 Distributed 
Operating System Vendor - supplied Vendor- supplied 
Internal Director - - 25 percent more  
programming 
(estimated a t  
$20K) 
Engineering Same Same 
Science Same Same 
The increased cost for the internal director i s  attributable to the 
additional programming necessary to delegate tasks and control the task 
order and performance in the multicomputer environment. 
If we consider the Sigma 5 Pioneers 10 and i i  software to  be com- 
posed of roughly two segments of equal cost (science and engineering pro- 
cessing), then an estimate may be generated for software that may be 
reasonable. It is estimated that little, if any, of the science experiment 
processing is  recoverable beyond the general area  of control methods, 
since the experiments a r e  not the same, in general. Therefore, recovera- 
ble software will be limited to engineering processing. 
The engineering processing may be broken into the following areas:  
Telemetry input processor 
Breakpoint sample and control (CBKPTSMP) 
Executive controller (CXSKED) 
Telemetry initialization (CINIT) 
Engineering mainframe processor (CENGMFP) 
Summary print processor (CSUMRY) 
CRT header update (CFIXUA) 
Special function processor (CSPIDT) 
CRT initialization (CRTSETUP) 
Calfile generation (CALFIL) 
The f i rs t  four listed above will be so extensively changed that they might 
better be rewritten. It i s  estimated that they comprise 25 percent of the 
engineering processing. Of the remaining 75 percent (Items 5 through 10 
above), the percentage recoverable is  estimated as:  
Percent 
CENGMFP 90 
CSUMRY 90 
CFIXUP 7 0 
CSPLDT 75 
CRTSETUP 80 
CALFIL 80 
The overal l  recovery  fo r  these,  with weighing fo r  relative size,  is 
estimated a t  80 percent.  
If the total  cost  of P ioneers  10 and 11 software was $580K, then the 
engineering processor  portion would be $290K. The estimated 25 percent  
loss  fo r  i tems 2) through 4 )  above would be $72.5K, leaving the estimated 
possible recoverable  a t  $217.5K. The estimated 80 percent recovery 
r a t e  would then give a dol lar  total  of $174K. 
The total  additional nonrecurring software cost  f o r  the distributed 
sys tem including the additional internal  d i rec tor  software i s  estimated at 
5194K. 
Purchase  and Maintenance Costs 
The cost and data presented in  Tables 4-5 and 4-6 will be used to 
est imate the relative purchase and maintenance costs  of the two concepts. 
Since the need period (July 1975 to August 1978) i s  3 years ,  in both systems 
purchase i s  cost effective versus leasing. The purchase cost comparisons 
a r e  clouded by the fac t  that different minicomputer manufacturers vary  on 
the O.E.M. o r  quantity discount rate .  Varian has  indicated a quantity 
discount of approximately 10 percent. Others  m a y  va ry  between no dis-  
count and 30 percent.  The 0. E.M. discount f o r  TRW with XDS is indi- 
cated a t  appro-ately 27 percent.  Due to  the uncertainty of the mini- 
computer discounts, two cost  comparisons will be  presented, one using 
the indicated pr ice  lists and a second with expected discounts. The 
following table presents  a cos t  comparison. 
Sigma 5 Distributed P r o c e s s o r  
P r i c e  List Discounted Price List Discounted (27%) (10%) 
Purchase  294.3 213.3 188.6 170.6 
G&A, MH (27%) 79.3 57.5 50.9 46.1 
Maintenance (3 y e a r s )  73.4 73.4 37.3 37.3 
G&A (19%) 13.9 13.9 7.1 7.1 
TOTAL $460.9K $358. 1K. $283.9K $26 1. 1K 
The estimated savings of the distributed system for purchase and main- 
tenance from the above table would be from $97. OK (discounted) t o  $177. OK 
(list prices). 
Cost Summary 
The following i s  a cost summary indicating the savings or cost 
increase of the Pioneers 10 and 11 Sigma 5 versus the distributed: 
Systems engineering (savings) $41. OK 
Software (savings) $194. OK 
Purchase and maintenance <$97. OK - $177. OK) 
costs (increase) 
Total savings using the Sigma 5 $58.OK - 138.OK 
4.4. 4. 3 Conclusions 
The Sigma 5 system is the most cost-effective approach and it i s  
recommended that it be used for the Pioneer Venus ADPE. It has demon- 
strated and proven on the Pioneers 10 and 11 programs that it can success- 
fully meet the Pioneer Venus spacecraft test  requirement. Product sup- 
port of the system throughout the needed time frame is guaranteed by 
XDS. It is  felt the distributed processor i s  a viable feasible approach; 
however, it i s  a new concept to spacecraft testing and yet to  be proven. 
Further enhancement to  the recommendation of the Sigma 5 as  the 
ADPE i s  the fact that NASAJARC uses a Sigma 5 for the Pioneers 10 and 
11 ground station. The commonality between the Pioneer Venus and 
Pioneers 10 and 11 would provide a considerable software development 
savings. Further savings could also.be obtained if the Sigma 5 i s  GFE. 
The Sigma 5 i s  probably more available than the newer minicomputers. 
Since both TRW and NASA/ARC have personnel experienced in opera- 
tional system development and operations using the Sigma 5, it should 
prove to  be a highly cost-effective approach. 
4.5 EGSE DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES 
The following paragraphs describe some of the management tech- 
niques that a r e  proposed that will minimize costs: 
Drawing control. All engineering drawings will comply with 
G-level standards. 
Specifications, test  procedures. Modifications of existing test 
procedures and specifications will comply with the existing stan- 
dards. New specifications and test  procedures will be written to 
the short form format. 
Manufacturing technique. Manufacturing will build to nonreleased 
red-line drawings. 
Inspection, Inspection will be done to release prints and limited 
to workmanship only. This will be a t  the drawer level and con- 
sole levels. Those units modified will be inspected as-built. 
Components that a r e  to be sealed will be inspected only at  the 
time of coverup. 
Parts.  Par ts  procured will meet  with the best commercial stan- 
dards and be TRW approved. Par ts  procurement will not require 
customer approval. 
Acceptance test. Final buyoffs will be based on function perfor- 
mance only, and witnessed by quality assurance personnel. 
Customer or DCAS witnesses will not be required. 
Documentation No formal technical manuals will be required for 
TRW design units. 
4.6 EGSE EQUIPMENT LIST 
This section presents a summary of the equipment identified during 
the Pioneer Venus study. Table 4-7 indicates the current plans for the 
following information for  each item of EGSE: 1) utilization, 2)  location of 
use, 3)  quantity required, 4 )  design status, and 5) equipment source. The 
utilization columns indicate the various ground operations that each item 
of EGSE supports. The fact that many items of EGSE support several 
operations i s  advantageous from the standpoint of minimizing the amount 
of EGSE required (and thereby minimizing the cost of the EGSE) and also 
provides better correlation of test data between the various operations. 
The equipment source columns indicate that most of the EGSE i s  
available f rom the Pioneers 10 and 11 program TRW and MMC capital 
equipment. There i s  some launch site data communications equipment 
listed that should be obtained from CKAFC as  GFE. 
Table 4-7. Pioneer Venus Support Equipment Requirements 
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE 
Table 4-7. Pioneer Venus Support Equipment Requirements (Continued) 
SUPPORT EOUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE 
Table 4-7.  Pioneer Venus Support Equipment Requirements (Continued) 
SUPPORT EQUIPMEN1 NOMENCLATURE 
TIME CODE UISPCIIY 
-. 
CLOCK AND CONTROL 
ERY CHARGER 
0 SIMULATOR PANEL 
.- 
. 
Table 4-7.  Pioneer Venus Support Equipment Requirements (Continued) 
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SUPPOI(T EQUIPMENT NOMENCLATURE 
5. MECHANICAL GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
5. i INTRODUCTION 
This section descr ibes  the mechanical ground support  equipment 
(MGSE), which includes a l l  the mechanical equipment required to support  
the spacecraf t  and i t s  subassemblies  through the ent i re  cycle of assembly, 
integration, test ,  checkout, transportation, and launch. MGSE includes 
the equipment required to  support  assembly  and disassembly,  t ranspor ta -  
tion, s torage,  and mass  properties measurements  of the s m a l l  and large 
probes.  
The probe bus /orb i te r  MGSE wi l l  use existing Pioneer  10 and 11 
hardware and design concepts t o  reduce development costs. In addition, 
cer ta in  i tems  of TRW-owned capi ta l  equipment (for example, the pro- 
pellant and pressurant  loading sys t em)  wil l  be direct ly  applicable to  the 
Pioneer  Venus program. 
The probe MGSE will  pr imari ly  be new equipment, although cer ta in  
i tems wil l  include off-the-shelf commerc ia l  equipment. The equipment 
to be developed for  Pioneer Venus will  consis t  basically of sl ings,  s tands,  
and containers,  using known techniques and methods. 
5.2 REQUIREMENTS 
The basic requirements  for  the Pioneer  Venus MGSE were  de te r -  
mined by analyzing factory through launch operations. The MGSE mus t  
provide for :  
All  handling operations such a s  hoisting, rotating, positioning, 
and mating operations related to  the spacecraf t  and probes 
Convenient and safe access  to  the spacecraf t  a t  any of the work 
o r  test s i t e s  within TRW and the launch s i te  
Handling and installation of heavy spacecraf t  components, such  
a s  the orbi t  insertion motor 
Protection for  a l l  sensit ive and fragile spacecraf t  sur faces  and 
components 
Transportation of the spacecraf t  within the TRW facility, to the 
launch s i te ,  and between t e s t  a r e a s  a t  the launch s i te  
Protect ion for the spacecraf t  f rom adverse  environments during 
t ransportat ion 
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Measurement  and recording of environmental  conditions s u r -  
rounding the spacecraf t  during t ransportat ion 
Leak testing and servicing fo r  the react ion control equipment 
with propellant and pressurant  
Measurement and verification of a l l  c r i t i ca l  spacecraf t  alignments 
Support for  the spacecraf t  during special  t es t s  such a s  probe, 
appendage and r a m  platform deployment, and the rma l  vacuum 
te s t s  
Support assembly and disassembly operations of the large 
and s m a l l  probes.  
F o r  convenience the MGSE has been divided into the following func- 
t ional groups: 
Ground handling equipment (GHE) 
Transpor te r  and accesso r i e s  
Spacecraft shipping equipment 
Probe ground support  equipment 
Leak tes t  equipment 
Propulsion loading equipment 
Orbi t  insertion motor fixtures and t e s t  equipment 
Alignment equipment 
Ground support  equipment 
Government-furnished equipment.  
Most i t ems  support  s imi l a r  operations a t  the manufacturing plant and 
launch s i te ,  minimizing the amount of MGSE required.  Severa l  MGSE 
i tems wil l  be provided by TRW a s  capital  equipment and some major  
i t ems  ex is t  a s  government-furnished equipment. The use of TRW-owned 
and government-owned equipment will  help minimize Pioneer  Venus costs.  
Some of the MGSE wil l  be new i tems designed specifically for Pioneer 
Venus. However, they wil l  incorporate proven designs that have been 
used  successfully on many previogs projects.  This will  ensure  maximum 
MGSE effectiveness and minimize compatibility problems between the 
MGSE and the spacecraf t  and/or  facilities. 
5.3 BUSIORBITER, USE OF PIONEERS 10 AND 11 
Some of the MGSE that was used on the Pioneers  10 and 11 program 
will be usable a s - i s  in support of the Pioneer Venus spacecraft .  The 
selection of the AtlasjCentaur  launch vehicle has  reduced the amount of 
Pioneers 10 and 11 equipment that had been planned fo r  use if the Thor/ 
Delta was selected a s  the launch vehicle. The Thor /  Delta launch vehicle 
would have allowed unmodified utilization of the aft adapters,  band clamps. 
and spacers.  
The following i tems wil l  be usable as - i s  o r  with some modification: 
Rotation fixture - assuming that the only operations for  which this 
fixture is used a r e  with the spacecraf t  without probes installed, 
no deboost motor installed, and without propellant (i. e . ,  assumed 
spacecraft  weights of 175 kilograms (385 pounds) (probe) and 
242 kilograms (572 pounds) (orbi ter) ,  and spacecraf t  longitudinal 
center  of gravity approximately the same  distance f r o m  the sepa ra -  
tion plane a s  Pioneers  10 and 11, only modification to the space-  
c raf t l ro ta t ion  fixture spacer  i s  required. 
Hoist sling - the hoist fittings that attach to the spacecraf t  wil l  
be redesigned to suit  the hard  points to  be provided a t  the space-  
c raf t  f r ame  T-members ,  and to provide adequate safety margins 
for the heavier  Pioneer  Venus spacecraft .  A s m a l l  amount of 
rework and redesign of the hoist sl ing co rne r  plates wi l l  be r e -  
quired to support the increased loads. 
Magnetics t e s t  f ixtures - the nonmagnetic t r ack  and dolly used in 
the Pioneers  10 and 11 program will  be usable a s - i s  in  support 
of proposed magnetics testing for Pioneer  Venus. Additional 
equipment wi l l  be required to provide environmental protection 
for  the spacecraf t  and to lower and r a i s e  the degaussing coils 
around the spacecraft .  
Propellant loading unit - this capital  equipment, developed for  
Pioneers  10  and 11, wi l l  be usable as - i s .  
5.4 NEW EQUIPMENT 
Those integration and t e s t  activities which require  new equipment 
are:  
Probes handling and t e s t  
Deboost motor  installation 
This equipment is discussed in  the following section. 
5.4. i Probe  Ground Support Equipment (GSE) 
The new probe GSE for Pioneer  Venus is a s  follows: 
Small  probe bench top assembly stands with integral  shelf support 
ring and p res su re  she l l  support ring 
Small  probe aeroshel l  stand with aeroshel l  support ring 
Large probe descent capsule stands with equipment ring support 
ring, tension cone support ring, and aft aeroshel l  support ring 
Large probe forward aeroshel l  support stand and ring 
Large probe and s m a l l  probe shipping container 
Sling se t  
Weight and center  of gravity adapters. 
F igures  5- i and 5-2 depict the ground support equipment used in 
the normal  assembly sequence fo r  both the large and s m a l l  probes. The 
following descr ibes  the probe GSE: 
The s m a l l  probe bench top assembly stands consist  of a tubular 
s t ruc ture  with two trunions to allow rotation of the appropriate 
.. . 
support ring. A floor-mounted configuration was considered 
instead of the bench mount; however, because these stands 
a r e  small ,  the bench-mounted configuration was selected. Both 
stands a r e  made the same  size,  even though the one used for  the 
in tegra l  shelf could be shor te r  and nar rower ,  to eliminate the 
need for two s e t s  of equipment, thus allowing g rea te r  use and 
flexibility. The integral  shelf support ring and p res su re  shel l  
support r ings a r e  of different d iameter  and configuration to inter-  
face with the appropriate  probe unit; however, a common bench 
s tandlr ing interface i s  used. 
The sma l l  probe aeroshel l  stand and the la rge  probe descent cap- 
su le  s tands a r e  the  s a m e  design. The selected configuration is 
a modified,off-the-shelf automobile engine stand. The commer-  
c ia l  stand modification includes providing new r ings and adapter 
plates ,  adding stabilizing j a c k s , a n d  replacing c a s t e r s  and the 
r ine  stand lubrication svs tem to  be  compatible with cleanliness 
- 
requirements .  A new design stand wascons ide red  but the modi- 
fied commerc ia l  stand was selected to minimize costs .  Mounted 
on this common stand, the rings interface with the appropriate 
probe unit; then can  be  rotated and locked, thus affording access  
t o  a l l  a r e a s  of the probe. 
Figure 5-1. Small Probe Acsembly and Handling Equipment 

The large probe forward aeroshel l  support stand i s  a four-legged 
design that supports the aeroshel l  in  a ring a t  a convenient height 
above the floor-.- The stand can  be rotated ;ia two trunions and a 
manual rotational drive and lock. The ring, s imi lar  to the s m a l l  
probe aeroshel l  support ring, supports the aeroshel l  about i t s  
circumference on a padded, beveled surface that allows the aeroshel l  
to nest in the ring. A s e r i e s  of padded clamp segments,  which 
extend over the top of the aeroshell ,  secure  the aeroshel l  to the 
ring for  positive restraint.  
The shipping and storage container i s  constructed of wood with a 
f iberglass  skin to minimize costs.  The aeroshel l  handling ring i s  
bolted to the container f r ame  fo r  support. No shock isolation 
system or temperature control sys t em is provided because 
special  handling wil l  be required. 
The sling se t  utilizes off-the-shelf cables, hardware,  and 
fittings. 
The weight and center  of gravity adapters provide a method of 
support for  the probes and probe subassemblies for mass  proper-  
t ies  measurements  and balance operations. 
5.4.2 Probe Deployment Testing 
The large probe deployment t e s t s  can  be performed by setting the 
spacecraft  on an  aft adapter and attaching the probe through a sling to a 
bungee cord, and counterweighted to provide simulated zero-g condition 
deployment. A gimbal o r  four-bar  linkage could give the necessary degree 
of freedom so  that tipoff could be observed. 
The test  can be performed using a spin table and instrumenting 
through slip rings. However, the advantages of a spinning deployment 
t e s t  for this probe do not appear to  be sufficiently meaningful that i t  
should be preferred over  a less  complicated nonspinning test. 
The sma l l  probes present more  of a problem since they a r e  de-  
ployed in a plane normal  to the spacecraft  spin axis. If it i s  a require-  
ment that the tes t  would simulate in-flight conditions by deploying f rom 
a spinning spacecraft ,  then the problems to be overcome would be: 
Support of the probe to eliminate the local gravity effect 
Some means of arrest ing and catching the probes a s  they a r e  
released f rom the spacecraft. 
I t  is assumed however, that the major  purpose of such a deployment tes t  
would not be to  demonstrate predictable dynamic effects, but vmuld be to  
demonstrate  that  the r e s t r a in  mechanism re leases  properly and that 
t h e r e  i s  no interference o r  hangupas  the probe moves away under a known 
force.  In  this  case ,  the tes t  would s e e m  to be simplified in that it could 
be done with the spacecraf t  stationary,  with the probe supported to e l im-  
inate one-g effects, and an ex terna l  force applied through a cable attached 
t o  the probe to  simulate separation. 
A spinning t e s t  could be accomplished by attaching a platform to 
the spacecraf t  t o  support  the probes in  a plane normal  to  the spacecraf t  
spin axis. A te ther  o r  s imi l a r  snagging device would r e s t r a in  the probe 
within the l imits  of the platform. The tes t  could be performed using a 
sp in  table and instrumenting through s l ip  rings. Alternatively, a spinning 
t e s t  could be per formed in  which the probe was supported by an overhead 
cable to  eliminate gravity effects. This tes t  would requi re  the cable a l so  
t o  be attached to  a rotating sys tem with a capability of following the probe 
path a t  re lease.  This latter capability would be required to eliminate the 
forces  imposed by a fixed cable relative to a moving probe. 
Another alternative t e s t  fixture is one in  which the probe i s  sup- 
ported in  a yoke attached t o  a rack  and pinion gear  arrangement.  The 
pinion gear  i s  connected to  the spin table so  that motion of the probe can 
be controlled a s  a function of spacecraf t  rotation. This tes t  fixture has  
the advantage of being able to demonstrate  that c learances  exis t  with the 
probes and spacecraf t  i n  motion relative to each other  without the associ-  
a ted problems of a r r e s t ing  a moving probe. An added advantage is that 
c learance throughout the whole separat ion cycle can be observed; these 
c learances  cannot be observed with a spinning spacecraf t  and unrestrained 
probes. 
I t  is recognized that the aerodynamic effects of a spinning space- 
c ra f t  may be unpredictable in such a tes t ,  and the possibil i ty exists that  
a r e a l  deployment problem could be manifested that would be nonexistent 
i n  the absence of s u c h  effects. Due to  these uncertainties and the in- 
c r eased  cos t  of a spinning tes t ,  the be t te r  approach is to  perform a non- 
spinning t e s t  as descr ibed above. 
5.4.3 Magnetometer Boom Deployment 
This tes t  will  be s imi la r  to the boom deployment performed on 
P i o n e e r s  10 and 11. The boom will be deployed ac ross  a smooth surface,  
supported by ei ther  a low friction bearing o r  a i r  bearing. 
5.4.4 Deboost Motor Installation 
For  this installation, i t  is  proposed that the motor be s e t  on a sup- 
port  stand, nozzle down, and the spacecraf t  lowered onto the motor.  This 
i s  a r e v e r s e  of the method used  on Intelsat  111 (where the motors  were 
lowered into an inverted spacecraf t )  and eliminates the requirement  for  an 
expensive piece of MGSE, unique to this operation, to invert  the spacecraf t .  
5.4. 5 P r o b e  Handling for  Spacecraft Integration 
F o r  the large probe, the most feasible a r rangement  i s  a clamp 
which f i ts  around the probe large diameter  and can  be attached to a n  over-  
head sling. F o r  the s m a l l  probe, the following al ternat ive approaches a r e  
possible for  handling and installing into the spacecraft:  
A C-clamp type attaching fixture that holds the probe top and 
bottom 
A c lamp that f i ts  around the probe large d iameter  and i s  attached 
t o  an overhead sling. This would be used in  conjunction with a 
vertically adjustable t r ack  and dolly. The probe would be moved 
in  and out of the spacecraf t /probe c lamp on the dolly. 
A vertically adjustable mobile stand with a hinged crad le  to  
support  the probe. 
5.4.6 Mass Proper t ies  Equipment 
A new f ix ture ,  which c a n  support  the spacecraf t  with the spin axis 
ver t ica l  and is adaptable t o  existing TRW capi ta l  equipment, i s  required 
for m a s s  propert ies  measurements .  An alternative approach considered 
was to  use  existing P ioneers  10 and 11 mass  propert ies  hardware.  This 
approach was rejected,  based on a determination of i t s  cost  and the ease  
of handling operations involved in  measurements  made with the spin axis 
horizontal. This determination was based on the following requirements:  
Modifying the rotation fixture to  support  the Pioneer  Venus with 
p r o b e s  and motor installed 
Designing and ,fabricating new hardware t o  be i s e d  i n  con- 
juntion with existing Pioneers  10 and 11 m a s s  propert ies  hardware.  
5.5 MGSE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 
5.5.1 Genera l  MGSE Tes t  Philosophy and Methods of Verification 
A combination of analysis ,  inspection, demonstration. and fo rma l  
t e s t s  will  verify that  the MGSE meets  a l l  requirements.  The f inal  verifi-  
cation t e s t  wi l l  be  the ac tua l  u se  of the MGSE with the s t r u c t u r a l  model 
o r  qualification model. Emphas is  wil l  be on achieving a high level of 
confidence i n  the functional and safety aspects  of the requirements  a t  min- 
imum cost .  Since none of the  MGSE i tems  involve advancement of the 
s ta te  of the a r t  o r  new technology, little or  no development testing wil l  
be  required.  The designs wi l l  be conservative with high safety margins  
and will, i n  a l l  cases ,  uti l ize technical  principles which a r e  wel l  under- 
stood and have been extensively verified on previous programs a t  TRW. 
The methods by which var ious requirements  wil l  be verified a r e  s u m -  
mar ized  below: 
Verification by analysis .  An analysis  study wil l  be performed 
on cer ta in  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the MGSE that  a r e  imprac t ica l  o r  
impossible to demonstrate ,  such a s  reliability, maintainability, 
fa i lu re  modes and analysis,  and t h e r m a l  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the 
t h e r m a l  vacuum fixture and the shipping container.  
Verification by inspection. Throughout the manufacturing and 
acceptance testing phases,  qnality assurance  will verify that 
the i t ems  a r e  i n  conformance to  ove ra l l  drawing dimensions and 
requirements ,  markings and identifications, color and finishes,  
and c o r r o ~ i o n  protection. 
Verification by demonstration.  Verification by demonstrat ion i s  
i l lustrating the fit and functional charac te r i s t ics  of the MGSE that 
mus t  be physically demonstrated to show conformance t o  requi re -  
ments. These i t ems  include interface fit checks,  mobility demon- 
s t ra t ions  and human performance t r ia l s .  
Verification by test .  Testing includes weighing each  major  type, 
proof load t e s t s  to s t ruc tu ra l  i t ems ,  proof p re s su re  t e s t s  to  p r e s -  
sur ized  i tems  to  ensu re  personnel safety, performance tolerance 
tes t s ,  and dynamic load attentuation t e s t s  for  t ransport ing equip- 
ment. 
Details of the m a j o r  t e s t s  a re :  
a) Proof load t e s t s .  All c r i t i ca l  load-carrying MGSE s t ruc tu re s  
will be  proof tes ted  t o  2 t imes  the maximum expected load. The  
i t ems  that  will be  proof-load tes ted include a l l  hoistings and 
handling equipment and a l l  t ransporta t ion tie-down fittings. 
b) Proof p r e s s u r e  tes ts .  All p ressur ized  containers will be proof- 
p r e s s u r e  tes ted t o  2 t imes  the maximum expected p res su re .  
c )  Performance tolerance tes ts .  Equipment that must per form within 
a specific tolerance with flight units will be tes ted t o  demonstrate  
that the required accuracy has  been achieved. The accuracy tes t  
will be conducted with flight configuration hardware if  there  is no 
resultant safety hazard. 
5.5.2 Testing and Inspection of MGSE 
A composite procedure will be prepared covering MGSE ground 
handling equipment i tems.  The procedure will  include a l is t  of equipment 
to be tested, objectives, data requirements ,  type of t e s t s  for  each type of 
MGSE tes t  loads, t e s t  setup sketch, and genera l  t e s t  procedure. 
5.5.3 MGSE Maintenance 
MGSE components will  use ei ther  standard,  off-the-shelf equipment 
where possible, or be developed and fabricated in-house f rom raw stock 
mater ia l .  In e i ther  case,  rapid replacement o r  repair  of any par t  i s  
planned. Use of c r i t i ca l ,  long-lead t i m e  ma te r i a l  or components will  be 
avoided. Quick inter im repa i rs  can be performed immediately f rom 
TRW supplies of raw stock and s tandard hardware; therefore ,  no formal  
MGSE spares  l is t  i s  anticipated. 
To support testing in  multiple locations, more  than one of s eve ra l  
i t ems  will be built. This provides a redundancy that can be used in an 
emergency. 
5.5.4 Drawing Requirements 
The rules  that apply to MGSE drawings a r e  intended to be a s  flex- 
ble a s  possible within the existing drafting standards.  MGSE product 
design drawings will  meet  the following requirements:  
The most l ibera l  tolerances allowable will be utilized. When- 
ever  possible, one-place dec imal  dimensions will  be used. This 
will  automatically define the tolerance a s  plus o r  minus 1 / 1 0  
of a n  inch. All t ighter tolerances,  which a r e  called out, mus t  
be justified to the responsible MGSE engineer. 
The TRW Drafting Room Manual will  be followed for general  
format ,  drawing control, and release.  
5.5.5 Fabricat ion 
If appropria te ,  the fabrication and assembly of MGSE end i tems  
will  be accomplished i n  the MGSE Shop. This shop wil l  be supported a s  
required by the l a rge r  shops t o  provide the most  effective and efficient 
methods when these needs a r e  identified. 
The MGSE Shop will reduce t o  a minimum any operations considered 
t o  be costmet ic  in  nature .  The shop will b e  concerned pr imar i ly  with 
quality, low cost ,  and commerc i a l  p rac t ice  fabr icat ion techniques. 
Manufacturing wil l  work in close coordination with the MGSE 
engineer  t o  ensu re  short - l ine  method of communication. A build-to-print  
philosophy wi l l  be  employed, relying upon the specialized ski l ls  of the 
shop technician to  de te rmine  the optimum operational sequence. 
6. PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE 
This section describes how TRW Systems wi l l  implement a perfor- 
mance assurance program that i s  cost effective, assures  compliance with 
high reliability standards. and i s  consistent with Pioneer Venus project 
requirements. The performance assurance effort during the study was 
primarily concerned with supporting the system and subsystem design 
tradeoffs in terms of reliability analysis for  the various options. The 
low-cost approach in the reliability and quality assurance a reas  was stud- 
ied in terms of confidence in the system reliability versus cost. The 
results of this study indicated that the approach used for Pioneers 10 and 
i i  is already very cost effective, compared to other programs, and hence 
it i s  anticipated that the only modification needed for the Pioneer Venus 
performance assurance effort wi l l  be detailed cost saving improvements. 
The performance assurance functions will include the following dis- 
ciplines : reliability; safety; parts,  materials and processes; quality 
assurance; and configuration management. The APM for performance 
assurance reports directly to the Pioneer Venus project manager and has 
overall responsibility for the performance assurance program tasks 
(Figure 6-1). The reliability/safety manager; parts, materials and pro- 
cesses (PMP) manager; quality assurance manager; and configuration 
management manager report to the APM for performance assurance. This 
type of organization assures  the resources necessary to objectively evalu- 
ate problems, and recommend and pursue effective solutions. 
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The performance assurance program assures  that high reliability 
i s  inherent in the design, development, and manufacturing phases and i s  
proven during the integrated test  program. This achievement of design 
reliability is  accomplished by: 
A thorough design review program to  assure  proper design 
practices 
Use of proven procedures, standards, and controls 
Use of space -qualified parts and flight-proven designs 
a Implementation of a comprehensive test program 
Use of a closed-loop failure reporting, analysis, and corrective 
action system. 
6.1 RELIABILITY /SAFETY 
The reliability program will be performed in  accordance with a plan 
to be prepared and submitted for approval to ARC. The program will be 
based on NHB 5300.4(1A) and include those tasks considered necessary 
and cost effective in achieving Pioneer Venus project objectives. In gen- 
eral,  the plan will implement a program very similar to  that utilized on 
Pioneers 10 and 11. In conjunction with the reliability effort, the safety 
aspects of the spacecraft design will be considered in the reliability 
analyses. 
6.1.1 Design Review 
A design review program will be implemented by performance assur -  
ance personnel to assure  that performance and reliability requirements 
a r e  met  by a satisfactory and cost-effective design. Maximum common- 
ality in the design of the orbiter, probe bus, and probes i s  one of the 
design goals and this commonality will be utilized to the maximum practi- 
cal extent to achieve a cost-effective program, from initial design through 
manufacturing, test, spacecraft integration, and launch activities. 
Design reviews on the spacecraft systems wi l l  be performed a t  vari- 
ous scheduled project milestones. The objective of system reviews wi l l  
be to evaluate system requirements, capabilities, and design status, and 
to identify problem areas  and proposed resolutions. The system-level 
design reviews will include an initial project requirements review on the 
multiprobe and orb i te r  spacecraf t  systems.  These sys tem reviews will 
be time-phased with appropriate  unit/subsystem design reviews and t e s t s  
on engineering models,  qualification units, probe subsystem, spacecraf t  
s t ructures ,  and spacecraf t  t he rma l  models. 
The design review committee will include cognizant personnel f r o m  
all appropriate  disciplines. The committee members  will be selected for  
the i r  technical ability, maturity,  objectiveness, and independence to 
a s s u r e  a thorough evaluation and c r i t i c i sm of the design. Where practical,  
senior  design special is ts  will be  selected f r o m  organizations not direct ly  
responsible fo r  the design being reviewed t o  a s s u r e  independent cr i t ic ism.  
Minutes of the  design review meeting, action i tems assigned, and approved 
responses will be  included i n  a design review closeout document. 
NASAIARC will be  invited t o  attend a l l  des ignrev iews  and will 
receive design review data packages in  advance. MMC personnel  will 
participate i n  the probe bus sys tem and interface design reviews as 
appropriate. 
6.1.2 Reliability Analyses 
Beginning ea r ly  in the design phase, reliability analyses will  be 
initiated to provide t imely identification of potential reliability.pi-o- 
blems and to a s s i s t  in  design tradeoff studies. As the design progresses  
and details become m o r e  evident,  reliability analyses wi l l  be refined and 
and updated to a s s u r e  continuation of sound reliability practices.  The 
resu l t s  of these analyses will  be included with appropriate design review 
data. Pioneers  10 and 1 1  reliability analyses of unchanged designs wil l  
be used to the maximum feasible extent in the overa l l  analyses effort. 
6.1.2.1 Reliability Apportionment and Prediction 
A reliability goal fo r  both the orb i te r  and probe bus spacecraf t  will 
be apportioned to the subsystems and units during the init ial  design phase 
and updated periodically to reflect the prevailing design. Reliability ap- 
portionment to the subsystems and units will  aid i n  serving as a forcing 
function for design discipline. Reliability predictions wil l  be used in  
design tradeoff studies,  in  redundancy studies,  and in probability of 
occurrence determinations of c r i t i ca l  i tems and single-point failures.  
With these analyses, an optimum spacecraft configuration based on re -  
liability, cost, performance, and other cri t ical  system parameters will 
be established. 
6.1.2.2 Failure Mode and Effects Analyses 
Failure mode and effects analyses (FMEA) will  be performed during 
the design phase to identify modes of failure and their effects on mission 
objectives. Particular attention will be given to  performing interface 
FMEA between units. The purpose will be to  identify and reconcile poten- 
tial failures that may be mission catastrophic, inadvertently couple one 
unit to another, o r  cause failure of redundant units. The interface analy- 
ses  performed on Pioneers 10 and 11 proved beneficial and indicated a 
need for additional consideration and effort for  the Pioneer Venus project. 
The orbiter and multiprobe spacecraft designs will be critically 
reviewed to eliminate single-point failures within cost and practicality 
constraints. These potential failure points will be identified with the 
appropriate FMEA and the action taken for resolution will be described in 
the design review data packages. 
6.1.2.3 Hazard Analyses 
Safety hazard analyses will be performed in conjunction with the 
FMEA and will be refined as  the spacecraft designs progress. These 
analyses will provide the basis for: 
Initiating design changes to eliminate or minimize safety hazards 
Instituting safety devices and safeguards where appropriate 
Identifying safety actions required during hazardous time 
periods 
Recommending special procedures for servicing, handling, 
storage, and transportation of the spacecraft. 
6.1.3 Failure Reporting and Corrective Action 
The established T R W  failure correction system tailored to meet 
project requirements will be used on Pioneer Venus project equipment. 
It will be a closed-loop system for reporting failures, analyzing the 
failures, and issuing corrective action items as was implemented on 
Pioneers 10  and 11. 
A joint ARC/TRW/MMC failure review board meeting will  be con- 
vened approldmately monthly to review failures, failure analyses, and 
corrective actions, and to  approve failure closeout. The members of the 
board for TRW and MMC will include representation from the performance 
assurance, reliability, quality assurance, failure correction, test, and 
design engineering disciplines a s  appropriate. ARC representation will 
include the spacecraft manager, reliability and quality assurance manager, 
and the in-plant representative(s). Minutes of the meeting will  include the 
action taken on each failure, action items assigned, and agreements 
reached. 
6.1.4 Subcontractor Control 
Reliability controls and requirements will be placed upon each of the 
subcontractors and/or suppliers i n  accordance with product complexity, 
function, and degree of criticality. Each subcontractor and supplier wi l l  
be monitored for performance by the reliability manager in accordance 
with the applicable requirements established by a subcontractor reliability 
requirements control document and referenced in the subcontract o r  pur- 
chase order. 
The ARC reliability requirements imposed on TRW will in turn be 
imposed on MMC via a subcontractor reliability requirements document. 
MMC will be required to prepare a TRW-approved reliability program 
plan based on these requirements. 
6.1.5 Parts,  Materials, and Processes 
A high reliability parts, materials  and processes program will be 
implemented on Pioneer Venus a s  was accomplished on Pioneers 10 and 
11. This high-reliability and cost-effective program will be achieved by: 
Using only space-qualified parts  and materials 
Using residual Pioneers 10 and l i  parts to the maximum extent 
Assuring maximum use of existing parts and materials specifica- 
tions for new procurements 
Providing design support to achieve design goals and high relia- 
bility with maximum parts commonality 
Assuring that part  screening and burn-in is performed in 
accordance with specification and Pioneer Venus project 
requirements 
Providing support to manufacturing to  assure  proper process 
control and problem correction 
Performing failure analyses on par ts  and materials  to identify 
failure mechanism and recommend corrective action. 
The MMC parts,  materials and processes program will be specified 
in the subcontractor reliability requirements document. 
6.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
The quality assurance (QA) program wi l l  fulfillthe essential require- 
ments of NHB 5300.4(1B), "Quality Program Provisions for Aeronautical 
and Space System Contractors." MMC will be required to implement a 
TRW-approved quality assurance program plan to the same ARC require- 
ments a s  those imposed on TRW. TRW will impose these requirements 
via  the subcontractor quality program requirements document. The QA 
program plan will implement the controls necessary to ensure that the 
Pioneer Venus spacecraft designs a r e  not compromised during the manu- 
facturing cycle nor jeopardized during the test, integration, and launch 
phases. 
6.2. i Procurement Control 
TRW QA personnel will be responsible for assuring the adequacy 
and quality of a l l  purchased articles, materials,  parts, components, pro- 
cesses,  and services. These requirements will be specified in appropri- 
ate subcontractor and supplier quality requirements documents. 
QA personnel will participate in evaluations of subcontractors and 
suppliers to ensure that their quality syste'm will adequately meet the pro- 
ject quality requirements. This evaluation is  based on review of recent 
supplier quality history, supplier quality surveys, and review of the 
suppliers' quality programs and inspection plans for comparable in-house 
programs. 
Purchase orders,  subcontracts, and associated specifications for 
the procurement of articles or services will be reviewed prior to release 
to assure imposition of appropriate quality requirements. 
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Depending upon the i tem being procured, TRW wil l  a s s ign  a QA 
representat ive to  ac t  a s  a res ident  o r  i t inerant a t  the major  sub- 
contractors  and/or  suppl ier  facilities. 
6.2.2 Fabricat ion Controls 
Manufacturing documentation will be reviewed by quality planning 
personnel to verify that proper  identification of hardware will  be main- 
tained throughout a l l  assembly,  tes t ,  and processing activities. Quality 
planning personnel will  verify that the requirements  specified on the 
engineering drawings a r e  compatible with planning and that operational 
sequences of manufacturing and /o r  assembly allow for adequate inspection 
points. Special  inspection requirements  wil l  be inser ted into the planning 
a s  necessary.  
The TRW P r o c e s s  Requirements Specifications (PR),  Quality Opera- 
tion Instructions (QOI's) ,  and Fabrication/Inspection P r o c e s s  Procedures  
( F I P P ' s )  will define the acceptance c r i t e r i a  to  be used in  manufacturing 
and inspection of the hardware.  Existing Pioneer  10 and 11 standards will  
be used to  the maximum extent possible. 
6 . 2 . 3  Inspection and Tes t s  
In-process  inspection and tes t  operations wil l  be established at  ap-  
propriate intervals  during the fabrication and process  operations to verify 
the a r t i c l e ' s  conformance to  drawing and specification requirements.  Vis- 
ua l  aids,  inspection checklists,  genera l  inspection instructions,  and inte- 
grated planning documents wil l  be used to effect adequate inspection before 
the las t  point a t  which acceptability of the operation o r  quality of the charac  
te r i s t ic  may be verified. 
QA personnel will  provide inspection observation of t e s t s  conducted 
on qualification and deliverable units during manufacturing, qualification, 
and acceptance tes ts .  These observations will  a s s u r e  that the tes t  i s  
conducted in accordance with a n  approved t e s t  procedure,  t e s t  equipment 
setup, and cal ibrat ion requirements.  
spacecraf t /probe assembly,  integration, and t e s t  operations will be 
conducted under QA observation. Quality a s su rance  personnel  will con- 
duct f ina l  visual  inspections,  configuration identification inspections, and 
t e s t  observation throughout the integration and t e s t  cycle. 
6.2.4 Nonconforming Mater ial  Control 
To segregate  discrepant  i tems,  controlled a r e a s  wil l  be established 
in  receiving inspection, manufacturing, assembly,  and t e s t  facilities. Non- 
conforming mater ia l  detected during the receiving, fabrication, refurbish-  
ment,  assembly and t e s t  inspection operations wil l  be identified, segregated, 
and withheld f rom use. When segregation is not feasible of is physically 
impossible,  the i tem wil l  be "bonded in place!' and held fo r  ma te r i a l  r e -  
view. A mater ia l  review board, s imi lar  to  the one on Pioneers  1 0  and 11, 
wil l  assign the disposition of discrepant  hardware. Procedures  governing 
the activities of the board will  be delineated in  the Pioneer  Venus Quality 
Assurance Plan. 
6 . 3  CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
The configuration management office (CMO) will  develop, ' imple- 
ment,  and maintain a configuration management sys tem (CMS) based on 
minimum documentation and controls to a s su re  a cost-effective program. 
The CMS a s s u r e s  that a l l  contract end i tems a r e  properly identified by 
engineering data and that changes to these data a r e  accounted for ,  con- 
trolled, and verified. 
The configuration management effort  i s  consistent with the level  of 
control  needed for each phase of development, manufacture, and test .  
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Initially, this e f for t  concentrates on the sys tem and interface specifications, 
orienting project personnel with the details of the CMS, and developing 
de ta i l  policy and implementation instructions. As the design and devel- 
opment phase continues, the configuration management effort  wil l  include 
control  of equipment specifications beginning with f o r m a t  and consistency 
through the control of changes and status.  
Engineering data (i. e .  , specifications, drawings, and t e s t  proce- 
d u r e s )  a r e  re leased  through the CMO to T R W ~ ~  Configuration Administra- 
tion and Data Management (CADM) group. All changes to engineering data 
a r e  reviewed by the CMO. Class  I changes a r e  presented to a formal  change 
control board fo r  evaluation and submitted to NASAIARC for approval. 
All testing of qualification and flight hardware will be  accomplished 
with the use of formal  tes t  procedures coordinated by and re leased  through 
t h e  CMO. 
Manufacturing data wil l  be encoded, enabling a computerized com-  
parison of required design to  as-built  configuration fo r  each s e r i a l  num- 
bered unit (black box). 
The CMO provides continuing support  a t  the launch s i te  by identi- 
fying changes required for  compatibility with GSE and launch s i te  equip- 
ment. The CMS will  a s su re  that the exact in-flight configuration i s  
properly documented. 
6.3.1 Subcontractor Control 
A program of subcontractor configuration management wil l  be 
established ea r ly  in the P ioneer  Venus project by reviewing proposals  
and purchase o r d e r s  fo r  adequate configuration management requi re -  
ments.  TRW will  impose a configuration management requirements  docu- 
ment on a l l  subcontractors,  and will  requi re  audits of subcontractors  
configuration management pract ices  a s  necessary.  
6.4 REFURBISHMENT PROGRAM 
6.4. i Refurbishment of Residual  Units 
To achieve low cos t  and continued high reliability, the Pioneer  
Venus o rb i t e r  and probe bus spacecraf t  will  utilize res idual  P ioneers  10 
and 11 equipment wherever  possible. Much of this space-qualified equip- 
ment can be used in i t s  present  condition with only minimum re t e s t  
needed to verify i t s  operation a f te r  storage.  
Some of the equipment will require modifications to  meet  P ioneer  
Venus spacecraf t  performance requirements.  In addition, some of the 
same equipment will  requi re  incorporation of outstanding engineering 
o r d e r s  (EO) and/or  replacement  of nonflight parts.  Many of the Pioneer  
1 0  and 11 prototype and qualification units, under an authorized limited 
usage (ALU) sys tem,  were allowed to  use nonflight par ts  o r  be used with- 
out the latest  EO1s  because of schedule and cos t  constraints  a t  that  time. 
Table 6 - 1  gives a l is t  of Pioneers  10 and 11 residual  equipment planned 
for  use on the Pioneer  Venus spacecraf t  program with the major  ALU1s 
outstanding against the P ioneers  10 and 1 1  qualification and prototype 
equipment. 
Table 6-  1. Pioneer  10 and 11 Res idua l  Equipment 
w i t h  Ma jo r  ALU's  Outstanding 
6.4.2 P a r t s  Availabil i ty 
The P ionee r  Venus spacecraf t  w i l l  u t i l i z e  the s a m e  par ts  and/or  . 
pa r t  types as u s e d  o n  P i o n e e r s  1 0  and 11 t o  the maximum e x t e n t  poss ib le .  
This  approach wi l l  hold part qualif ication cos ts  to a minimum. New de -  
s igns w i l l  g ive p r e f e r e n c e  t o  e x i s t i n g  P i o n e e r  10 and 11 approved parts. 
I 
ACTION REQUIRED 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1042 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-I062 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHICH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED ClRCUlTS WHlCH HAVE THlN METALIZATION 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-IW2 CAPACITORS 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHICH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHlCH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHICH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHlCH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHICH HAVE THIN METALIZATION 
REPLACE PT4-4153 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WHlCH HAVE THlN METALIZATION 
REPLACE JOHANSON PT4-1077/3-01 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
REPLACE JOHANSON PT4-1077/3-01 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1W2 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
REPLACE POTTER PT4-1062 CAPACITORS 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
INCORPORATE PREVIOUS DESIGN CHANGES 
UNIT 
PCU 
INVERTER 
CTRF 
CDU 
CEA 
DDU 
CSP 
TRANSMITTER DRIVER 
RECEIVER 
DTU 
S/N 
001 
002 
001 
002 
003 
002 
001 
001 
002 
002 
001 
002 
001 
002 
001 
002 
002 
002 
003 
003 
001 
002 
002 
003 
003 
001 
001 
001 
002 
002 
002 
ALU N O .  
FL-0340-1160 
FL-0340-1160 
FL-0350-L159 
FL-0350-L159 
FL-0350-L159 
FL-0301-P91 
FL-0210-173 
FL-0210-L156 
FL-0210-173 
FL-0210-1156 
FL-0410-L72 
FL-0410-L72 
FL-0501-L69 
FL-0501-LW 
FL-0170-L71 
FL-0170-L71 
FL-0130-P54 
FL-0130-ffl7 
FL-0130-P54 
FL-0130-P87 
FL-0140-L158 
FL-0140-P84 
FL-0140-PI57 
FL-0141bP85 
FL-0141-PI57 
FL-0501-OIOP 
FL-0501-1117 
FL-0501-LIZ9 
FL-0501-(1109 
FL-0501-L117 
FL-0501-L129 
Approximately 50 percent of the par t s  required for  the P ioneer  
Venus program a r e  ~ r e s e n t l y  i n  P ioneers  10 and i i  stock. Of the  p a r t s  
requiring a repurchase o rde r ,  i t  i s  anticipated that  only four o r  five 
par t s  would not be available due to  line discontinuance. In most  ca ses ,  
a new par t  type with be t te r  charac te r i s t ics  would be available. If 
necessary ,  a par t  satisfying the old charac te r i s t ics  would be purchased 
with special  screening procedures.  New par t  procurement  specifications 
will be kept to a minimum. This will  aid in  achieving a low cos t  pa r t s  
program. 
APPENDIX A 
PRELIMINARY PIONEER VENUS SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT 
INTERFACE AND INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 
1. PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION 
The scope of the scientific instrument interface and integration 
activities on the Pioneer  Venus project  includes the definition of ins t ru-  
ment-related sys t em interfaces; the definition of instrument to probe, 
probe bus,  and orb i te r  spacecraf t  design interfaces;  and the instrument- 
related integration and t e s t  activities. The objective of the scientific 
instrument interface and integration activities is to  m e r g e  each of the 
instrument packages with the appropriate spacecraf t  vehicle ( the four 
probes,  probe bus,  and orbi ter)  s o  a s  to  permi t  a l l  experiments to  accom- 
plish their  scientific objectives. The purpose of this plan i s  t o  define the 
organization, responsibil i t ies,  t asks ,  methods, and documentation that 
will be employed by the spacecraf t  and probe contractor to c a r r y  out these 
activities in support of NASAIARC, and includes the pertinent activities to  
be  performed a t  Mart in  Marietta. Denver, under subcontract t o  TRW for  
the probes. 
The GFE scientific instruments  for  the probes will be delivered. 
integrated, and tested with the probe vehicles in Denver. The GFE sc i -  
entific instruments  fo r  the probe bus spacecraf t ,  a s  well a s  the completely 
integrated probes,  will be  delivered to TRW in  Redondo Beach, California 
for  spacecraf t  integration and sys tems tes t ,  in  which the probes will be 
t reated essentially a s  additional spacecraft  subsystems.  Probe  and probe 
bus scientific instruments  will be tested a s  pa r t  of the spacecraf t  integrated 
sys tems t e s t  program. 
In the case  of the  orbi ter  mission, if the European Space Research 
Organization (ESRO) participates with NASA in the mission, the orbi ter  
spacecraf t  and al l  GFE scientific instruments  will be delivered for com- 
plete integration and testing at the ESRO facility in  Holland; if ESRO does 
not participate,  instrument  delivery and complete spacecraf t  integration 
and testing will occur a t  the TRW facility in  Redondo Beach. 
In eve ry  case,  for  both the probe and orb i te r  missions,  af ter  com-  
pletion of spacecraf t  integration and tes t ,  the completely integrated 
spacecraft will be delivered to CKAFS ETR for the prelaunch and launch 
operations, as provided in the launch operations program. 
The general approach for  management of scientific instrument inter- 
face and integration activities for Pioneer Venus is  based upon the methods 
successfully used by ARC and TRW in managing these activities on 
Pioneers 6 through i i ,  with some modifications to take account of special 
Pioneer Venus circumstances. Consideration is  given to the pertinent 
activities and schedule requirements at ESRO in case the orbiter mission 
is  performed as a cooperative venture. Additional innovations are  incor- 
porated to reduce the costs and increase the effectiveness of the scientific 
instrument integration program without sacrificing mission reliability or 
scientific objectives, and to take advantage of previous experience in hand- 
ling potential problems in the science integration activities of the previous 
Pioneer spacecraft. 
2 .  MANAGEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT- 
RELATED ACTIVITIES 
Figure A - 1  is a conceptual diagram of experiment-related interface 
and integration activities, arranged to show the interrelations as they 
apply to the Pioneer Venus probe and orbiter missions. Activities which 
apply to both missions are  shown in the center vertical column, with hori- 
zontal arrow lines to the left and the right from the common spacecraft 
and probe activity boxes to show how they support each stage of specific 
spacecraft vehicle and probe vehicle activity. These activities are  shown 
in the left and right sides of the diagram, respectively. 
Overall project system activities, shown schematically at  the top of 
the diagram, can be subdivided into system engineering and system inter- 
face definition and implementation. System activities relating to the sc i -  
entific experiments consist of determining those scientific requirements 
which have an impact on the spacecraft and probe system designs, then 
evaluating such requirements, and verifying or instituting the capability 
in the appropriate system design. Scientific instrument design interfaces 
with the appropriate vehicle (large or small probe, probe bus, or orbiter 
spacecraft) will be defined under ARC control. Interface problems will be 
resolved in coordination with ARC/experimenters, and rapid, effective 
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Figure A-I. Conceptual Diagram of Experiment-Related Interface and  Integration Activltier 
interface change procedures w i l l  be established. These activities a r e  
described in Section 3 .  Scientific instrument integration and test activi- 
ties a r e  described in Section 4. 
I 
In this plan, scientific instrument integration and test activities 
include the necessary preparatory or pre-integration tasks which precede 
the physical integration of instruments, probes, and spacecraft. Prepara- 
tion of experiment test plans, test procedures, and computer programs 
for use with experiment GSE a re  pre-integration activities to support sci- 
entific instrument integration. Generally, with only small  modification 
these evolve into experiment system test plans, test procedures, and 
computer programs t o  suppor5the integrated spacecraft system level 
environmental testing and pre -launch activities. 
Figure A-1  also shows, by means of dashed lines, an option for  the 
contractor t o  supply personnel for scientific instrument development and 
test under ARC direction for either or both spacecraft (probe bus and 
orbiter) instruments and probe instruments. This option i s  presented in 
an addendum to this appendix. 
A summary of the tasks, organization, and preliminary schedules 
to  ca r ry  out these activities i s  given in the following subsections. 
2. i Task Summary 
An overall schematic diagram of the spacecraft and probe contrac- 
to r ' s  scientific instrument interface and integration tasks on the Pioneer 
Venus program is shown in  Figure A-2. The tasks a r e  grouped into cate- 
gories of interface definition activities, instrument integration and test  
activities, and the associated documentation activities -both the docu- 
mentation to be generated by the contractor and submitted to  ARC and 
that received from ARC for review and/or implementation. Selected 
milestone events a r e  indicated across the top of the figure so  that the 
sequence of boxes f rom left to right constitutes a rough work flow diagram. 
These a r e  general tasks, and the diagram i s  applicable to both probe and 
orbiter missions; within the probe mission, it includes both probe instru-  
ment and probe bus instrument tasks, as indicated by the t e rm  "Probes and 
Spacecraft" in  the appropriate titles. For the orbiter mission, this term 
i s  understood to be "Spacecraft" alone. 
A detailed breakdown of individual specific tasks for probe instru- 
ments, probe bus instruments, and orbiter instruments, with preliminary 
time schedules for each, i s  given in Section 2.3 below. The system and 
design interface activities and the integration and test activities a r e  
described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
The difference in terminology of instrument and experiment should 
be noted. As indicated above, scientific instruments a r e  physically inte- 
grated with the appropriate probe and spacecraft vehicles in order to per-  
form experiments to achieve the scientific objectives. This plan is con- 
cerned with scientific instrument interface and integration activities. In 
some cases,  however, instrument considerations involve the broader 
concepts of experiment performance; in at least one case,  the proposed 
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R F  occultation experiment, a separate instrument package is not involved, 
although the experiment has system interface and test  requirements. This 
plan uses the terms instrument and experiment a s  is  most  appropriate. 
2 .2  Organization 
The Pioneer Venus scientific instrument interface and integration 
activities a r e  under the direction of an assistant project manager (APM) 
for experiments, whp reports directly to the Pioneer Venus project 
manager. The consolidation of all these activities under an experienced, 
experiment-oriented manager provides a single focus of responsibility for 
al l  experiment-related activities and for liaison with ARC and experiment 
personnel throughout the project. This procedure has been proven to be 
highly successful and cost effective on previous scientific spacecraft 
projects such a s  OGO and Pioneers 6 through 11. The A P M  for experi- 
ments will have a small, full-time staff of experiment engineers who w i l l  
support the interface, integration, and test  activities described in detail 
in Sections 3 and 4. The contractor organization for both spacecraft and 
probe activities is shown in Figure A-3. 
Fo r  the spacecraft experiments (probe bus and orbiter),  assistance 
will be provided by the various subsystem and system design groups, as  
indicated in Figure A-3, to  establish the detailed design interfaces. TRW 
has found that i t  is  much more cost effective to utilize these groups for 
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Figure A-3. Spacecrafl and Prabe Contractor Organization 
A-6 
interface design than to  establish a separa te  design group, s ince  it avoids 
needless  duplication of effort and ensures  prompt evaluation and imple-  
mentation of a l l  exper iment  requirements .  This  procedure a l so  permi ts  
utilization of these subsys tem and sys t em exper t s  only for  the t ime 
required to  support  the detailed experiment  activit ies,  while project  l ia i -  
son and coordination continuity a r e  provided by the experiment APM and 
his staff. The experiment  engineers who work in the design coordination 
and interface activit ies f r o m  the s t a r t  of the project  will become pa r t  of 
the experiment t e s t  c r ew when the scientif ic ins t ruments  a r e  delivered to  
T R W  (or  ESRO). This  again takes  full advantage of the  experience and 
knowledge gained during the ear ly  phases  of the project .  
F o r  the  probe experiments ,  a s imi l a r  organization will be  utilized. 
A group of scient is ts /engineers  which h a s  been engaged i n  Pioneer  Venus 
probe activit ies over the past  2 y e a r s  a t  Mart in  Mariet ta  will continue 
with the probe ins t rument  interface and integration activit ies throughout 
the experiment implementation phase. Because of the l a rge  number of 
probe experiments ,  and the complexity and var ie ty  of the instrument-to- 
probe interfaces  with a l ternate  options for  both probe and probe ins t ru-  
ment  configurations, the personnel i n  this  nucleus will  be  augmented a s  
required by the activit ies.  The special  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the  probe and 
probe inst rument  tasks  in design interface activit ies and in integration 
t e s t  activit ies a r e  discussed in  Sections 3 . 2 . 2  and 4.2.2, respectively.  
As a par t  of the organizational operating procedures ,  it  i s  desirable  
to  establish the methods for formal  and informal  communications between 
NASA/ARC, the experimenters ,  and the spacecraf t  and probe contractor  
with respec t  to experiment interface and integration activit ies.  Figure  A-4 
shows the l ines of communication i n  a schematic  d iagram.  The NASAfARC 
Pioneer  project  groups,  represented by  a s e r i e s  of l ines a t  the lef t  s ide of 
the  figure, and boxes representing the spacecraf t  exper imenters  and the 
probe experimenters  have been added t o  the  contractor organization (F ig-  
u r e  A-3), with l ines drawn to  show the channels of fo rma l  and informal 
communication. Significant relationships shown by the d iagram a r e  a s  
follows: All exper imenters  (probe, probe bus, and o rb i t e r )  receive f o r m a l  
communication and direct ion only f rom NASA; contractor  communication 
with exper imenters  will be initiated by NASA/ARC and confined to  informal  
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Figure A-4. Lines of Cammunicatlon Between NASAIARC, TheElperlmenters, andlhe Spacecrafl 
and Probe Contractor for Ewerlrnent interface and integration Actlvlties 
technical discussion, exchanges of technical information, e tc . ,  with 
monitoring by, or report to. NASAIARC as  described further below. 
Similarly, formal communication by and with NASAfARC regarding experi- 
ment interface and integration matters for the probes, probe bus, and 
orbiter,  and formal communication between the TRW APM for experiments 
and probe personnel, including the experiment group, will be through the 
TRW project manager. To facilitate such communication the project 
manager's office will include a scientistlengineer staff function with spe- 
cific responsibility for such communications. However, direct informal 
communication between NASAfARC Pioneer project personnel and Martin 
Marietta probe personnel, as  well as  TRW spacecraft personnel will be 
encouraged, in experiment-related activities as in other Pioneer project 
activities. Such informal communications will most commonly be between 
the counterpart groups in the NASAfARC and contractor organizations, as 
shown by the symmetrical layout of the diagram, with the focus for experi- 
ment interface and integration activities upon the experiment groups. 
There will be informal technical liaison with other groups when desirable. 
Procedures for formal and informal communications a r e  as  follows: 
Formal communications will be written. Directions having the 
force of authority and responses thereto a r e  formal communica- 
tions. Submission and acceptance of contractually required 
documentation and evidence of contractually required activity 
performance a r e  formal communications. Formal technical 
communications which do not have contractual impact will follow 
project office channels, while communications with contractual 
implications will be between corresponding Contracts personnel. 
Informal communications, on the other hand, consist most com- 
monly of telephone calls and meetings of concerned personnel. 
In the case of telephone calls between contractor personnel and 
experimenter personnel (or their subcontractors) the former will 
notify the ARC Experiments Manager by telephone, with written 
confirmation as  requested, of the fact and content of such com- 
munication. In the case of meetings between contractor and 
experimenter personnel, the former will notify the ARC Experi- 
ments Manager in advance, of the planned meeting (time, place, 
subject matter,  and attendees), so  that ARC representatives may 
attend if desired. After the meeting, i f  ARC representatives 
were not present, contracts personnel will notify the ARC Experi 
ments Manager of the substance of the meeting. 
2.3 Schedules 
Preliminary schedules of interface, integration, and test  activities 
a r e  given for 1978 launches of both the multiprobe and orbiter missions, 
i n  Figures A-5 and A-6 and Tables A-1 and A-2. The figures show mile- 
stone schedules of the major events for the two missions, while the tables 
present a more detailed description of the various related activities 
involved in the milestone events, especially early interface definition 
activities which a re  not a s  specific in nature and time as  the major mile- 
stone events. 
These schedules a r e  based upon the present Spacecraft Test and 
Integration Plan C, which provides for: 1) a structural/thermal model 
(STM) for the orbiter spacecraft, and similarly for the probe bus space- 
craft; 2) an engineering test  model (ETM) for each spacecraft; and 3)  a 
flight spacecraft for each mission with an associated test program which 
serves the purposes of the customary prototype spacecraft testing com- 
bined with flight spacecraft testing; the flight spacecraft may be regarded 
as  a proto/flight unit. According to  this plan, STM. ETM, and flight 
model instruments a r e  required for the probe bus and orbiter spacecraft 
experiments, and similarly. STM, ETM, and flight probes a r e  required 
for the probe mission, in which the complete probes a r e  regarded essen- 
tially a s  additional instruments. However, the probe instrument develop- 
ment, test, and integration program employs the customary structural/ 
thermal, prototype, and flight models, with fully qualified prototype 
probes (including instruments) preceding the flight probes. Thus, the 
probe instrument development, test, and integration program is  phased 
somewhat in advance of the corresponding probe bus instrument activities. 
The time schedules given here  will, of course, be modified as  required 
when the spacecraft tes t  and integration program i s  finally determined. 
Table A-3 shows the progression of instruments up to  the flight unit and 
where they will be used on the spacecraft (bus or orbiter) and probes. 
The activity schedules of Figure A-5 and Table A-1 for the probe 
mission are  based upon a project go-ahead for the experiment implementa- 
tion phase on 1 February 1974 and launch on 1 September 1978, where 
appropriate, the dates a r e  specifically keyed to TRW Spacecraft Integra- 
tion and Test  Plan C. 
The experiment definition phase at  NASA will have been underway 
for up to 10 months prior  t o  1 February 1974. It i s  therefore assumed 
that preliminary experiment definition will be well advanced, and that the 
spacecraft and probe contractor will be supplied by NASAIARC with a 
Preliminary Experiments Description Document and a Preliminary Space- 
craft and Probe Requirements Document shortly after project go-ahead. 
As shown in Table A-1, the f i r s t  contractor task to be performed is to 
update the baseline interface information which was contained in the study 
phase experiment interface documents and spacecraft and probe system 
specifications and to submit to NASAIARC a Spacecraft and Probe-Scien- 
tific Instrument Interfac,e Document. This update will be done as soon as  
possible in the f i r s t  month after receipt of the aforementioned NASA/ARC 
documents in order t o  expedite early firming of the instrument-spacecraft/ 
probe interfaces. The update will result in a Spacecraft and Probe- 
Scientific Instrument Interface Document written by TRW; to  be of maxi- 
mum use to ARC, it will be done as nearly as  possible to  the level of 
detail of a specification. Informal discussions of problem areas  among 
ARC and contractor personnel is of great importance during the study and 
F gure A-5. Scientific Instrument Intefiaces, Integration and Test 
Fmbe Mission Milestone Schedule of Major Events 
5. RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT SYITEM .- 
TEST COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SP[CIFICATION 
6. RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT SYSTEM 
TEST SPECIFICATION 
7. RECEIVE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT STRUCTURAL 
DRAWINGS FROM ARC EXPERIMENTERS 
8. SYSTEM DESIGN REVIEW NO. 2, ORBITER SPACECMFT 
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AND TEST 
17. FLIGHT SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION AND 
TEST; ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS; INTEGRATED SYSTEMS 
TESTS 
IS. NAGNETIC TESTING, FLIGHT SPACECRAFI AND 
Figure A+. Scientific Instrument lntelfaces, Integration, and Test 
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Table A- 1. Deta i led  Schedule o f  Sc ient i f i c  I ns t r umen t  In ter face,  
Integration and T e s t  Ac t i v i t i e s  and Cor re la ted  
Spacecraf t /Probe Ac t i v i t i e s  - Probe  M i s s i o n  
I EXPERIMENT EVENTS I "%kR:E%" 
ARC X E M F  EnPERlMEhT 
MEET N C S  A h D  REVIEAS 
I RCCE \If ARC PREL.MINARY EXPER MENTS DESCR PTION D O C U M E ~ T  
RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT-PROBE A N D  
SPACECRAFT INTERFACE 
SPECIFICATION 
RECEIVE AKC PRE. MINARY 
SPACECRAFI A h D  PROBE 
REQLIREMENTS DOC.A$ENT 
TRW/MMC REVIEW INTER- 
FACE SPECIFICATION A N D  
SPACECRAFT AND PROBE 
DESIGN 
REVISE PROBE A N D  SPACE- 
CRAFT DESIGN SPECIFICA- 
TIONS, AS REQUIRED 
PROBE AND SPACECRAFT 
DESIGN REVIEW NO. 1 
SUBMIT PROBE A N D  SPACE- 
CRAFT TEST PROGRAM PLAN 
TO ARC 
RECEIVE ARC Y lENT lF lC  
INSTRUMENT SYSTW TEST 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
SPECIFICATION 
RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM TEST 
SPECIFICATIONS 
DATE, BASED UPON 
GO-AHEAD 2/1/74 
ASAP (TENTATIVELY 
ASSUMED ro BE 2/4/74) 
AS CALLED 
UPON COMPLETION OF 
ARC REVIEW OF SPACE- 
CRAFT AND WORF . . .. .. . . . . .  . . . - - -
INTERFACE DOCUMENT. 
BEGIN 4/74 I 
4/74-8/74. AS 
ARRANGED 
AS CALLED 
I TO 3 WEEKS I N  
ADVANCE OF PROBE AND 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
REVIEW N O .  I 
FOR DESIGN REVIEW 
N O .  I 
9/15/74 
1/1/75 
INTERFACE LIAISON NEEDED 
ENGINEERS 
EVA.bAl lOh BY ARC, hFORMAL 
DIX.SSION A h D  COORD1NA- 
T.ON M lTh  TRh, MMC 
ATIENDANCYPARI C PA1 O h  
BY I R * .  MMC EXERaMENT 
MAhAGERS AND EhClhEERI. 
AS REQUIRED BY ARC 
COORDINATE WlTH ARC IN 
PREPARATION FOR DESIGN 
REVIEW 
WORK RESULTING ACTION 
ITEMS 
EVALUATION BY ARC, INFORMAL 
DISCUSSION A N D  COORDINA- 
T ION WlTH TRW/MMC 
TRW/MMC REVIEW SPECIFICA- 
TIONS A N D  ASSIST I N  SOLUTION 
OF A N Y  INCOMPATIBILITIES 
IDENTIFIED 
EXPERIMENTER CONTACTS WHERE REQUIRED WILL BE INITIATED A N D  DIRECTED BY ARC 
Table A- 1. Deta i l ed  Schedule o f  S c i e n t i f i c  I n s t r u m e n t  In ter face,  
Integrat ion and Tes t  A c t i v i t i e s  and Cor re la ted  
Spacecraf t /Probe Ac t i v i t i e s  - Probe  M i s s i o n  
EXPERIMENT EVENTS 
DVU INSTRUMENTS FOR 
LARGE A N D  SMALL 
PROBES REQUIRED AT 
Mh4C 
DESIGN AND FABRICATE 
MASS/THERMAL MODELS OF 
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS 
AND PROBES 
PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENTS 
FOR LARGE PROBE (LP) AND 
SMALL PROBES (SP) REQUIRED 
AT MMC 
PROTOTYPE PROBE INSTRU- 
MENT INTEGRATION AND 
SYSTEM TEST; QUALIFICA- 
T ION TEST, LARGE A N D  
SMALL PROBE 
EXPERIMENTERS REFURBISH/ 
REPLACE PROTOTYPE 
PROBE INSTRUMENTS A N D  
RETURN TO MMC AS FLIGHT 
SPARES 
DVU/ETM SPACECRAFT 
INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED 
AT TRW 
ETM SPACKRAFT INSTRU- 
MENT AND SUBSYSTEM 
INTEGRATION AND TEST. 
SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 
WITH DVU INSTRUMENTS 
A N D  BREADBOARD PROBES 
EXPERIMENTER CONTACTS 
DATE, BASED UPON 
GO-AHEAD 2/1/74 
6/75-7/76 
2/2/76-3/26/76 
3/1/76 
4/16/76 
5/15/76 
3/15/76-9/1/76 
9/1/76 
LP 8/13/76 
SP 11/5/76 
LP 9/1 6 1/1/77 
SP 11/&:/76-4/1/77 
5/1/77-7/22/77 
9/1/76-11/1/76 
11/1/76-1/1/77 
5/1/76 
5/1/76-7/25/76 
A N D  DIRECTED BY ARC 
(Continued) 
SPACECRAFT AND 
PROBE EVENTS 
W l T E  PROBE A N D  SPACE- 
CRAFT TEST PROCEDURES, 
A N D  WRITE A N D  DEBUG 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS. 
INCORPORATING INSTRU- 
MENT REOUIREMENTS 
FROM ARC SPECIFICATIONS 
ELECTRONIC BREADBOARD 
A N D  PROBE INSTRUMENT 
TESTS WlTH PROBE ELEC- 
TRICAL GSE/TSE, A N D  
SOFWARE VERIFICATION 
COMPLETE PRELIMINARY 
DESIGNS OF PROBE 
SUBSYSTEMS: 
MECHANICAL 
ELECTRICAL 
PROBE AND SPACECRAFT 
DESIGN REVIEW N O .  2 
PROBE MASSflHERMAL 
MODELS REQUIRED AT 
TRW 
REFURBISH PROTOTYPE 
PROBE COMPONENTS AS 
FLIGHT SPARES 
STRlrTURAL MODEL SPACE- 
CRAFT TESTING 
THERMAL MODEL SPACE- 
CRAFT TESTING 
WHERE REQUIRED WILL BE INITIATED 
INTERFACE LIAISON NEEDED 
COORDINATE WlTH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS' 
DETAILED INFORMAL DISCUS- 
S ION b M O N G  MMC/TRW,ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTER PERSONNEL; 
IDENTIFICATION A N D  WORKING 
OF INTERFACE PROBLEMS, 
INCOMPATIBILITIES 
WORK RESULTING ACTION 
ITEMS 
RECEIVE SPACECRAFT INSTRU- 
MENT STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS 
A N D  POWER PARAMETERS 
FROM ARVEXPERIMENTERS 
BY 4/1/76 
COORDINATE WlTH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS* 
INSTRUMENTS REFURBISHED/ 
REPLACED BY EXPERIMENTERS 
AS REQUIRED AND DIRECTED 
BY ARC, AFTER EVALUATION 
O F  ALL TEST RESULTS 
SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENT 
MASS/THERMAL MODELS 
AND PROBE M A S S ~ ~ H E R M A L  
MODELS REQUIRED 
COORDINATE WITH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS.+ REQUIRES 
EXPERIMENT TEST PROCEDURES 
AND SOFWARE. 
PARTICIPATION BY EXPERI- 
MENT ENGINEERS AS INTEGRAL 
PART OF TEST CREW, UNDER 
DIRECTION OF TEST DIRECTOR, 
AND BY ARC EXPERIMENT 
PERSONNEL 
Table A-1. Deta i led  Schedule o f  S c i e n t i f i c  I n s t r u m e n t  In te r face ,  
Integrat ion and T e s t  A c t i v i t i e s  and Cor re la ted  
Spacecraf t /Probe A c t i v i t i e s  - Probe M i s s i o n  
(Continued) 
EXPERIMENTER CONTACTS WHERE REQUIRED WILL BE INITIATED AND DIRECTED BY ARC 
L 
EXPERIMENT EVENTS 
EXPERIMENTER REFURBISH OR 
REPLACE INSTRUMENTS 
TESTED O N  ETM SPACECRAFT 
AND RETURN TO TRW AS 
FLIGHT SPARES 
FLIGHT PROBE INSTRU- 
MENTS REQUIRED AT MMC 
FLIGHT PROBE INSTRU- 
MENT AND SUBSYSTEM 
INTEGRATION AND 
SYSTEM TEST 
COMPLETE FLIGHT UNIT 
ACCEPTANCE TESTING 
DESCENT PROFILE SIMU- 
LATION TESTING FOR 
FLIGHT PROBES 
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT 
INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED 
AT TRW 
FLIGHT SPACKRAFT 
INSTRUMENT INTEGRA- 
TlON AND TEST 
SPACECRAFT AND 
PROBE EVENTS 
PROBE AND SPACECRAFT 
DESIGN REVIEW NO.  3 
REFURBISH ETM SPACECRAFT 
COMPONENTS AS FLIGHT 
SPARES 
LARGE PROBE 
SMALL PROBE 
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT SUB- 
SYSTEM AND SYSTEM 
TESTS, PROBES OFF 
LARGE AND (1) SMALL QUA1 
PROBES REQUIRED AT 
TRW 
PROBE INSTALLATION AND 
PROTOfiLIGHT SPACECRAFT 
QUALIFICATION ENVIRON- 
MENTAL TESTS. PROBES O N  
LARGE AND (3) SMALL 
FLIGHT PROBES REQUIRED 
AT TRW 
PROBE INSTALLATION AND 
SPACKRAFT SUBSYSTEM 
AND SYSTEM TESTS, PROBES 
ON, INCLUDING THERMAL 
VACUUM ACCEPTANCE 
TESTS 
PRESHIPPING MECHANICAV 
ELECTRICAL CHECKS, FLIGHT 
SPACKRAFT AND 
INSTRUMENTS 
PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS 
DATE, BASED UPON 
GO-AHEAD 2/1/74 
1/15/77 
5/15/77-9/15/77 
2/18/77 
3/25, 5/2, 6/3/77 
2/18/77-8/26/77 
I 1/16/77-7/1s/n 
5/10/77 
5/20/77-6/3/77 \ 
6/3/77-8/21/77 
8/1/77 
8/21/77-1 1/14/77 
11/14/77 
1 1/11/77-I/15/7B 
1/15/78-3/24/78 
6/1/7B-7/1/78 / 
INTERFACE LIAISON NEEDED 
WORK RESULTING ACTION ITEMS 
INSTRUMENTS RETURNED TO 
EXPERIMENTERS' FACILITIES AS 
REQUIRED AND DIRECTED BY 
ARC, AFTER EVALUATION OF ALL 
TEST RESULTS 
COORDINATE WITH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS* 
MONITOR INSTRUMENT PER- 
FORMANCE DURING ENVIRON- 
MENTAL TESTS AND EXERCISE 
INSTRUMENTS AS SCHEDULED 
I N  COORDINATION WITH 
ARC/EXPERIMENTERS' 
COORDINATE WITH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS* 
PARTICIPATION BY EXPERIMENT 
ENGINEERS AS INTEGRAL PART 
OF TESTCREW, UNDER DIRK- 
TlON OF TEST DIRKTOR, AND 
BY ARC EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL 
AND P.I. REPRESENTATIVES, IN 
EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION AND 
TEST ACTIVITIES AT TRW, AND 
I N  PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS 
AT CKAFS 
Table A-2. De ta i led  Schedule o f  S c i e n t i f i c  I ns t rumen t  In ter face,  
Integration and T e s t  Ac t i v i t i es  and Cor re la ted  
Spacecraft Ac t i v i t i e s  - O r b i t e r  M i s s i o n  
INTERFACE LIAISON NEEDED EXPERIMENT EVENTS 
RECEIVE ARC PRELIMINARY 
EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION 
DOCUMENT 
ARC SCIENCE EXPERIMENT 
MEETINGS AND REVIEWS 
EXPERIMENT SPLINTER 
MEETINGS AT TRW WITH 
EXPERIMENTER A N D  ARC 
REPRESENTATIVES 
ARC SCIENCE EXPERIMENT 
MEETINGS AND REVIEWS 
EVALUATION BY ARC, INFORMAI 
DISCUSSION AND COORDINA- 
T ION WlTH TRW 
ATTENDANCE/PARTICIPATION BY 
TRW APM FOR EXPERIMENTS 
AND ENGINEERS, AS REQUIRED 
BY ARC 
A l l i h D A h C L  PPk1.C P A l l O h  
BY 1R.\ APM FO* IAPLR M E h l )  
AND LNGlhLLdS. A >  R[OJ RIU 
REQUIREMENTS FROM ARC 
SPECIFICATIONS 
ORBITER SPACECRAFT SYS- 
TEM DESIGN REVIEW NO.  2 
SPACECRAFT EVENTS 
RECEIVE ARC PRELIMINARY 
SPACECRAFT REQUIREMENTS 
DOCUMENT 
TRW SUBMIT SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT-SPACECRAFT 
INTERFACE DOCUMENT TO 
ARC 
RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC 
DOCUMENT-SPACECRAFT 
INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 
TRW REVIEW INTERFACE 
SPECIFICATION A N D  
SPACECRAFTDESIGN i 
RECEIVE FROM ARC 
REVISIONS OF SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT-SPACECRAFT 
INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 
TRW REVISE SPACECRAFT 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS, 
AS REQUIRED 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
REVIEW N O .  I 
SUBMIT SPACECRAFT TEST 
PROGRAM PLAN TO ARC 
RKEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT SYSTEM 
TEST COMPUTER PRO- 
GRAMMING SPECIFICATION 
RECEIVE ARC SCIENTIFIC 
INSTRUMENT SYSTM TEST 
SPECIFICATIONS 
WRITE SPACECRAFT TEST 
PROCEDURES, A N D  WRITE 
AND DEBUG COMPUTER 
FROGRAMS, INCORPOR- 
PORATING INSTRUMENT 
BY ARC 
DATE, BASED UPON 
G O  AHEAD y1 /74  
ASAP (TENTATIVELY 
ASSUMED TO BE 2/4/74) 
3/4/74 
AS CALLED 
UPON COMPLETION OF 
ARC REVIEW OF SPACE- 
CRAFT INTERFACE 
DOCUMENT -4/1/74 
TWO MONTHS 
FOLLOWING RECEIPT 
OF INTERFACE 
SPECIFICATION 
A5 CALLED 
1-3 WEEKS I N  ADVANCE 
OF SPACECRAFT DESIGN 
REVIEW N O .  1 
FOR DESIGN REVIEW 
N O .  1 
9/15/74 
11/1/74 
2/1/75 
5/1/75 
COORDINATE w l r n  ARC IN 
PREPARATION FOR DESIGN 
REVIEW 
WORK RESULTING ACTION 
ITEMS 
EVALUATION BY ARC, INFORMAI 
DISCUSSION AND COORDINA- 
T ION WlTH TRW 
IR.< R E V I E *  SPEC FICAT O h 8  
A h D  ASS.ST lh SOLrl O N  OF 
ANY IhCOMPATIB -11 ES 
IDENTIFIED 
COORDINATE WlTH ARC/ 
EXPERIMENTERS' 
WORK RESULTING ACTION ITEM! 
EXPERIMENTER CONTACTS WHERE REQUIRED WILL BE INITIATED A N D  DIRECTED BY ARC 
Table A-2. De ta i l ed  Schedule of Sc ien t i f i c  I n s t r u m e n t  In ter face,  
Integrat ion and Tes t  Ac t i v i t i e s  and C o r r e l a t e d  
Spacecra f t  Ac t i v i t ies  - O r b i t e r  M i s s i o n  (Continued) 
STRUCTURAL MODEL 1/1/76-3/1/76 
TESTING INSTRUMENT MASS/THERMAL 
MODELS REQUIRED 
THERMAL MODEL TESTING 
DVU/ETM SCIENTIFIC INSTRU- 
MENTS REQUIRED AT TRW 
INTERFACE LIAISON NEEDED EXPERIMENT EVENTS 
t l M  SPACiCRAFI hSIR.- 
M E h l  b N D  I-BSYSIEM 
hTLG4AT O N  A h D  1L,I. 
SOFlt.b&!E \ERIF.CA'lOh 
hl ln DY J INSIRuh8EhlS I 
SPACECRAFT EVENTS DATE BASED UPON 1 GO LHEAD 2/1/74 
IF ESRO PARTICIPATES, TRW 
SHIPS TO ESRO FLIGHT 
SPARE INSTRUMENTS AND 
SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS 
EAPER MEhlERS RttrH6.Sn 
KEP.ACE t l M  SPACECRAFT 
lhSln,~€t.TS A h D  R€l.Rh 
IU IRA A; F l l c d r  rpnaEs 
FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS FLIGHT SPACECRAFT (PROTO/ 8/15/76 
REQUIRED AT TRW (OR FLIGHT) REQUIRED (AT TRW 
ESRO) OR ESRO) ! 1 
REFJ7BISn ETM SPACECRAFT 
EQJ PMENT ,N TS AS 
F ~ l G n l  SPARES 
I 
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT 
INSTRUMENT INTEGRATION 
AND TEST I 
I 
5 1 76-8 1. 70 hS l kJMEh IS  REl.ZhEd TO 
EAPER MENIERS IACII 1 LS 
AS KEQL RED AND D RlC lLD 3Y 
AhC, AFTER EVA..AT.Oh OF 
I f 8 1  RES..TS 
COORDINATE WITH &7C/ 
EXPERIMENTERS* AND 
ARC/ESRO 
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT SUB- 
SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND 
TEST; ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTS; INTEGRATED SYS- 
TEMS TESTS 
MAGNETIC TESTING, FLIGHT 
SPACECRAFT AND 
INSTRUMENTS 
POST-ENVIRONMENTAL 
MKHANICAUELECTRICAL 
CHECKS 
PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS 4/1/78-6/1/70 I I 
*EXPERIMENTER CONTACTS WHERE REQUIRED WILL BE INITIATED AND DIRECTED BY ARC 
Table A-3.  Scientific Instrument Usage 
* 
SYSTEM-CONTRACTOR FABRICATED 
INSTRUMENT 
MASS/THERMAL MODELS* 
DESIGN VERIFICATION UNIT  
PROTOTYPE 
FLIGHT UNIT  
in evaluation of the interface definition by ARC. Based upon such discus- 
sion, TRW will also prepare and submit a revised version of the Space- 
craft and Probe-Scientific Instrument Interface Document as  required by 
ARC. Upon completion of the review process, ARC will issue the Scien- 
tific Instrument-Probe and Spacecraft Interface Specification which, with 
subsequent revisions, remains the controlling instrument interface docu- 
ment throughout the remainder of the program. This milestone event will 
be scheduled by NASAIARC; i t  is shown for purpose of illustration in  the 
present preliminary schedule as  occurring about 1 April 1974. 
As stated in the Announcement of Flight Opportunity packet for 
Pioneer Venus experiments, Document PV-1005.00 issued 20 September 
SPACECRAFT USAGE 
(BUS A N D  ORBITER) 
S TM 
ETM, IF PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT 
N O T  AVAILABLE 
ETM 
PROTO/FLIGHT 
1972, NASA/ARC will hold two experiment project reviews per year,  and 
other science experiment meetings at dates not yet determined. Because 
of the importance of early firming of instrument-spacecraft/probe inter- 
PROBE USAGE 
STM 
E TM 
PROTO/QUAL 
FLIGHT 
faces and the contribution that such meetings can make to working inter- 
face problems, the f i r s t  of such meetings has been arbi trari ly shown in 
the schedule of Table A- I before the issue of the interface specification. 
The second follows, and aids in  the working of action items from, the 
f i r s t  spacecraft and probe design review. Again, this schedule i s  for 
illustration only; ARC science experiment meetings and reviews and 
appropriate contractor participation will be as  scheduled and required 
by ARC. 
After issue by NASAIARC of the Scientific Instrument-Probe and 
Spacecraft Interface Document, efforts to identify and resolve interface 
problems and incompatibilities will be continued through detailed, informal 
discussions among contractor. ARC, and experimenter personnel. 
Experimenter contacts with the spacecraft system contractor will be 
initiated and directed where required by ARC. Under ARC direction, the 
contractor will hold a ser ies  of experimenter splinter meetings at  TRW/ 
Martin Marietta, as  described in Section 3 ,  below. For greatest effec- 
tiveness they might best be held just before the f irst  spacecraft design 
review, as  shown in Table A-1; the scheduling is  subject to change as  
developing needs indicate. In a similar fashion, probe experimenter 
splinter meetings will be held at Martin Marietta in Denver. 
After the final spacecraft and probe design reviews, instrument 
interface problems will continue to be worked as  necessary, but the 
emphasis shifts to pre-integration, integration, and test activities. The 
remaining items of Table A-1 consist of the instrument-related activities 
required by the spacecraft and probe integration and test program. These 
activities are  highly specific in nature, and fall into a necessary and logi- 
cal sequence of milestone events as shown b the tabulation of items below 
the third item in Figure A-5; in comparison, Table A -  1 provides a descrip- 
tion of the nature and method of accomplishment of the activities associated 
with each item in the milestone schedule chart of Figure A-5, with the 
inter-related requirements of experiment events and spacecraft/probe 
events indicated in detail. 
The activity schedules of Figure A-6 and Table A-2 for the orbiter 
mission a re  similar to those of Figure A-5 and Table A-1 for the multi- 
probe mission, except for the absence of probe and probe instrument 
activities. 
The remaining differences a r e  those associated with the possible 
participation of ESRO with NASA in the orbiter mission, with the physical 
integration and system level testing of the scientific instruments and the 
flight spacecraft occurring at the ESRO facility in Holland. These appear 
in the latter part of Table A-2 and Figure A - 6 .  There is  no change in the 
ETM instrument and test activities, as  these are  carried out at TRW as  
before. Participation by: 1) TRW experiment engineers, who have worked 
with the experiment interface engineering since the beginning of the pro- 
gram, a s  an integral part of the test crew under the direction of the test 
director; and by 2) ARC experiment personnel in experiment integration 
and test activities at ESRO is especially important. They a re  needed to 
support the ESRO integration and test  personnel, who have not had pre-  
vious experience with the probe mission integration and test activities. 
For details of the overall integration and test program and its 
scheduling, refer to the TRW Spacecraft Integration and Test Plan; the 
aspects specifically pertaining to the scientific instruments are  presented 
in Section 4. 
3 .  SYSTEM AND DESIGN INTERFACE ACTIVITIES- 
PROBES, PROBE BUS, AND ORBITER 
The purpose of these activities is  to determine and evaluate the sys-  
tem requirements imposed by the experiments on the spacecraft/probe 
system design and to  define the specific interfaces of the spacecraft and 
probes with each scientific instrument. 
As indicated in Figure A-1, the scientific instrument design inter- 
face activities a r e  the same, in concept, for spacecraft and for probe 
instruments. Hence, the description of activities in this section applies 
to  spacecraft and probe instruments alike. These activities w i l l  begin 
promptly at go-ahead, assumed to coincide with the start  of the experi- 
ment implementation phase by NASAIARC. 
The f i r s t  contractor activity will be to update the experiment infor- 
mation from the Phase B study by a detailed review of the information 
defined by ARC during the experiment definition phase. The information 
that will be made available to the contractor i s  outlined in ARC Docu- 
ment PV- 1005.00, Science Management Plan, 1977 Multiprobe Mission, 
Pioneer Venus. This information will include detailed preliminary experi- 
ment descriptions, definition of science instrument interface and support 
requirements, detailed preliminary design of science instrument and 
associated test  equipment and software, and possible identification of 
long-lead instrument development requirements. Typically, this data 
may be compiled in a Preliminary Experiments Description Document 
and a Preliminary SpacecraftlProbe Requirements Document, o r  the 
equivalent, to be supplied to  the spacecraft and probe contractor. Addi- 
tional information may be obtained from NASAIARC briefings, formal 
experiment meetings, and from selected experiment proposals and 
informal contact with experimenters. 
The experiment and instrument descriptions wi l l  be reviewed to 
determine among other things the effect of the following on the space- 
craftlprobe system design: 
Probe and probe bus target requirements 
Required trajectories and orbits 
Attitude requirements and accuracies 
Data handling and sampling schedules 
Mechanical, electrical and thermal requirements 
Instrument operational requirements 
Preliminary instrument test and integration requirements. 
Experiment requirements will be compared with the spacecraft and probe 
design capabilities to verify that interface requirements are  met as  
stated at this time. This activity will be performed in close coordination 
with ARC to ensure that the requirements a r e  met in the most cost- 
effective manner. 
The results of this activity will be documented in the Spacecraft and 
Probe-Scientific Instrument Interface Document and submitted to ARC for 
review. After review, the document will be revised a s  required. ARC 
wi l l  then formally issue the Scientific Instrument-Spacecraft and Probe 
Interface Specification, which becomes thereafter, with revisions as  
issued, the basic control document for instrument interface design for 
the probes and for the spacecraft. 
The contractor, using the appropriate system and subsystem engi- 
neers, will then car ry  out detailed review of these specifications and also 
the design of the spacecraft and probes. The purpose of this review will 
be to ensure that all instrument interfaces a r e  adequately defined, that 
they satisfy the experiment requirements, and a r e  compatible with probe 
and spacecraft capabilities. The results of the review will be presented 
at the science experiment section of the f i rs t  formal contractor probe 
and spacecraft design reviews. 
When design and interface incompatibilities a r e  identified, a flexi- 
ble combination of well established, effective procedures will be employed. 
Firs t  there will be prompt, informal communication and discussion of 
problems and potential interface changes with ARC and, as  directed, 
with experimenters and their engineering staffs in coordination with ARC. 
Secondly, interface changes under control of NASA/ARC will be con- 
sidered. In the latter case, the following procedure will be employed. 
After the f irst  official issue by ARC of the Scientific Instrument- 
Probe and Spacecraft Interface Specification, all changes thereto w i l l  be 
issued by ARC after evaluation of formal change requests. Such requests 
may be initiated by exper imenters /A~C on the one hand, or by the con- 
tractor on the other. Based upon the proven simple and effective 
Pioneer i0 and i i  procedure for such requests, i f  initiated by TRW as  
spacecraft and probe contractor, an engineering change proposal form 
will be submitted to ARC; this describes the requested change and 
includes an estimated dollar cost and associated required action date, 
in sufficient detail for evaluation by ARC and coordination/discussion 
with the experimenter(s) affected. If the change request is  initiated by 
ARC/experimenter(s), a proposed change of project documentation form 
will be submitted by ARC to TRW for evaluation in terms of spacecraft 
and/or probe technical and cost impact. Response will be by formal 
letter from the TRW Pioneer Venus project office. In either case, 
evaluation of the proposed change by all parties concerned may involve 
informal discussions and analyses by experimenters, ARC, and con- 
tractor personnel. If approved by ARC, the change is  implemented by 
the issue by ARC of a revision to the Scientific Instrument-Probe and 
Spacecraft Interface Specification; in most cases this is  efficiently 
accomplished by sending single replacement pages with a marginal 
number notation to indicate the changed section(s) and suitable date and 
designation data in standard form as  they appear at  the bottom of each 
page. The contractor will be responsible for transmitting and imple- 
menting all revision changes within the spacecraft and probe system and 
subsystem design and engineering groups. As formal documents, engi- 
neering change proposals, proposed change of project documentation 
forms, and specification revisions approved by ARC will be transmitted 
through the TRW Pioneer Venus project office. 
Preliminary scientific instrument integration and test  information 
will be a part  of the instrument interface and requirements data received 
and worked, but the emphasis initially will be on the spacecraft/probe 
design and interfaces, and will gradually shift to the instrument integra- 
tion and test program as  the project advances, a s  shown by the detailed 
schedules given in Section 2.3, above. 
Scientific instrument interface management requires participation 
by contractor personnel in the following science experiment reviews and 
meetings: 
1 ) ARC Project Reviews -two meetings at ARC during the experi- 
ment definition phase a r e  listed in the Announcement of Flight 
Opportunities for the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe Mission. It is  
assumed that similar meetings will be held during the experi- 
ment implementation phase, and similarly for the orbiter mis-  
sion. Attendance by the TRW APM for experiments, the MMC 
probe experiment manager, and staff engineers as  required. 
2 )  ARC ScienceExpe_ri_m_ent Meetings (both informal working meet- 
ings and formal design reviews) -attendance by the TRWIMMC 
experiment managers, as  appropriate for the subject experi- 
ments, with corresponding staff engineers. 
3 )  Preliminary and Final Spacecraft and Probe Design Reviews 
Held at TRW and MMC-TRW procedure is  essentially that 
employed successfully on the Pioneer 10 and i i  program and 
for-details refer to the reliability program described in Volume 
I1 of this study. It provides for two preliminary reviews ( a  
conceptual and a research and development review) and a final 
review, with the possibility of combining Nos. 2) and 3 )  for 
some areas,  such as  MGSE. Attendance and monitoring by 
ARC personnel i s  invited and expected; personnel from the 
TRWIMMC experiment groups will attend these reviews. 
In addition to the above reviews and meetings, TRW under ARC 
direction will hold a ser ies  of experiment splinter meetings at TRW, as  
required, for several  experimenters and/or their representatives and 
engineers (and possibly subcontractor engineers), with ARC representa- 
tives present to monitor and participate. Previous experience strongly 
indicates that some interface design problems can be worked most effec- 
tively and economically when spacecraft system and subsystem specialists 
a r e  available a s  needed for each individual problem, and the entire gamut 
of problems relating to each experiment can be worked in detail at  one 
time. It i s  most helpful to hold such meetings well in advance of formal 
design reviews in order to reduce greatly the number of unresolved 
problems and action items resulting from the formal review. The f i rs t  
of such meetings might well be held immediately after the intensive 
review by TRW of the spacecraft design and the Spacecraft-Scientific 
Instrument Interface Specifications and before the f i rs t  spacecraft design 
review. In the case of identified special problems, meetings for specific 
experiments may profitably be held prior to or following NASAIARC 
science experiment meetings, as requested by TRW and arranged by ARC. 
Although the splinter meetings will be informal working meetings, 
they will be planned carefully for a few experiments at  a time, with 
attendees and agendas circulated in advance, and with the sequence of 
such meetings extending over several weeks. Similar splinter meetings 
for probe experiments will be held at MMC. 
It is  probable that experimente;s o r  their contractors will hold the 
equivalent of preliminary design reviews on each instrument, as  well as  
breadboard demonstrations. It is desirable that representatives of the 
spacecraft and probe contractor 's experiment interface and integration 
group participate to an extent determined by NASAIARC. 
4. INTEGRATION AND TEST ACTIVITIES 
In a narrow sense, scientific instrument integration refers to the 
physical mating of the instruments with their corresponding spacecraft 
o r  probe vehicles. In a broader sense, this term also includes all the 
necessary pre-integration activities which prepare for and lead to a 
successful integration and tes t  sequence, together with associated acti- 
vities such a s  test  evaluation, instrument calibration, determination of 
baseline performance parameters, etc. Pre-integration and test  activi- 
ties (including definition of instrument GSE requirements by ARC/experi- 
menters, fabrication of instrument GSE, test planning, and software 
preparation and verification for experiment GSE) involve extensive inter- 
face liaison activities between ARC/experimenters and contractor per-  
sonnel and a r e  initiated early in the program. Similarly, early testing 
with the structural/thermal model probes and spacecraft, fabrication 
and testing of prototype probes and probe instruments and the ETM 
spacecraft and instruments a r e  closely related with, and flow from, 
continued interface liaison work directed toward integration and test 
activities. 
Experiment engineers who have worked in the design interface 
activities from the s tar t  of the program will become experiment test  
engineers when the scientific instruments a r e  delivered to TRW/MMC. 
This takes full advantage of the experience and knowledge gained during 
the early phases of the project and provides continuity throughout all 
instrument-related activities. It i s  anticipated that NASA/ARC will 
provide experiment test engineers to support the experiment test activi- 
ties of the contractors. The number of contractor experiment test engi- 
neers required will, of course, depend on the size of the NASA/ARC 
support group. 
Upon reaching the actual spacecraft integration and test phase of 
the program, the integration and test activities will be under control of 
the APM for integration, test, and launch, with the TRW/MMC experi- 
ment groups supplying a support function for information and aid in work- 
ing instrument-related problems and maintaining the necessary instru- 
ment support facilities and documentation. 
4.1 Probe Bus and Orbiter 
The scientific instrument integration and test activities for the 
probe bus and orbiter spacecraft a r e  part of the overall system integra- 
tion and test program for each spacecraft. These programs a r e  described 
in detail in the TRW Spacecraft Integration and Test Plan. The GFE 
flight instruments a r e  delivered to TRW (or ESRO, in the case of 
European participation in the orbiter mission); ETM instruments a r e  
delivered to TRW for both missions. In the case of the probe mission 
spacecraft, the probes a r e  delivered to TRW by MMC, with the scientific 
instruments integrated and tested a s  described in Section 4.2 below; the 
probes are  regarded essentially a s  spacecraft system units, as  described 
in the above-referenced Spacecraft Integration and Test Plan. 
TRW will provide office space for ARCIexperimenter personnel 
convenient to the integration area  and an experiment laboratory will be 
available for experiment bench tests,  auxiliary equipment storage, etc. 
Experimenters or their representatives and ARC representatives will 
participate in all bench tests, experiment integration and compatibility 
verification, and in al l  special experiment checks. ARC/experimenter 
representatives will review data at TRW during or subsequent to the per- 
formance of all systems verification operations. The experiment inte- 
gration engineers will maintain a log of all experiment operations during 
the integration and test  program. Similar procedures will be followed 
to the fullest extent possible i f  the integration of the orbiter flight space- 
craft occurs at the ESRO facility, a s  will be arranged by detailed liaison 
with ARC/ESRO. The prelaunch test program for scientific instruments 
to be carried out at  ETR will again be an integral part of the complete 
integrated system test  program at the launch site and will include 
selected parts of the scientific instrument test program outlined here. 
Following i s  an outline of that part  of the complete spacecraft 
system integration and test program which is  concerned specifically 
with the probe bus and orbiter scientific instruments. 
TASK 1: RECEIVING 
The scientific instrument i s  received by the NASAfexperiment test 
engineer (ETE) in  the Experiment Laboratory. Integration planning 
and property a r e  notified and an R&O is generated specifying 
receiving-inspection, mass  properties determinations and, in the 
case of DVU and prototype instruments, RFI testing is  required. 
TASK 2: INSPECTION 
Quality Assurance and mass properties a r e  notified. Visual inspec- 
tion of the instrument is  performed and discrepancies noted on the 
R&O. Weight and center of gravity determinations are  made and 
data recorded on the R&O. The instrument i s  then submitted for 
RFI testing a s  required. 
TASK 3: SIMULATOR CHECK 
Upon successful completion of Tasks 1 and 2, the instrument i s  
returned to the Experiment Laboratory and a simulator check i s  
performed. The instrument i s  held in the Experiment Laboratory 
until the schedules require it for integration on the spacecraft. 
TASK 4: INTEGRATION ON THE SPACECRAFT 
The instrument is delivered to the spacecraft integration area  by 
the ETE and integration performed per formal NASA-approved 
procedures. The integration of the instrument consists of a 
number of tests  a s  shown below: 
i )  Mechanical Interface. When the instrument is  placed on the 
spacecraft for  monitoring, the footprint is  verified, mechanical 
interference with respect to adjacent equipment, aperture open- 
ing, etc., a r e  checked. Torquing of mounting hardware is  
performed per the platform installation drawings. 
2 )  Bonding Resistance. Using a low range resistance meter, 
the bonding resistance between the interface connectors and 
spacecraf<ground i s  measured, recorded, and verified to 
specification limits. 
3 )  Fault Voltage-Spacecraft Side. A ser ies  fuse box is  installed 
between the instrument and the spacecraft interface. All lines 
between the instrument and spacecraft a r e  opened. Spacecraft 
power i s  turned on and fault voltage is  measured using a DVM 
at each interface signal line at spacecraft side and verified 
within specification limits. 
4 )  Fault Voltage-Instrument Side. The primary power and 
return lines on the ITC a r e  closed to permit instrument 
power turn on. A ser ies  fuse box, fuse equivalent to the fuse 
Gequirement for the particular instrument; is  switched into 
the power line and instrument power commanded on. Fault 
voltages a r e  then checked a s  for the spacecraft side described 
in 3 )  above. 
5) Instrument Power Profile 
a )  Normal Turn-On Mode. With the fault voltages verified 
satisfactory, the power profile of the instrument is  then 
checked. On the SFB, the primary power line i s  opened 
and a 0. i -ohm resistor installed in ser ies  across it. A 
0. i -ohm resistor is  used to  minimize voltage drop. A 
DVM is placed across the resistor  to measure the voltage 
drop, which is  then converted to current. All other signal 
lines to the instruments a r e  closed on the SFB so  the 
instrument i s  totally functional. The spacecraft and 
instrument power a r e  turned on and current into the 
instrument verified a s  nominal, whereupon the SFB 
fuse i s  switched out of the circuit to eliminate the 
voltage drop across it. Current and voltage then a r e  
recorded and the instrument input power calculated. 
b) Other Instrument Modes. Other instrument operating 
modes which increase instrument power consumption a r e  
exercised and power consumption calculated as in a )  above. 
Instrument and spacecraft power a r e  turned off in prepara- 
tion for the next test. 
c )  Instrument Turn-On. The test configuration is  maintained 
and instrument power i s  turned on. The in-rush is  photo- 
graphed and, frbm the photographs, in-rush current  is  veri-  
fied within specification limits. Instrument and spacecraft 
power a r e  turned off in preparation for the next test. 
6 )  Inrush Current 
a )  Spacecraft Power Turn-On. Since the primary bus power 
i s  supplied to the instrument when spacecraft power i s  on, 
i t  is  desirable to check the in-rush surge current when 
spacecraft power is  applied to the instrument inertia c i r -  
cuitry. Excessive in-rush currents can degrade the solid 
state fuses used on the spacecraft to fuse the instrument 
power bus. 
The 0. i -ohm resistor  i s  replaced with i .  0 ohm to increase 
measurement sensitivity and accuracy. Oscilloscope leads 
a r e  placed across the resistor using iX probes. Space- 
craft power i s  turned on and the in-rush current photo- 
graphed. Spacecraft in-rush current i s  measured from 
the photograph. The photograph becomes part of the test 
data package. Spacecraft power i s  left on in preparation 
for the next test. 
7)  Interface Signals. The tests  are  designed to verify both instru- 
ment and spacecraft interface signal parameters with both con- 
nected (under load). The SFB i s  removed and an interface test 
connector, cable, and breakout box installed to provide access 
to each individual signal line. Spacecraft power i s  turned on 
and the signal lines are  checked as  follows: 
a )  Power On/Off Line. The steady state value of this signal 
i s  checked with instrument power off using a DVM. Instru- 
ment power is turned on and the on-state value i s  recorded. 
b) Analog Signals. All analog signals a r e  then checked to 
verify operation Values obtained under ambient test 
conditions a r e  recorded. 
c )  Pulse or  Digital Signals. Using an oscilloscope with 1 OX 
probes, all pulse signals a r e  measured to verify proper 
limits of r i se  time, fall time, amplitude, and duration. 
d) Pulse Commands. Using an oscilloscope, proper com- 
mand characteristics a r e  verified for pulse commands 
regarding r i se  and fall time, amplitude, and duration. 
Functional verification of commands is  not obtained at 
this time since software has not been verified. 
8) Noise Tests. Spacecraft o r  instrument generated noise trans- 
mitted on or  coupled through to interface lines is  measured for  
each instrument in turn with all other instruments disconnected. 
This test  i s  performed in this way to provide a noise baseline 
since it has been found that as  each instrument is  connected, 
noise characteristics will vary. 
Using an oscilloscope, the peak-to-peak noise on each inter- 
face line i s  recorded. Where specification limits a r e  
exceeded, a photograph i s  taken and the amplitude and repeti- 
tion rate of the noise recorded. 
A final noise measurement test i s  performed in the test  
described in the next section. 
9 )  Instrument Data Check. Instrument and spacecraft power i s  
turned off. The ITC's land breakout box a r e  removed and the 
spacecraft harness mated to the instrument. Spacecraft and 
instrument power a r e  turned on. The spacecraft and instru- 
ment a r e  configured per specification requirements and a 
data check performed to verify proper operation of the instru- 
ment. 
In the engineering and prototype phase of the program, this 
test will also be used to validate the computer programming 
requirements for each instrument. 
TASK 5: DETAILED INSTRUMENT TESTS 
These tests, designed to verify instrument operation under most 
spacecraft and instrument operating modes, a r e  detailed below: 
Spacecraft turn-on and configuration to nominal flight configura- 
tion. 
Instrument turn-on, data check, and calibration with and with- 
out stimulus, a s  required. 
Instrument-to-instrument interference test wherein the instru- 
ment under test  is configured to a preferred mode and al l  other 
instruments a r e  exercised through power offlon and a l l  opera- 
tional modes to determine any interference between instruments. 
Spacecraft-to-instrument interference wherein again the instru- 
ment under test  i s  placed in a preferred mode. The spacecraft 
subsystems a r e  then operated throughout various modes a s  i n  
flight to determine any interference with the instruments. 
"Special instrument test requirements" i s  a section of the test  
designed to provide additional testing unique for particular instru- 
ments, such a s  special calibration of detectors, of bit rate, for- 
mat teats,  etc. 
TASK 6 :  INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST NO. 1 
The integrated system test  is  a combined spacecraft/instrument 
test  and i s  used throughout the spacecraft test  program to provide 
quick-look reference data points to establish any instrument degrada- 
tion throughout the program as  well a s  subsequent to major systems 
test. The tes t  itself i s  divided into two sections, engineering and 
science: 
The engineering test  simulates a mission profile of launch, 
orientation, and flight, and verifies preparation of the space- 
craft  subsystems. 
The science test  simulates a flight profile. Instruments a r e  
exercised and stimulated with GSE, radioactive, or on-board 
instrument stimulus to simulate flight data. It is  recommended 
that the use  of hardline GSE stimulus be minimized so as  to 
maintain a simulated flight and simplify test  operations. GSE 
has proven to  be a fair ly unreliable test tool on past spacecraft 
programs. 
TASK 7: INSTRUMENT ALIGNMENTS 
Those instruments having optical alignment requirements a r e  
aligned to specification requirements using a spacecraft alignment 
facility designed and developed for this purpose. Alignments a r e  
performed at  this time to verify integrity during the subsequent 
vibration test. 
TASK 8: SPACECRAFT VIBRATION TEST 
The vibration test is  performed to verify spacecraft survival of the 
simulated launch environment. 
The spacecraft i s  transferred to the vibration facility where i t  is  
configured for vibration testing in accordance with launch vehicle 
requirements. 
The test  i s  performed once in each of the three spacecraft axes. 
The spacecraft power i s  on and configured to a typical launch con- 
figuration. Spacecraft data is  monitored throughout the vibration 
period. Instruments a r e  not normally on during launch and there- 
fore data is  not monitored. A functional check of both spacecraft 
and instruments i s  normally performed after vibration in each 
spacecraft axis. These tests are  abbreviated functional checks. 
A more detailed look at instruments is  performed during the post 
vibration IST (See Task 10). 
TASK 9: ALIGNMENT VERIFICATION 
This test is performed to verify that alignment requirements a r e  
still within specification limits subsequent to vibrationtesting. 
TASK 10: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST NO. 2 
(See Task 6 for detailed description of IST tests). 
TASK 11 : SPACECRAFT MAGNETICS TESTING 
The magnetic tests  a r e  a se r ies  of tests  designed to place the 
spacecraft in a magnetically clean state and measure the residual 
magnetism of the spacecraft. These tests  consist of the following: 
Spacecraft functional test  performed to verify spacecraft opera- 
tion subsequent to shipment to the magnetic test site 
Spacecraft operating modes 
Spacecraft magnetized test 
Spacecraft demagnetized test  
TASK 12: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST NO. 3 
This IST i s  performed to provide baseline data prior to thermal 
vacuum testing. (See Task 6). 
TASK 13: -THERMAL VACUUM TESTING 
This test i s  performed to verify operation of the spacecraft system 
under simulated space environment in addition to verifying the 
thermal design. 
The use  of instrument GSE for this test is not recommended due to 
the complexity of the test  configuration. The use of on-board cali- 
bration or  stimulus sources i s  recommended. 
TASK 14: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST NO. 4 
This IST i s  performed to provide data to evaluate effects of the 
t h e r m a l  vacuum environment on the spacecraft and scientific 
instruments (see Task 6). 
TASK i 5: REMOVE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS FOR CALIBRATION 
Subsequent to thermal vacuum tests,  the instruments may be 
removed for detailed calibration by the experimenter. 
TASK 16: REINTEGRATE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
Upon return of the instruments to TRW, numerous tasks will be 
repeated such a s  Task i :  Receiving. Task 2; Inspection, Task 3: 
Simulator Check, and Task 4: Integration on the Spacecraft. 
TASK 17: POST-ENVIRONMENTAL AND ETR INSTRUMENT TESTS 
These tests  a r e  performed to provide instrument baseline opera- 
tional data for comparison subsequent to shipment of the spacecraft 
to  ETR. They a r e  similar to the detailed instrument tests described 
in  Task 5 with the deletion of the interference portions of those tests. 
TASK 18: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST NO. 5 
An IST i s  performed at this time to verify overall systems operation 
and provide baseline data for the IST to be performed at ETR (see 
Task 6). 
TASK 19: FINAL ALIGNMENT OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
Since some o r  all of the scientific instruments may have been 
removed (Task i s ) ,  realignment will be required. 
Based upon TRW's previous experience, a l is t  of recommendations 
for the Pioneer Venus program to minimize scientific instrument 
problems in the spacecraft integration and test program is  given 
in the following paragraphs. 
INSTRUMENT DESIGN 
1 ) Mechanical -General 
a )  Consideration should be given to the use of uniform mount- 
ing hardware for instruments. Use of nonstandard hard- 
ware such a s  long feedthrough or specially machined hard- 
ware should be discouraged or prohibited. 
b) Standard mounting tab configuration and size should be 
adopted. 
c )  Mounting tab location with respect to spacecraft platform 
location should be considered regarding access to mounting 
hardware for ease of installation and removal. 
d) Aperture or telescope covers should be designed for  easy- 
off, easy-on handling, and should consider multiple func- 
tion design, such a s  protective cover and source holder for 
test operations. 
e )  Purge tube design should consider environmental constraints. 
Purge tubes should be incorporated into aperture o r  tele- 
scope design wherever possible, otherwise access, when 
in the spacecraft compartment, should be a consideration. 
f )  Access to mounting hardware and all interface harness con- 
nectors must be considered. All harness connectors must 
be at least 1 -1 /2 inches above platform. If access to test 
connectors i s  required during systems tests, these con- 
nectors must be mounted on top of instrument package. 
These accessibility requirements must be provided, and 
other requirements must accommodate to this. 
g) Mounting of physical stimuli (calibration sources, light 
stimuli, etc. ) must consider location of, and sensors'  
penetration of, the spacecraft wall, and must consider 
adjacent black bcures and their test  requirements; e. g., 
the size of adjacent test  consoles must be considered. 
2)  Mechanical -Alignments 
a )  Instrument design should incorporate means of achieving 
alignment requirements without the use of shims, to avoid 
affecting platform bonding resistance. 
b) The alignment parameters should be expressed in terms 
identical to the spacecraft coordinate system orientation, 
and realistic alignment requirements must be defined 
accurately and early. 
c)  Consideration should be given to incorporating alignment 
targets into the design of the instrument, such as  combin- 
ing target mi r rors  on telescope covers or providing bench 
marks on instruments without telescopes. 
3 )  Electrical-General 
a )  Instrument power turn on circuitry should be designed 
similar to the Pioneers 1 0  and t i ,  viz. 28 VDC i s  
supplied to the instrument when spacecraft i s  turned on. 
Instrument turn on/off accomplished in the return side, by 
controlling 28 VDC to clock oscillator i n  instrument con- 
verter  and down s t ream from filter networks to avoid large 
in-rush problems. 
b) Instrument input voltage should be specified at  the instru- 
ment connector, o r  at  other clearly specified location. 
c )  Instrument to spacecraft interface circuitry must be pro- 
vided for each scientific instrument on both the instrument 
and spacecraft sides of the interfaces. 
d) Input and output impedances with specified minimum/ 
maximum tolerances must be provided for each interface 
circuit for each instrument. 
e )  Instrument power requirements with minimum/maximum 
tolerance must be specified and tightly controlled. Periodic 
updates to specified power requirements should be provided 
to the spacecraft contractor. Consideration should be given 
to the desirability of specifying instrument power as  watts 
o r  as  current with a nominal 28 VDC input, but with mini- 
mum/maximum tolerance in  either case. 
f )  Realistic fault voltage data must be provided to eliminate 
misinterpretation and confusion. 
g) Rise and fall t imes for al l  digital circuits must be speci- 
fied precisely and realistically at  the instrument interface 
at  a prescribed input and output impedance and method of 
measurement (particularly important for word gate fall 
times). 
h) Instruments should be designed with appropriate reset c i r -  
cuitry to configure to a preferred status upon instrument 
power turn-on. 
i) Spacecraft functions must never be directly connected to 
instrument test connectors without isolation provision to 
prevent a dead short which would clobber the entire space- 
craft. 
4)  Connectors 
a )  General 
Wherever possible, the use of standard connectors 
should be established. 
Use of end pins should be discouraged to reduce the 
possibility of insulator block cracking of female con- 
nectors. 
The use of keyed connectors should be considered, e. g., 
the D-series connectors can be keyed by the use of 
blank pins in selected locations. 
b) Interface Connectors 
Access to the instrument should be considered when 
locating interface connectors. 
If more than one connector is  used, sufficient space 
should be provided between connectors to allow use 
of a demating tool. 
Interface connectors should be located at least 1-1 12 
inches above the mounting platform. 
The use  of connector savers in the form of an ITC 
should be considered to minimize mating-demating on 
the instrument side and permit test point access i f  
required. 
c )  Test Connectors 
Use of common power tes t  connector with associated 
in-flight jumper (for current monitor) and fuse con- 
nector should be considered. Fuse connector must be 
located so as  to be accessible for current measure- 
ment. Access to these connectors should be provided 
from outside the spacecraft, preferably at  the main 
test  connector panel. 
Test connectors should be located to provide easy 
access for GSE cables or test plugs. 
TEST EQUIPMENT DESIGN 
GSE 1) -
a)  Design of GSE which must provide a stimulus in close 
proximity to the spacecraft must consider space available 
in the area  of the spacecraft when in test  configuration. 
Consideration should be given to the requirement of similar 
equipment in adjacent areas. 
b) Stimulus equipment as- described above should be provided 
with suitable stands o r  tripods for all test  configurations. 
c )  If the GSE requires synchronizing or  clocking pulses from 
the spacecraft o r  system test set, use the same terminology 
to avoid confusion. 
2 )  Peripheral Equipment. Peripheral equipment such a s  scopes 
on signal generators should be designed in or supplied separately 
to avoid possible test  delay should such equipment not be avail- 
able by the contractor at time of test. 
TEST ENVIRONMENT 
1 )  Temperature 
a )  Normal Test Environment. Temperature limits of the 
normal test environment should be established early to 
allow planning for any special requirements. 
b) Thermal Vacuum Test Environment. Temperature limits 
during thermal vacuum tes t iw should be provided early to 
- - 
permit incorporation into test planning operations and pro- 
cedures. 
2)  Humidity. The affects of humidity on instrument sensors should 
be established prior to start  of the formal test  program to per-  
mit proper planning for control, or design and fabrication of 
special fixtures o r  equipment to maintain the requirements a s  
established. 
3 )  Chemicals. Lnstrument susceptibility to chemical cleaning 
agents, propellant o r  other agents must be identified early 
in the program to prevent inadvertent damage. 
4 )  Spacecraft Configuration. Test requirements for individual 
instruments should consider normal test configuration of the 
spacecraft. Instrument tests  that require the spacecraft to be 
placed in an abnormal position should be discouraged due to 
the possibility of damage during handling, etc. 
4.2 Probes 
The tasks associated with the integration and test of probe instru- 
ments with the probes a r e  basically similar to  those discussed in  Section 
4. i for probe bus and orbiter instruments. The differences in scheduling 
in order to allow fully integrated probes to be delivered for ETM and 
flight spacecraft integration and test have been outlined in Section 2.3, 
and shown in the schedules of Figure A-5 and Table A- 1. In addition. 
there a r e  differences in the interrelationships among prototype, qualifica- 
tion, and acceptance testing and the utilization of these test  results; these 
differences a r e  shown in the task summaries given below. 
The experiment integration group under i ts  experiment manager 
will continue at  MMC into and through the integration and test phase of the 
program. The integration of the scientific instruments into the probes 
will be performed a t  MMC in Denver, and the GFE instruments should be 
physically delivered directly to MMC. Thes ize  of the group during this 
phase will be governed to some extent by the number of NASA/ARC experi- 
ment engineers i n  residence at  MMC. During the spacecraft integration 
activities, a small number of MMC experiment engineers will be present 
a t  TRW as  needed during appropriate portions of the all-up (i. e., with 
probes installed) portions of the probe bus ETM and flight system integra- 
tion test  programs. 
The f i r s t  group of tasks consists of those general activities associ- 
ated with pre-flight-model instruments. These include pre-integration 
testing and may have an impact upon the latter stages of design activities. 
They are :  
ACTIVITY NO. 1 AND 2: DESIGN AND PRODUCE EXPERlMENT BENCH 
TEST HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; DESIGN PROBE ELECTRONIC 
These two tasks a r e  scheduled to be completed in  the third quarter 
after go-ahead. Liaison between the experimenter (and his con- 
tractor)  and the probe system contractor i s  highly desirable in this 
effort to minimize duplication and maximize utilization of developed 
hardware and software. 
ACTIVITY NO. 3: CONDUCT PROBE ELECTRICAL TEST MODEL 
(ETM) TESTS 
Testing of the probe ETM i s  currently scheduled to begin in the i6th 
month after go-ahead. Qualification tests  of the experiment engi- 
neering models (design verification unit, DVU) i s  scheduled for com- 
pletion by the end of the iZth month after go-ahead. The present 
plan is to  utilize the DVU of each experiment in the probe ETM. 
Therefore, these units, along with one se t  of GSE, must be made 
available immediately after completion of their qualification tests. 
To rapidly integrate these instruments into the ETM and ensure 
their proper functioning, it will be necessary to have personnel 
present who a r e  familiar with each instrument. These can either be 
furnished by the experimenter, by NASA, or by the system contrac- 
tor.  In any event, liaison between personnel familiar with the ETM 
and instruments will be required. 
ACTIVITY NO. 4: INFORMATION FOR THE FABRICATION OF PROTO- 
TYPE INSTRUMENTS 
Since the ETM tests  a r e  a verification of the interface between the 
probe subsystems and the instruments, the results of the test  should 
be made known to the experimenter in a form and in sufficient time 
for him to consider the results with fabrication of his prototype unit. 
The results may require some change to  the instrument o r  probe 
interfaces. Fo r  this purpose we would prepare, and furnish to 
NASA for distribution to each experimenter, a copy of the ETM test  
results pertinent to  his  instrument. 
ACTIVITY NO. 5: PROTOTYPE INSTRUMENT INTEGRATION AND 
SYSTEMS TESTS 
This experiment event correlates directly with the qualification test, 
large probe and small probe. These events occur 31 months after 
go-ahead for the large probe and approximately 3 months later  for 
the small probe. The instruments should be delivered to the probe 
contractor 2 o r  3 weeks prior to the system qualification tes t  to  
allow for functional checkout tests,  main science equipment assem- 
bly tests,  and physical integration with the probe. This work will 
be supervised by personnel from MMC's experiment integration 
group, who have by this time become quite familiar with the opera- 
tion of the instrument. Leading up to  this activity, the contractor 
will have obtained instrument test specifications from NASAIARC. 
These procedures will be integrated into the system level qualifica- 
tion test  procedures. Liaison effort with the experimenter and his 
test  engineer may be needed to develop specialized techniques for 
checking out the instrument in the system configuration where the 
bench test  points will no longer be available. 
The second group of tasks consists of the integration and test  activi- 
ties for the night instruments with the large and small flight probes. 
This phase begins with the receipt of the flight instruments nomi- 
nally 36 months after go-ahead (several months later  for the small 
probes, a s  shown in the milestone schedule). The tasks and procedures 
of this phase a r e  not entirely new, as  much of the same work was done for 
the earl ier  versions of the science instruments i n  the preceding phase. 
The following is a brief but detailed breakdown of the major tasks pertain- 
ing to the science instruments. It i s  not a complete list  or description of 
al l  tests and omits some of the repetitive sequences conducted a t  the sys- 
tem level. 
TASK 1: RECEIVING INSPECTION 
The scientific instrument i s  received by the experiment test  engi- 
neer in the Experiment Laboratory. Quality assurance and mass  
properties a r e  notified. Visual inspection of the instrument is  per- 
formed and discrepancies noted. Weight and center of gravity 
determinations a r e  made and data recorded. The instrument i s  
then submitted for RFI testing, if required. 
TASK 2: SIMULATOR CHECK 
Upon successful completion of Task 1, the instrument i s  returned to 
the Experiment Gbora to ry  and a simulator check is performed. 
The instrument i s  held in the laboratory until required for  integra- 
tion into the main science equipment assembly. 
TASK 3: MAIN SCIENCE EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY SUBSYSTEM 
COMPATIBILITY TESTS 
Science instrument electronics (in some cases without the sensors)  
will be assembled to the probe equipment shelf. Instruments having 
separated sensors such a s  the shock layer radiometer o r  tempera- 
ture gauges shall have these sensors connected via adapter cables 
o r  use sensor simulators. Fo r  some of these tests  the main science 
equipment assembly wi l l  be integrated with the communication and 
power equipment assembly. 
1) Mechanical Interface. When the instrument is  placed on the 
shelf for monitoring, the footprint i s  verified, and mechanical 
interference with respect to adjacent instruments is  checked. 
Torqueing of mounting hardware i s  performed per the installa- 
tion drawings. 
2 )  Bonding Resistance. Using a low range resistance mctcr, the 
bondine resistanc<betwcen the interface connectors and probe 
- 
ground i s  measured, recorded, and verified to specification 
limits. 
3 )  Fault Voltage - Probe Side. A ser ies  fuse box i s  installed 
between the instrument and the probe interface. All lines 
between the instrument and probe a r e  opened. Probe power is  
turned on and fault voltage i s  measured using a digital volt 
meter  at  each interface signal line at  the probe side and veri- 
fied within specification limits. 
4 )  Fault Voltage - Instrument Side. The primary power and 
return lines on the series fuse box a r e  closed to permit instru- 
ment power turn on. A series fuse box fuse equivalent to the 
fuse requirement for the particular instrument i s  switched into 
the power line and instrument power commanded on. Fault vol- 
tages a r e  then checked a s  for the probe side a s  described in 3) 
above. 
5) Instrument Power Profile 
a )  Normal Turn-On Mode. With the fault voltages verified 
satisfactory, the power profile of the instrument i s  then 
checked. 0n the ser ies  >use box the primary power line is  
opened and a 0.1-ohm resistor  installed in  ser ies  across 
it. A 0. I-ohm resistor i s  used to minimize voltage drop. 
A digital volt meter, used to  measure voltage drop across 
the resistor ,  which can be converted to current i s  placed 
across  the resistor. AU other signal lines to  the instru- 
ments a r e  closed on the ser ies  fuse box so  the instrument 
is  totally functional. The probe and instrument power a r e  
turned on and current' into the instrument verified as  nomi- 
nal whereupon the ser ies  fuse box fuse i s  switched out of 
the circuit to eliminate voltage drop across  it. Current 
and voltage then a re  recorded and the instrument input 
power calculated. 
b) Other Instrument Modes. Other instrument operating 
modes which increase instrument power consumption a re  
exercised and power consumption calculated as  in a )  above. 
Jnstrument and probe power a r e  turned off in preparation 
for the next test. 
c )  Instrument Turn-On. The test  configuration is  maintained 
and instrument power is turned on. The in-rush is photo- 
graphed and from the photographs in-rush current is veri- 
fied within specification limits. Instrument and probe 
power a r e  turned off in preparation for  the next test. 
6 )  In-Rush Current 
a )  Probe Power Turn-On. Since the primary bus power is 
supplied to the instrument when probe power is on, it i s  
desirable to  check the in-rush surge current when probe 
power is applied to the instrument inertia circuitry. Exces- 
sive in-rush currents can degrade the solid-state fuses 
used on the probe to fuse the instrument power bus. The 
0. 1-ohm resistor  i s  replaced with 1.0 ohm to increase 
measurement sensitivity and accuracy. Oscilloscope leads 
a r e  placed across the resistor  using i X  probes. Probe 
power is turned on and the in-rush current photographed. 
From the photograph, probe in-rush current i s  measured. 
The photograph becomes part of the test data package. 
Probe power is  left on in preparation for the next test. 
7) Interface Signals. The tests a r e  designed to verify both instru- 
ment and probe interface signal parameters with both connected 
(under load). The ser ies  fuse box is removed and an interface 
test connector, cable and breakout box installed to provide 
access to each individual signal line. Probe power is  turned on 
and the signal lines a r e  checked a s  follows: 
a )  Power On/Off Line. The steady state value of this signal 
i s  checked with instrument power off using a digital volt 
meter.  Instrument power is turned on and the on state 
value is  recorded. 
b) Analog Signals. All analog signals a r e  then checked to 
verify operation. Values obtained under ambient test  con- 
ditions a r e  recorded. 
c )  Pulse or  Digital Signals. Using an oscilloscope with 10X 
probes al l  pulse signals a r e  measured to verify proper 
limits of r i s e  time, fall  time, amplitude, and duration. 
d) Pulse Commands. Using anoscilloscope, proper command 
characteristics a r e  verified for pulse commands regarding 
r i se  and fall time, amplitude, and duration. 
8) Noise Tests. Probe or instrument generated noise transmitted 
on o r  coupled through to interface lines i s  measured for each 
instrument i n  turn with al l  other instruments disconnected. 
This test  is performed in this way to provide a noise baseline 
since it has been found that a s  each instrument is connected, 
noise characteristics will vary. Using an ~sci l loscope,  the 
peak-to-peak noise on each interface line is  recorded. Where 
specification limits a r e  exceeded a photograph i s  taken and the 
amplitude and repetition rate of the noise recorded. A final 
noise measurement test i s  performed in the test  described in 
the next section. 
9 )  Instrument Data Check. Instrument and probe power is  turned 
off. The interface test connectors and breakout box i s  removed 
and the probe harness mated to the instrument. Probe and 
instrument power a r e  turned on. The probe and instrument a r e  
configured per specification requirements and a data check per-  
formed to verify proper operation of the instrument. 
TASK 4: MAIN SCIENCE EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY FUNCTIONAL TESTS 
These tests,  designed t o  verify instrument operation under most 
probe and instrument operating modes a r e  detailed below: 
Probe turn-on and configuration to nominal flight configuration. 
Instrument turn-on, data check and calibration with and without 
stimulus a s  required. 
lnstrument to  instrument interference test  wherein the instru- 
ment under test  i s  configured to a preferred mode and all other 
instruments a r e  exercised through power offton and all opera- 
tional modes to determine any interference between instruments. 
Probe to instrument interference wherein again the instrument 
under test  i s  placed in  a preferred mode. Probe communications 
and power equipment assembly subsystems a r e  then operated 
throughout various modes a s  in flight to determine any interfer- 
ence with the instruments. 
Special instrument test  requirements i s  a section of the test 
designed to  provide additional testing unique for particular instru- 
ments such a s  special calibration of detectors, of bit rate, format 
tests.  
TASK 5: MAIN SCIENCE EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY SHELF TEST 
The shelf-mounted science instruments will undergo random vibra- 
tion and temperature cycling tests  with the instrument electronics 
in an operating condition. Science instrument sensors, inlets, and 
appendages that mount directly to o r  through the pressure vessel will 
be attached for a nonfunctioning leak test of the probe and i t s  inter- 
faces a t  25 atmospheres inward and then a combined pressure and 
temperature test. 
TASK 6: INTEGRATION OF THE PROBE 
Upon completion of the preceding tests  the main science equipment 
assembly and the communications and power equipment assembly 
a r e  physically integrated into the probe structure for integrated sys-  
tems testing. 
TASK 7: INTEGRATED SYSTFXS TEST NO. 1 
The integrated system test i s  a combined probe/instrurnent test  and 
is  used throughout the test program to provide quick look reference 
data points to establish any instrument degradation throughout the 
program a s  well a s  subsequent to major systems test. The test  
itself i s  divided into two sections, engineering and science. 
The engineering test simulates a mission profile of launch, orien- 
tation andflight and verifies preparation of the probe subsystems. 
The science test simulates a flight profile. Instruments a r e  exer- 
cised and stimulated with GSE, remote or onboard instrument 
stimuli to simulate flight data. It. i s  recommended that the use of 
hardline GSE stimulus be minimized so a s  to maintain a simulated 
flight and simplify test operations. 
TASK. 8: INSTRUMENT ALIGNMENTS 
Those instruments having optical alignment requirements a r e  aligned 
to specification requirements using alignment fixtures designed and 
developed for this purpose. Alignments a r e  performed a t  this time 
to  verify integrity during the subsequent environmental test. 
TASK 9: DESCENT PROFILE SRvlULATION 
The entire probe i s  installed in  the hyperthermobaric chamber. 
Temperature and pressure a r e  varied over the anticipated Venus 
atmosphere descent profile to surface conditions of 95 atmospheres 
and 927OF. All the science instruments will  be operated in a mode 
simulating descent. Sensor stimuli and targets mounted on the 
chamber walls o r  on stub booms from the probe wil l  be used in 
demonstrating the performance of the instruments integrated into 
the probe. 
The magnetic t e s t s  a r e  a se r i e s  of t e s t s  designed to  determine the 
magnetic field of the probe a t  the position of the flight magnetometer 
sensor .  These t e s t s  consist of the following: 
r Probe  functional t e s t  performed to verify probe operation subse- 
quent to  shipment to the TRW operated magnetic tes t  s i te  
r Probe  operating modes 
Probe  magnetization 
r Probe  demagnetization. 
TASK 11:  PROBE BUS AND PROBES INTEGRATION TESTING AT TRW 
An extensive s e r i e s  of functional and environmental t e s t s  will be 
conducted t o  verify overal l  sys tem compatibility, m a s s  properties,  
EMC, probe checkout and deployment, so lar  vacuum, operations 
support, and software and DSN interface. 
TASK 12: POST-ENVIRONMENTAL AND ETR INSTRUMENT TESTS 
These t e s t s  a r e  performed to provide instrument  baseline opera- 
t ional data fo r  comparison subsequent to  shipment of the probes to 
ETR. They a r e  s imi l a r  t o  the detailed instrument  t e s t s  described 
in Task  4 with the deletion of the interference portions of those tes t s .  
TASK 13:  INTEGRATED SYSTEMS TEST 
An IST is performed at this  t ime to  verify overa l l  systems operation 
and provide baseline data for  the IST to  be performed a t  ETR (see  
Task  7). 
TASK 14:  FINAL ALIGNMENT OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 
If any of the scientific instruments  a r e  removed, realignment will 
be  required. 
... 
.a 
F o r  Version LZI science payload only. There  a r e  no magnetic require-  
men t s  associated with the Version IV science payload. 
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ADDENDUM 
OPTION TO SUPPLY PERSONNEL FOR INSTRUMENT 
DEVELOPMENT UNDER ARC DIRECTION 
This addendum presents an option for additional tasks to be per-  
formed by TRW and MMC experiment engineers. These consist of 
instrument interface and integration related tasks, usually performed 
by ARC, for which an extensive knowledge of the spacecraft and probes 
at  the system and subsystem level i s  desirable. 
Implementation of the option would be by separate contract with 
ARC to clearly delineate the scope of the tasks, the time scheduling, 
and the technical direction of the personnel by the ARC Pioneer Venus 
experiment manager. 
The optional tasks fall under the major categories shown in the 
dotted boxes in Figure A-i. Specific tasks which might be included 
under the option are: 
Experiment Design and Development 
- Monitor technical development of instrument 
- Generate and update instrument procurement specifications 
- Set up and maintain approved parts l is ts  for instruments 
Experiment Test Support 
- Monitor development testing 
- Determine requirements for bench checkout equipment 
- Review instrument vendor test  specifications, procedures, 
and plans 
Environmental Test Support 
- Monitor qualification and acceptance testing of instruments 
- Determine requirements for and insure compatibility of 
software for system testing 
Flight Operations Support 
- Determine requirements for  mission operation software 
- Checkout mission operation software 
- Participate i n  mission operations in an instrument perfor- 
mance evaluation role. 
An overall schematic diagram of these tasks, organized as  a work 
flow chart to be compared with Figure A-2, i s  shown in Figure A-7, with 
the tasks again grouped into the categories of interface definition activi- 
ties, documentation, and instrument integration and test activities. It is  
both possible and highly desirable to use one carefully selected set of 
contractor personnel to perform all these tasks, with continuity through- 
out all phases of the project. It i s  anticipated that the same personnel 
perform the spacecraft and probe-experiment related tasks. Early in 
the program, the option tasks a r e  primarily concerned with instrument 
design, development, and testing; the concentration then shifts to assem- 
bly, calibration, integration, system testing, launch, and mission opera- 
tions. Furthermore, the technical expertise required to perform all 
these tasks properly i s  the same -extensive knowledge of the instruments 
and the spacecraft/probes, the science objectives and ability to communi- 
cate effectively with representatives of the three key groups in the pro- 
gram: ARC, the experimenters, and the contractors. 
The knowledge obtained by the contractor experiment engineers 
during the experiment design and development phase will  serve to make 
them operate more effectively in performing their usual spacecraftlprobe 
experiment tasks. 
At present, i t  i s  believed that instrument development will have 
been underway for approximately iO months before the instrument imple- 
mentation phase begins; accordingly, one of the most critical sets of 
tasks i s  early and knowledgeable firming of the spacecraft- and probes- 
to-instrument interfaces. Contractor experiment engineers would be . 
in the best position to f i rm up the interfaces (under the ARC experiment 
manager's technical direction) because of having worked through the 
system design study and having direct knowledge of, and access to, the 
workings of the project and the details of the spacecraftlprobes system 
and subsystem characteristics. Such a procedure should significantly 
reduce overall costs by reducing the number of subsequent interface and 
design changes, which invariably have harmful cost and schedule effects, 
and by giving ARC tighter and more expeditious control over instrument 
design interfaces and more effective integration liaison. Although the 
rationale for this option is  valid for orbiter, bus, and probes, it i s  
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particularly important for the probes. Many of the probe experiments 
and instruments utilize windows, inlets, ports, or structrual protru- 
sions. These are  neither all-instrument nor all-probe structure, but 
belong to both. Efficient development of the probes and instruments 
will be influenced considerably by the efficient firming of the require- 
ments for and development of these adjuncts. It appears important to 
have a group of individuals who a re  both probe- and experiment-oriented 
specialists to work the optimum interfaces of these critical items. 
